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Abstract.

We attempt to classify the dialects of Southern Mt. 

Kenya on the basis of historical sound changes. Up to now, 

all the dialects of thga<regions hare generally been 

regarded as Yarieties of the Kikuyu language. There has 

not been any attenpt to find out the differences that 

exist between these dialects. The only work that I^know 

of is that of Prof. Mohlig (197^> which has classified the 

dialects of North Eastern Mt. Kenya*

Prof. Mohlig's work does not deal with the dialects 

of Sourthern Mt. Kenya. The only dialects of this region 

^that he has discussed are ki-Eabu and Ki-Mbeere* It is 

true therefore to argue that there is no literature on 

dialectal variation in this region.

Ae an introduction ohapter I reveals the nonlinguistic 

factors that have influenced the language situation in the 

area. It does not. therefore, raise the issues that are 

discussed in the other four chapters.

Chapter II deals with the morpholexical differences 

between the dialects and the historical sound changes that 

have caused thes. The ala of the discussion and the exauples 

la to show that the dialects differ in both lexical and 

aorphological structures. The changes affecting various 

aorpheses are discussed within the Natural Generative 

Grammar (N.G.G.) and its theory of sound change*
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Chapter III exemplifies certain sound differences end 

analyses the changes that have caused them. The current 

phonological system of each dialect or group of dialects 

is traced from a common, historical, sound syatemv The 

historical sound-change rules that link the proto - and 

synchronic stages are discussed and formalised. Where 

possible, the diachronic sequence of the changes is given.

Chapter IV discusses and exemplifies synchronic, 

phonological rules, including various rales t'aet fix 

different dialect boundaries. It is the m<.in uhnptei of 

the study, given ite title, sod it is the longest.

In a summary fora, chapter V concerns itself with ».h-3 

theory of sound change used in this study. The onapter 

discusses tho relationship between both deep and ourface and 

diachronic end synchronic forms. The former discussion poses 

the cuestion of whether all the dialects have identical 

underlying forms. Arguments for or against identical 

underyling forma ar« given.

In discussing the relationship between diaohronic and 

synchronic forms, tha question of restructuring becomas 

crucial, in particular how to establish tha point at which 

restructuring occured. The chapter thus discusses 

restructuring and the constraints that our llngulstio theory 

needs in order to establish it.

Restructuring leads to rule formulation and rule
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interpretation, rule generality and the oorreetaees of 

its predictions are alao discussed. We reject any 

generalisations that contradict actual sound changes.

■)
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CHAPTER ONE

People and their dialects!

1.0 Introduction.

In this chapter we shall Halt our discussions to the 

people and the dialedts of Souther Mt. Kenya (hence S. Mt. 

Kenya). As an introductory chapter it will not discuss any 

linguistic differences between the dialects.

One of the things that we shall examine in this chapter 

will be the problem of a single name for the people and 

their languages or dialects. We shall, also examine and 

evaluate the reasons behind the official classification

of all these people into Kikuyu, -abu anu Mo**re.

Finally we shall introduce each dialect by describing 

its geographical location in the region. The purpose for 

such an introduction will be to help the render in relating 

each dialect to other dialects of the region.

The conclusion will touch on pressures exerted on 

small dialect speakers by major dialect speakers. We shall 

also give figures of the distribution of speakers of these 

dialects outside their home districts.

' * *
1.1 Aims;

A great number of the Bantu studies that have been 

carried out have been confined to the classification of 

Bantu languages. This classification has been dominated

3
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by Guthrie's work on Comparative Bantu (i.e. 19^8, 1967 

1971 etc.). Guthrie's work has not gone beyond noting and 

stating the changes in each given language of his study

cf. *P >  B in 2«bu (Guthrie 1971).

In his work Guthrie did not discuss the diachronic 

order of the changes he showed. He also did not atteapt to 

subgroup his languages according to common sound changes of 

each subgroup of his regions. The first scholar, to ay knowledge, 

to atteapt to subgroup a given set of Bantu languages in 

Hinnebusch (197?). Hinnebusch has u-sed prefixes and sound 

changes ae his basis for subgrouoing Kenyan Coastal languages.

HinnebuBch’s inputs are the sounds and prefixes 

reconstructed by Guthrie and Kemhof. Hi6 outputs are the 

present day differences and similarities between the 

languages of his study. Between the two he has the rules 

and taeir order of application.

By employing thi6 approach Hinnebusch is able to snow 

any common changes that occurred within a given set of 

languages. He is also able to show the languages which do 

not share a given change which is common elsewhere. In 

this way he is able to subgroup the languages into smaller 

groups. ,

In the present study we begin from the contemporary 

sounds of the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya. From tha 

contemporary sounds we work backwards to the proto-language

1
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of the region i.e. the reconstructed form. From the 

reconstructed forms we work forwards showing all the changes 

that have taken piece end their order of operations.

Reasons for any orders are given for esch ordered pair.

Fro* the above paragraph it i6 obvious that we have 

not worked from one end like Guthrie or Hinnebusch.

Guthrie worked from top to bottom and Hianebuach worked 

from bottom to top. The two scholars had each his reason 

for his unidirectional approach.

Our reasons for working from top to bottom and vice 

versa are that we are interested in reconstructing an 

intermediate stage between the present stage and Common 

Bantu. We are also interested in subgrouping a set of 

dialects that are closely related.

The aims of the three studies compared above are not 

identical. Guthrie was interested in reconstructing Common 

Bantu. Hinnebusch was interested in subgrouping a set of 

languages by using comoor- Bantu forms. Our aims are to 

reconstruct an intermediate stags between common Bantu and 

the present forms and then subgroup dialects of that 

substage that we reconstruct. It is true then to claim 

that different aims have necessitated different anpioaches.

In this study we compare different dialectal forms 

and changes in order to establish the distance between 

given sets of dialects. Note, for example, that the four
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eastern dialects Ki-Embu, Ki-Mbeere, Ki-Gichugu and Ki-Ndia, 

hare merged the distinction between *P and *B. The three 

western dialects of Ki-Hathira, Northern and Sourthern 

dialects have kept this distinction intacfc. Such evidence 

as this helps us to subgroup not only languages but dialects 

also. The possibility of this subgrouping was denied by 

Guthrie (ef. 3.1).

By reconstructing an intermediate stage between 

Common Bantu and the present forms we have avoided tokinr 

sides with either Guthrie or Meinhof. Guthrie reconstructed 

voiced stops i.e */b d g/ while Meinhof had continuants 

i.e. */B 1 ^/. For us there is no problem of choice

(cf. 3.1).

The reconstructed forms and changes may be challenged

by those who advocated abstract phonology. For such 

scholars seme of our diachronic changes may be claimed to 

be in the synchronic grammars of the speakers of these 

dialects. That may be true in other models of sound change 

but it cannot be the case in the model used in this study.

In our model only the ferms that do not violate the,

'Strong Naturalness Condition,' and the, 'No Ordering 

Condition, can be posited as synchronic forms (cf. ^.1).
4

In conclusion it should be pointed out that the only 

sounds that have been reconstructed are those whose 

reflexies are attested in the region. Any sound whose 

reflexies are not attested in the region cannot be
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reconstructed as a part of the proto-S. Mt. Kenya sound 

rtructure.

1.2.1 The People

According to 1969 census, there are 2,368,8V} native 

speakers of Southern Mt. Kenya dialects. The sane records 

divide these people into three ethnic groups. These are as 

shown below

1. (a) Kikuyu 2,201,632

(b) Erafcu 117,969

(c) Mbeera <♦9,2*7

Of the above, 1 ,763,0V? live in their hone districts 

(cf. nap 1). This figure i6 broken down as follows:-

2. (a) Kikuyu 1,607,170

(b) Eabu 109,17**

(c) Mbeere ^6,703

Accordiug to the above figures E&bu and Mbeere are less

mobile than Kikuyu., Note, for exaaple, that 59*»*b2 Kikuyu

live outside their home districts i.e. outside Central

Province. This is about a quarter of the Kikuyu population.

For Enbu only 8,795 live outside their honedistrict. This 

figure ia lees than tan percent of Embu population. The 

figure for Mbeere is 2,5^. These are the only people 

registered outside their home district. This is less than 

five per cent of Mbeere population.

The figures given above have important linguistic
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implications. Note that if only three dialects existed 

Embu and Mbeere would be linguistically dominated by the 

majority around them. We shall come back to linguistic 

dominance later.

1.2.2 Other Divisions

As stated above the official records have recognized 

only three ethnic divisions. To our knowledge the three 

divisions are not disputed by any group. The official 

classification is rather arbitrary in that linguistic 

differences between Ki-Embu and Ki-Mbeere are less marked 

than those between Ki-Gichugu and Ki-Ndia on one side and 

Ki-Mathira, Northern and Southern dialects on the other 

(cf. chapter 2 , 3 , k and 5)• In fact there are greater 

differences between the latter groups than between the 

former.

Our opinion is that the division between Embu and 

Mbeere i6 more historical or political than linguistic. 

Lingu 3tically there is no justification for this division. 

As will be seen in chapter III these two dialects have 

identical sounds. The only differences that we shall aee 

will be on phonological rules and in lexical items.

Thi? division into Mbeere and Embu tribes, as 

indicated in 1969 census, must have been based on either 

historical or political reasons. There may have been some 

disagreements in the history of these people that made them
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ask for separate names. An alternative to this may be 

some inherent insecurity of Mbeere people which makes them 

fear their northern neighbours. Whatever the reasons are,

for the division, they cannot be linguistic.

The disagreements between Eabu and Kbeere seem to have 

been less serious than the disagreements between the two 

and the Kikuyu. This is reflected by their choice to be m  

ilastern Province other than in Central Province. Again the 

two agreed to be in one district i.e. Enbu. It may be of 

interest to note that at one stage of our history Gichugu 

and Ndie were in Smbu district. The resu.ca« for the 

separation into Lmbu and Xirinyaga districts can only be 

found in a historical research.

Linguistically there would be more justification for 

a division between Gicfcugu-Ndia group snd the western 

dialects of Mathira,Northern and the Southern dialect̂ . The 

linguistic differences are shown in the four following 

chapters of this study. Since these changes will come in 

later chapters we need not deal with them here.

The linguistic differences between Gichugu-Ndia group 

and the western group are now being used for economic 

reasons. The former resent what they see as economic 

encroachaientcoming in form of land acquisition. People 

from the western groups are ready to buy land at prices 

which the Gichugu-Ndia people regard as being too high for 

them to afford. They therefore begin to see the new buyers
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as outsiders coning into their hone district. These 

attitudes enhance linguistic differences.

The divisions between Gichugu and Ndia have been 

aggravated by the political divisions of Kirinyaga district. 

Administratively Ndia is a single division while Gichugu is 

another. The third division of ^irinyaga is the Mwea which 

is of mixed people (of. 1 .3 .1 ). The division between 

Gichugu and Ndia is like that of Embu and Mbeere. The two 

have identical sound structure but differ in phonological 

rules.

The difference between these two groups and Embi Mbeere 

group is that none of them is recognised as a differen: 

ethnic group. They both belong to the Kikuyuggroup shown 

in 1.2. They however feel that they are different from 

what they regard as 'outsiders' in their district.

An example of this feeling is shown in language uae.

I remember one day that my informants and I walked through 

somebody's home. My informant shouted greetings to the 

family thus, 'Morj£-g« ' 'are you fine?'. The answer from 

the lady of the family wae, 'la that you, Charles, speaking 

like a Mokabete? When I asked the reason for this ay 

informant said that his Ki-Gichugu pronunciation should
N ' 1,have been 'Morjfega'.

The lady's question shows two different things. These

are the fact that Gichugu people feel that they are
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linguistically different and that for then everybody who 

speaks a dialect west of Ndia is a Mokabete (a person from 

Kabete). For the* there is no distinction between Northern 

and Sourthern or Mathira people. They all speak Ki-Knbete.

The lady did not know that the Kabete aret. voul have 

(morj ga).

Other division that one finds in literature are Kabete, 

Metumi and Gaki (cf. Muriuki 197*0. As is evident from 

our later discussions these names do not have any linguistic 

significance. In the above literatures Kabete stands for 

Kiarnbu, Metumi for Hureng’a and Gaki for Nyeri. None of 

these terms has any linguistic backing. 3ven historically 

these naaes have no role to play.

People innorthern Kiambu i.e. Gatundu denied that they 

belonged to Kabete. For then Kabete is the area near 

Nairobi especially between Nairobi and Limuru. For most 

Murang'a people Metumi was a strange name, they had never 

heard of it. Nyeri people claimed that Gaki was a specific 

place and not a name for the whole district. For them 

Gaki was the area around Kuthinga Market.

In conclusion we should point out that no such divisions,

as the above, existed before colonialism. *-hey must therefore
$

be seen as the creation of colonial administration. Any 

one trying to apply theBe divisions linguistically t '>

bound to foil
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The Region and the Dialects.

Our region of study lien between Thuci river, to 

the East of Mt. Kenya, and the Aberdare Range (Nyandarua 

Mountains) to the West of Mt. Kenya. Fr^a Mt. Kenya the 

region stretches southwards to the city of Nairobi 

(cf. map 1 )

This region is in two administrative Provinces.

These are Central and Eastern Provinces of Kenya. The 

districts of Kirinjtunga, Nyeri, Muranga and Klaabu are
m

in Central Province while Embu district is in Eastern 

Province. Most of this region, lies in Central Province.

%
As will be noticed from our maps of the region 

(cf maps 1 & 2) Nyandarua district is left out of the 

dialectal considerations. The reason for this is that 

this district does not have any dialect boundaries* It 

is a mixed area of all dialects just like Mwea division
I

of Kirinyaga district.

1.3.2. The Dialects:

As shown in map 2 our region of study is divided 

into seven dialects. These are:-

3. 1. Ki - Embu

2. Ki - Mbeere

3. Ki - Gichugu 

k. Ki - Ndia



5. Ki - Kathira

6. Northern dialect.

7. Southern dialect.

The reasons for this division will be discussed 

in chapters II, H I ,  IV, and V. On linguistic evidences 

the area can be divided into two regions or groups of 

dialects. The first group of dialects will be called 

eastern dialects and the second one will be western 

dialects. Eastern dialects will be Ki-Eabu, Ki-Kbeere, 

Ki-Gichungu and Ki-Ndia. The remaining three dialects 

of Ki-Mathira, Northern and Sourthern dialects will make 

the western dialects.

These two broad groups are classified by certain

sound changes and phonological rules. Note for example 

that the four eastern dialects have lost *P, *B distinction 

The western dialects have reduced the passive to 5̂ from va 

These western dialects have also developed consonantal 

cluster reduction (cf. 4.2.1.) >uch features an these 

have been used in grouping the dialects into two subgroups.

Since our main concern at this stage is to introduce 

each dialect we shall suspend dialect difference* for now. 

In order to be able to introduce each dialect and to 

locate it geographically we shall deal with each dialect
0

separately. The order of our discussions shall be as shown

in 3 , above
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1.3«3 Ki - Eibu.

This is the only dialect that Guthrie (1971) seems 

to have recognised as different from Kikuyu. Bia example, 

however, shows that he was talking about Ki-Gichungu or 

Ki-Ndia and not Ki -Embu. He says on page *»6 , ' E 52.

'Embo (Kenya). Similar to E. 31, but *P ̂  B. As shown 

in chapter III this change occurred in Ki-Gichungu and 

in Ki-Ndia but not in Ki-Embu.

This dialect lies between four rivers. To the north is 

River Thuci, to the east River Tana, to the South River Ena

and to the west is River Rupingazi. This area forms 

Runyenjes division of Embu district (formerly Embu division).

According to the 1969 population census this dialect

has 117, 969 native speakers. Out of these 109, 17^ live in 

^mbu district. The rest are scatered all over Kenya.

1.3.If. Ki - Hbeere.

Ho linguistic book has, to our knowledge, mentioned 

the existence of Ki — Mbeere. As already stated in 1.2. 

Hbeere are recognized as separate from both Kikuyu and 

Embu. Their area lies between three rivers. These are Tana, 

which lies east and south of this region, Rupingazi, which
4

lies to the west and Ena which separates Mbeere from Embu. 

Administratively this area is divided into two divisions 

of Gacoka (west) and Siakago (eastern section).



According to the figures of 1969 population census 

this dialect has ^9* 2**7 native speakers* Out of these 

*♦6*703 live in hrnbu district, The rest live in other 

areas of Kenya.

1.3.5* Ki - Gjchungu.

This dialect lies between two rivers. These are 

Rupingazi and Thiba. A>he first separates Ki-Gichugu 

from Ki-£mbu ar.d the second separates it from Ki-Ndia.

The actual boundary between Ki-Gichugu and Ki-Ndis runs 

along Rutui (a tributary of Thiba). To the north is 

Mr. Konya.

Records show that by 1969 Gichugu division, which 

forms the core of Ki-Gichugu speakers had 62,664. ^ome 

speakers of this dialect are al o found in Mw*a division 

of Kirinyaga district. This, latter division, is an 

area of mixed dialects. People from all areas of central 

Kenya are found here.

Assuming that a good number of Kwea residents do 

speak this dialect we can give it a total of 80,000 

speakers at most. Note that Mwea has 58,262 people.

About a half of these people come from outside Kirinyaga 

district,

Speakers of this dialect have some minor internal 

variations. This is a claim made by the people themselves. 

Most conspiceus variation is between Ngariama and the rest

- 13 -
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of Gichugu people, ^he best example of the differences 

between Ngariama and their neighbours is the surfacing 

of the locative suffix as - ni instead of - ne that is 

found in all the dialects west of Ki-Embu. The differences 

between Ngariama (location) and the rest of Gichugu were not 

serious enough to warrant a separate dialect.

1.3.6. Ki - Ndia.

Ki - Ndia ie spoken in Ndia division of Kirinyaga, district. 

Speakers of this dialect live between rivers Thiba to the 

east, Tana to the south and Ragati (mitheri) to the west.

On the northern side is Mt. Kenya.

In 1969 this division of Kirinyaga had 93»^06 people.

A small fraction of these speak Ki - Mathira. We could 

say that speakers of Ki-Ndia in Ndia division may be as 

many as 80,000 people. To this figure we should add 

another fraction of those who live in Mwea division. The 

total number of speakers of this dialect may be nearly 

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 .

1.3.7. Ki - Mathira.

This dialect is, mainly, in Mathira division of
4

Nyeri district. It is to be found west of Ragati Hiver 

and between Mt. Kenya and Tana River. The native speakers 

of this dialect are found around Karatina town.
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The present day dwellers of Mathira division 

include a large number of Northern dialect speaker-• Tne 

number of speakers of the northern dialect in Mathira

is hard to establish because there are no records showing 

who speaks what dialect. A con. ervstivc entim te would 

put the number of Ki - Kathire s, eakert to about ?C,COO 

people out of over 9**,000 residents of Hath:ra division.

l . %8. Northern dialect.

This dialect is spoken in both Nyeri and Muranga.

It's area lies between Chania River to the north, and 

N. Mathioya River, to the south. On the eastern side 

we have Ki - Mathira and Ki - Ndia dialects and on the 

western side is Aberdare Range.

In population this is the second largest dialects.

It's speakers in this region are about *»00,0®  people.

It is second to the Southern dialect.

1 *5*9» Southern dialect.

This dialect lies between N. Mathioya River and the 

City of Nairobi. On the eastern side cf this dialect 

there are the former settled areas of Makuyu and Thika 

regions. This region (settled area) is of mixed population. 

To the west of this dialect is the “berdnre lange.

‘i

Speakers of this dialect are over three quarters of 

a million. It is therefore the dominant dialect of our
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region of study. Apart from being dominant in popul tion

it also used on the Voice of Ke..ya (VOK) vernacular 

service for broadcasts to the people of Kt. Kenya.

l.'+.l. Conclusion.

In this chapter we have seen that five of our seven 

dialects are spoken by minorities. None of them has 

more than 100,000 speakers. We have also seen that none 

of the minority dialects is used in broadcasting. These 

and other factors that we shall discuss here reveal 

that minority dialects are at a disadvantage.

The disadvantages we talk of include the fact that 

none of the five small dialects has an orthography. An  

the books are written in the two major dialects. Of these 

two the Southern's sound structure is used but the 

Northern' 6 morphological structure is used. Note for 

example that instead of writing C: ie we have a redie 

'He will go (today). The first comes from southern 

dialect while the second is from Northern dialect.

The second form is used in books.

The written word has done a great deal of harm to 

the small dialects. This is especially true of the bible
4

translations. In all the region of our Etudy all the 

books are written in the two major dialects. This means 

that the language of the bible is that of the two dialect.
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Sverywhere, including •seme part a of l!~ru, tnese two 

dialects heve been taken as the religious dialects. The 

readings, the singing and even preaching (at times) are 

conducted in some •variety of these two dialects, speakers 

of small dialects have therefore accepted these dialects 

as their religious language.

Another thing that has helped the spreading of the 

major dialects is the teaching of mother tongues in 

lower primary classes. In all the areas of our study the 

teaching of mother tongue means the teaching of the two 

western dialects. All young language learners hare to 

learn what is popularly known as ’Kikuyu'. T^a learning 

of 'Kikuyu* takes place in schools while local dialects 

are learned at home.

As a result of learning the written language in 

schools all small dialect speakers have acquired two 

dialects. These are their local dialect and the two major 

dialects. They speak some form of 'Kikuyu'• Those who 

speak the written disleets, hewever, claim not to 

understand the small dialects.

From what we have said about these dialects, one sees
minority

that a lot of pressure is exerted on dialect speakers
, A

by the major dialect speaking people. Note that the major

dialects are the basis of the standard language, are the

basis of broadcasts, are dominant in numbers etc. The

question of numbers is especially crucial to those living

outside their home districts. Before discussing the role
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of numbers in language use. Let us look at the following 

figures i.e.

The 1969 census revealed the following figures of

Kikuyu. ^mbu and Mbeere.

Group Coast N. Eastern

Kikuyu 19,^62 699

imbu 8^2 31

Hbeere 116 8

Nyanza Nairobi Nakuru district

5*933 191,367 169,363

83 3.223 303

15 259 19

Figures given in k have serious linguistic

implications. he implications are that small groups are 

always small hence outnumbered everywhere. Socially the 

speakers of small dialects are always pressured by the 

majority to speak 'Kikuyu'• Even the other small dialects

i.e. Ki-Gichugu, Ki-Ndia and Ki-Mathira have the same 

tupe of relationship to the two major dialects.

They are always represented by minorities.

Pressure on the small dialect speakers is most serious 

in institutions of learning. These are the places where minority 

dialect speakers are often asked about their relationship 

to major dialect speakers. One of my informants who is 

a final year student at the Univernity of Nairobi tells re 

of her being asked if she was a true Kikuyu. The question 

came from speakers of western dialects. This studentt who 

speaks Ki - Ndia, did not know what to say.
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Sometimes these minority dialect speakers are insulted 

by their peers. I talked to some students from Kamwenje 

Teachers' College who told me that they referred to Ki-Ndia 

and Ki-Gichugu speakers as mekiao 'udders,' which is a way 

of saying that they cannot pass for either 'Kikuyu' or 'Embu.^

4



Footnotes to Chapter 1

As used here the word 'Kikuyu' is limited to speakers 

of western dialects. 'Smbu' combines both Eobu and 

Mbeere into one group. These meanings are limited 

to this chapter.

For those students both Embu and Mbeere are called



CHAPT3B II

MC3PH0LEXICAL DIFFSRfltgBS.

2.0. If our linguistic theory is to enable us to write

grammars that are explanatorily adequate it must hare 

enough constraints. These constraints will enable us 

to write rules whose motivations are easy to see. In order 

to show the motivations of each and every rule that we 

write we have to divide our grammar into different 

components. The reasons for th* divisions are easy 

to see especially when or.e compares a number of rules.

A comparison betweer a syntactic ;il a phonological rule 

shows that each of these rules has its own motivations.

In order to show the different motivations of different 

rules we divide our grammar into the following componeats:-

1. Phonological component.

2. Morphological component.

3. Syntactic component.

*t. Semantic component.

These components will only be possible in a grammar 

like N.G.G. which separates phonological from morphological
i

rules. These types of divisions are exemplified in the 

works of Tennemann and Hooper given in the bibliography. 

For the division between phonological and morphological 

components see Hooper (1973)*
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In some generative schools the above components are 

not distinguished. In the American Standard Theory i.e. 

Transformational Generative Grammar, as exemplified by 

Chonsky and Halle (1968), there is no division between 

morphological and phonologic.-1 components. The two 

components are grouped together in one cooponent which 

this grammar treats as phonological. For the Transformational 

Generative Grammar (hence T.G.G.) the above four components 

will be reduced to three.

In N.G...G, the four components work in conjuction 

with each other. One component fills certain information
<

on which the next component acts eg. the phonological 

component will not play its role in generating surface 

structures unless all other components have filled in 

the necessary information. These components are therefore 

separate but work together.

This chapter will discuss the morphological differences 

that exist between the dialects of our study. We shall 

limit our discussions to that level of differences unless 

it is necessary to explain a given change by using 

phonological evidence. This may be necessary where 

morphological differences may have been started by 

phonological rules*

2 . 1 .  L e x i c a l  d i f f e r e n c e s

Certain lexical differences play an inportant role 

in fixing dialect boundaries. Cce can be easily defected
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au a stranger by using lexical items his/her hearers 

consider to belong to another dialect.

In order to exemplify what as a ant by lexical 

differences and to 3how why it mav^at tines^bo embarrasing 

to use a given word wc have the examples in 1. These 

examples came from list of lexical items that were tested 

in all the dialects. The words are given in appendix 3. 

These words were chosen because they showed the most 

serious differences.

V.
for a narpie of lexical differences we havo the following 

examples:-

> finbu Kbeere Gichuftu Ndia Mathira N.d S.d. Glose

1 Koku e : e : et e :/oru XV >* "oru oru bad
v / V V N ^

2 ji+ara «3 :k o Sjara mjka aykJ/ U)k3 IT 3i: 3 arras
fijara ara

\ ^ s ✓ ✓ y s3 evu evu nda nda nda nda nda abdomen
x /  ^ > < N X '  / X ^  N \ ^  "

4 modita ao£ude mot slide »otij)3£ notirj3L motive, motive tail
-x '  x % < N V ^ N X '  ^ x  ̂ s v ^ N x /• x5 most ie modita aodita modita modiide ao&udc modfade penis

 ̂ * / \ S’ / \ ✓ /

6 jtitwa gwatwa Silva x ylitu* /i : two jiitwj gwatwa be raped
komfirwa

\ * X. X < X X '  N \
7 gwata gwata gwata gwata gwata gwata /vita hold.

V. ^ N. X- — S s N X ^8 erwa manoa raauoa manta manta sagekea dug out
Jumps of
grass

\ ^ N /• X X x N s ^  S /
9 gera gera- gera gera gera gera gera go for

\ s \ x / s N. / % / x ✓  '  s "
10 e£era efiera gera. gera gera gera i.jera c»*e lor

• s ' X ^ X x ^ \ \ s S x ^  '  S * x
11 3 aria./ vipora kudoka Uijtra tt̂ i.ra / £ntra run

rtf* ora 1 apoka
s s S ' X̂ / v  /• •v̂ y v -12 nda:re nda:re ndeine Heine deine deinii)e dei no inside
\ ' X '  X ^ X ' / / / '

13 ndoro kap£./-f t mberebere mbotswa/ mbici* firifiri biribiri pepper.
moiribiri firi
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As stated earlier these words come from a list of fifty 

words that were selected from a totr.l of six hundred words. 

No percentages are used for examples in 1 because the 

number of items used for the lexical test is too small 

to be the basis of any meaningful percentages. As these 

items show the dialects are very closely related.
*

Th9 above words are not in any way unusual* They 

are the words that one finds in everyday usage. It is 

therefore not surprising that one could easily be heard
a *

using some of them even when people of different age eets 

may be present* The most unusual word for most people of 

this region is no* 6, This word means * rape* in most 
parts of S. dialect* In the rest of the region the word 

means 'take hold o f*

When a speaker of any other dialects says gwata mwana 

'take hold of the child* people of S* dialect appear most 

embarrased. To them that is naughty if noft stupid. They

are quick to ask one where he/she comes from. Usually 

they do not explain why they ask that, they Bimply 

keep quiet. If the audience i6 a mixed one, i.e. parents 

and children, the word is highly resented.

The most embarrasing pair of words is k and %  ’lote 

that the word for tail in Mbeere is the word for penis in 

]&bn» The same relationship exist between the Gichugu - 

Ndia group and the western dialects. One finds himself

embarrased when he asks people what they call, say a tail,
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in their local dialect just to be met by hostility and 

refusal to answer any other questions from bin. The 

same happens when one says, 'the toil is x. in j dialect;

What do you call it here?

I found myself in such a situation when I asked ay 

Embu informant to tell me what she would call a tail. She 

seemed not to remember so I began to give her the names 

given by other informants. When I mentioned mo&ude she became 

so embarrassed that I was forced to skip the word. In 

Gichugu I asked an old woman to tell me what they call a tail. 

Her answer was that she was tired and that I had too many 

questions. When I realised that she was avoiding the answer 

I asked her whether she would answer other questions if 

I skipped that one. She replied that she was willing to 

answer other questions. My informant from Ndia (an old 

man aged over 60 years) replied that the word for tail,

'mixes with male private part in Kikuyu' thus he was not 

willing to say it.

The above discussion is a reflection of ernDarrasmenta

caused by dialectal differences which nny have resulted

from semantic shifts. Even where words are not embarrasing,

people are quick to point out that one is of this of that

dialect because of his vocabulary. One such a case is
s *the use of the word ^rfara in d. dialect. To them

\ N
anybody who says jurfara must be from Nyeri.
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Such quick conclusions and statements such as 'You are 

from Nyeri.' correspond to the Americans' "You have an 

accent." Nobody seems to realise that he too has an 

accent depending on who is making the judgement. To 

Gichugu - Ndia speakers everybody who does not speak the 

two dialects or Ki-Embu and Ki-Mbeere is Mokabete i.e. 

from Kabete which means that he is from the western dialects. 

To Embu - Mbeere speakers anybody who does not speak any 

one of these two dialects and who also does not speak 

Gichugu is Mop-ikuu i.e. Mkikuyu. To the western dialects' 

speakers everybody else is either from Mathira OT Enbu.

To them Gichugu, Ndia and Mbeere do not count as different 

dialects.

All the above names are different ways of saying,

'You have an accent or you are different from us'. Of 

course these statements are not based on one component of 

grammar. They are based on all components and features of 

linguistic variation. I remember askin one Kiambu 

informant what he considered to be typical Nyeri dialect.

He answered by pronouncing words with (t) and (d) e.g. (mote)
v  y

'tree' (Mo:r\do') 'person' etc. The way he pronounced these 

words was very much like the Northern dialect. His point 

was that these sounds are produced at retroflex, i.e. in
4

Northern dialect, but with more of alveolar articulation 

in S. dialect. For this informant the point of articulation 

was more crucial than lexical differences.
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2.2.1. Morphological differences.

In this section we shall deal with the differences 

that exist between the dialectb in as far as morphemes 

are concerned. The word morpheme has beer, defined in many 

ways. Traditionally it was used to mean the raalleBt unit 

of meaning. It has also been called a unit of distribution 

and some other people would use morph instead of morpheme. 

We do not feel that a definition is necessary for our 

purposes. We shall not therefore join the list of ’■hote 

who have defined it.

The reasor.3 for the use of the term morpheme becomes 

obvious when we start* exemplifying and discussing . nits 

of meaning. Whether one c/ilr them morphs or oorpheee.i ij 

not necessary. What is important ic Lhe facp that some of 

these units are different in different dialects.

In 3.1. and 4.I.2. we have stated that Gichugu and 

Ndia are very similar in a number of respects. These 

include sound structure. In this section we shall show the 

different morphological structures that exist between 

these two similar dialects. This is therefore one of 

the most important sections in establishing the division® 

between these two neighbouring dialects. Other section 

include 4.1.2. which shows some differences in phonological

rules
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2,2,1.2* Positive Tensest

In this section we shall deal with negative aarkingtensae 

only. The reason for doing this ia that certain morphemes, 

e.g. those marking persons, have different alloaorphs

depending on whether we U6e negative or positive tenses 

(cf. examples in 2, k and 9)• In order to give a proper 

coverage of these alloaorphs it is necessary to consider 

the tenses separately.

In S. Mt. Kenya one finds many morphemes that mark 

tenses. In this section our discussions will be, mainly, 

focused on those tense morphemes that help us in fixing 

dialect boundaries. A few tense marking morphemes will be 

discussed in order to show that these dialects are in one 

group i.e. the whole region belongs to one linguistic group. 

There will be some morphemes that will be cited because 

they have extended their domain in some dialects but not 

in all.

Among the tense morphemes that have grouped whole 

of H, Mt. Kenya into one linguistic region are:- (1) the 

progressive tense - ra - (ii) the past participle -a- 

(iii) the immediate future -ko- and the distant future 

-ka->. All these tense morphemes are the same in all the
4

dialects. To exemplify this we have the following 

examples:-



2 . Smlai KSeere Gichugu

(•) ne nalrja
/ / x

n« w«:rja 
' 'newarja

* .
n# n a : r j a

N X  *
oe w a . r j a
» \ N

n e * a r j a

u« nda:rja
■X V .  ^

ne watrja
/ Xnjarja

S

I

 ̂X ^
(b) nenerarja

/ / > njorarja
/ / N

njararja

/ / } 
(c) neqgorja

✓ / ; 
no:korja
X X
noskorj*

(d) ne:jgarja
X X «.norkarja

/  '  X

no:karja

'  /  * v 
n e n e r a r i a

not r a r j a
N V /

no:rarja

/ / / 
netjgorja
x , i

no;korj&
< •

" x  •no:korja

ne:ggarja
* ,no:ka:rja
A ' X

noskarja

/ / / / nenderarja
'  ✓  X

njorarja
/  ✓  x

njararja

# / ; 
ne^gorja

f f X
njokorja

/ ✓ x njakorja

negga:rja
/ / * 

njoka:rja
i f ' '

njaka:rja



Ndia
% /  ̂
ne nda:rja
/ / Xne wa:rja

njarje

Yju Msikaste

* / \ 
ne ndarja
/ / ' ne wa:rja

njarjal

■lloaa

I hare eaten 

You have eaven 

He has eaten

' * t "•nenderarja

njorarja
/ • I njararja

* / * * nenderarja
/ ✓ ^ 

njorarja

njararja

I am eating.

You are eating. 

He is eating

* / ^ 
n^.^gorja

/ / / 
njokorja

' * * njakorja

/ / ' net>garja
njokarja

c / 4
nj&ka:ya

' / N
ne:jgorja 

* * + 
njokorja

/ / " 
njakorja

/ / ' ne^ga:rja
* r '

njoka:rja 
✓ /njakarja

I will eat (now) 

^ou will eat (now) 

He will eat (now)

I will eat (now)
%

You will eat (now) 

He will eat (now)
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The tense marker in (a) is -a-,. The first (ne) is • 

separate morpheme which has different syntactic functions 

which are not relevant to our study. The n- or nd- that 

follows (ne) is a marker for fi.st person singular.

In (b) tense is marked by -ra- while in (c) tense 

is marked by -ko- which changes to (go) after n-. In 

(d) the tense is marked by -ka- which changes to (ga) 

after n-.

Examples in 2 show that the four tenses are marked by 

the same morphemes in all the dialects. There are, 

however, changes in both tone and the surface realisations of 

the personal pronoun For further information on the

surface differences see 2.2.3. and ^.2.^.

Among the positive tenses that show surface differences 

are the (unmarked) past tense -irt., The mid future -re- 

sad the verb to be -r*-. The term unmarked is used here 

means that -ir£ is the moot general past tense marked.

When -re occurs as the only t^nse marker it is suffixed

to the verb-roct. In such cases this morpheme stands

for past today e.g. skjm-irj haha 'he slept here ( before yesterday]

This unmarked past tense morpheme surfaces as -erg. in ~mbu,
$

Mbeere And Gichugu if the verb-root ends in /e/, e.g.

3a and 3b



’a Lrou Mbeere Gichugu Ndia Glons

/ A. f 
nende:t£
a. ^  'no:re:ri.
S ' . 'no ;reirt

✓ A A
netide: re,

< * 
no:re:rt
* * s no: resrj.

« / / Nnende:r£
A A" #

njoreirt
./ / anjare: r £.

A O. 'Nnendeirf.
/ a ' njoreir^

njarelrc

I ate (today)

You ate (")

He ate (")

Jb noSidnir^
/ / < ^ 

noskaairg.
/ ✓ ' s 

n jakamirg.
✓ / /N

njakamir* lie milked (today)

Eabu Mbeere Gichugu Ndia /. dialects Gloss

(i) ^ga:rja
✓  / 

ijga: rja
✓  N

qga:rja
✓  '  

^ga:rja
/ V

nde: rja •I will eat (today)

(ii)
/ / >■ oka:rja / / '  oka:rja

S * 'okarja
✓  / N.
okasrja orerja •You will eat'

(iii)
/ S ’ N
aka:rja aka:rja

.  / " 
aka: r ja aka:rja / / Narerja •He will eat.

Surface forms in (i) come fro* /n—tea/ and /n-re/ respectively
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The above differences should be accounted for by 

the phonological rules. The three eastern dialects 

have a merger of /e/ and /i/ into e: . We have given

this change here because it helps to separate Ndia from 

Gichugu.

2.2.1.3» Mid future tense

In S. Mt. Kenya this tense is marked by -re-. The 

eastern dialects including Ndia do not have this tense 

in positive structures. In negative stmuctures this tense 

surfaces in Ndia and in western dialects (cf 2.2.2.)•

For the eastern dialects this tense has been replaced 

by the unmarked (most general) future tense marker -ka- 

The differences between the two dialect groups are as 

shown in

From examples in 4 it is clear that the raid future 

tense -re- has disappeared from the eastern dialects.

Its disappearance has reduced the future tenue morpheme 

from three to two i.e. from -ho-, -re- and -ka- to -ko- 

and -ka-. This change need not bo derived by a rule.

It should be assumed that these eastern dialects do not 

have this ,(-re-) tense in their underlying representations.

The western dialects hr̂ ve kept this tense morpheme 

unchanged. If our grammars are to reflect the intuitions 

of native speakers of the languages or dialects for which
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th»y are written such sorphological differences auat be 

revealed. This statement raises the question of whether 

or not the dialects have the same underlying representations. 

This question is answered in chapter five of this study.

2.2.1.b. The Verb 'to be*

^ *
The aorpheae that aarks the verb to be is -raw*

This aorpheae has been reduced to -e— in a nuaber of 
dialects. Only Hathira and Northern dialect have not 
reduced this aorpheae. Tor the purposes of exemplification 
we have examples in 5.

£nbu Mbeere Gicbugu-Ndia Mathira-N. S. dialect Gloss
A, / V. ✓ / / Saevo t;v? Li BO areh? £th 3 'He is there
A  ' * N / f / N ' V

sen a £ :na Etna arena Etna •He has'
^ / / / N

•It has ( 9)etna etna etna erena etna

Note that in £kabu, Hbeere, Gichugu, Ndia aai Southern 

dialect there is no liquid before -e- Except in Sibu 

a coabinatlou of /-ae-/ has collapsed into J • This 

is not relevant to our present discussion. The change that 

has occurred in the five dialects can be accounted for by 

rule 6. •

6. In Eubu, Mbeere, Gichugu, Ndia and 3. dialect

•re e.
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This change can also be accounted for by a phonological rule 

(cf. 4.3.2.4).

When the above change is accounted for anphonological 

grounds certain probleroes arise. Note that in 

this reduction is treated a liquid deletion. This liquid 

deletion has not applied to -re- class 5. prefix. The 

only dialect in which liquid deletion has applied to class 

5 prefix Mbeere (cf, 2.2.^), Tor the Sourthern dialect, 

for which liquid deletion was formulated, the liquid is 

deleted when the root begins a consonant e.g. imn*-
a*

’big (cf, 5) but rjfga ’good (class

The reasons for rejecting rule 6 as a phonological 

rule are revealed by the list of class Drefixes given in 

2.2.1+, together with the above arguments. These leave us 

with only one alternative i.e. morphological reduction. By 

morphological reduction we mean that what is reduced is -re

verb to be but not every occurence of -re-. In order to 

limit this rule to the morphlogical level of our grammar 

the morphological information of (+ verb to be) must be 

included in the rule. This means that only one morpheme 

is affected and no other -re-.

If the reduction was a phonological rule with phonetic 

motivations all liquids before /e/ would be reduced.

Failure to have such a general rule shows that this ie 

not a phonological rule.
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It should, also, be pointed out that this norphene has 

a nuaber of dlffarant surface seaninget Apart froa 

being tha verb 'to be', it can also naan , at, with or im 

possession of. The iaplled Meaning will dapand on tha 

context in which it ie used.

2.2.1.5* Negative Tensas

la negative structures flichugu ie seen as tha odd 

dialect in the whole region. This dialect has the largest 

number of divergencies from any other dialect. It has 

the ninisu* nuaber of negative tense narkers in this 

region. In tha exaaples given in 7 -ti-/te- stands for 

'not' i.a. negative. The glo6a given is the tense 

negated by -ti-/te-.

1. E*bu Mbeere Qi chugu Ndia W. dialects Qloss

1. ti-ra ti-ra te-ra te-ra ti-ra progressiva

2. ti-na ti-na t«-ra te-na ti-na past participle

3. ti-na ti-na ta-na ta-na ti-na past today

ti-na ti-na ta-na te-na ti-na past yastardoy

5. ti-a-irC ti-a-irt ta-a-irt ti-a-irc. ti-i-irt, past distant

6. ti-a-na ti-a-na te-a-■as te- a-na ti-a-na past participle

7. ti-ko ti-ko ta-ko te-ko ti-ko Im b . future

8. ti-ka ti-ka -te- te-ra ti-rs future today

9. ti-ke ti-ka te-kn te-ka ti-ka future (distant)

Fron these tenses it is clear that even though Qichugu 

and Ndia have identical sound structures tha sane is
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aot true of their morphological structures* These two 

dialects have ' te ' while all other dialects have -ti-.

The change froa *ti to -te- in Gichugu and Ndia is 

not due to a general rule of rowel lowering. The 

existence of a general lowering rule is dismissed by 

such words ao eliaa 'hole' K. * •re-rima. The 

lowering auat hare affected a number of morphemes only.

To generate this -te- from *ti we hare rule 8.

6. In Gichugu and Ndia *tl > te.

Hula 8 is not a phonological rule,it is a diachronic 

morphological change.

To exemplify the surfacing of all the aorpheaes 

shown in 7 and to do it adequately would taka a lot of 

space and require many exaaples. We feel that this is 

not necessary simply because no single structure will 

pass through all the above tenses and dialects without 

undergoing aoae changes. We hare therefore chosen to 

pick out one structure and run it through all the tenses. 

The structure will not surfaoe with the negative tenses 

as shown in 7 but will reveal the necessary dialectal 

differences. One of the changes from the anderlylng 

representation is the voicing of /t/ into £. drafter a— 

For this reason /n-ti-/ will surface as 

and other changes that may be noticed will be revealed

in 7



Mbeera Glchnsu
' ' lndlra:rja
' / • 

ndinarja
/ / f

ndlnarja
✓ / < 

adlnarja
✓  f 

ndjarja

9 *  Babu

i

fc

i
/ / » 

n d lk o r ja
✓ X

t e :n d ja

x ^  ! 
n d lk w ja

A  (
t a :n d ja

'  ✓  • 
a d i k a : r ja

N /■ J
ndi rat rja

\ v. /
n d in a r ja

«* " i
ndiuarja
> / i

ndluarja
V A !

ad janarja

s  /  *»

ndikorja

ndi t rja

s. ^ I 
ndikarja

S v s
nderasrja

ndarurja
/ ✓ i

nderarja
/ /nderarja
/ fndjarja

/ / j
ndekorja

x \ 
ndet rja

/ / " 
udekasrja



Ndi*
v V ! ndera:rja
v vndenarja
^ V N

ndenarja
\ v- ' 

ndenarja
V \ V

ndjaaarja

w» dialects
/ / " 

ndira:rja
ndinarja

S f ■V
ndinarja

N  ✓  N

ndinarja
* A  /

ndjarair
✓ ✓ Nndjanarja

Gloss

*1 am not eating*

•I hue** not estsa*

I did not oat*(T)

I did not aat’iye) 

•I did net cat1Cl a) 

•I never ata.'

^ \ v 
ndalcor ja

^ ^ X
ndikorja •I will not eat'(N)

V  \  > •

ndererja
x < s 

ndirerja * 1 will not eut’(T)

X V  V

nd«ka:rja
' ' V

ndika:rja 'I will not eat'
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As stated earlier Qichugu has reduced its negative 

tense aorpheaes. For the past tense structures this 

dialect has generalized the use of -te-ra- iu nearly all the 

structures. The only past tense morpheae that hes not 

been replaced by -te-ra- is the distant past i.e. past 

beyond yesterday, which is retained as -te-a. done 

inforaanta said they would use -te-na for past (liaited) 

tense e.g. nda:narJa j 'Re did not eat (during that 

period)* This, could also mean, 'He has never eaten.

For the surfacing of -nd- instead of *a-te, which is the
* ‘ • a>

expected fora see 4.2.^. and 2 .2 .2 .

According to the above structures Ndia ia e le s e r  to 

the western dialects than to Qichugu. These tense 

aorpheaes reveal a clear division between Qichugu and 

Ndia dialects. Tone too plays an iaportant role in 

distinguishing these two dialects froa each other. In 

general Ndia tones do not agree with either those of 

Qichugu or the western dialects. This say be due to the 

fact that Ndia lias between the two aain dialect groups

i.e. eastern and western.

In conclusion it should be noted that even though 

the two dialects of Oiehugu and Ndia have identical 

sound structures they differ in their morphological 

structured;. For Qichugu there is a tendency to generalize 

one tense combination for all past tense structures.

Ndia does not have this tendency. A sisilar difference
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was dhows to exist in the lexicon (ef. 2.1.)• These were

soma of the reasons for the separation of Gichugu and

Ndia as different dialects. To group these two dialects

together would hare necessitated the positing of a

number of abstract representations. Since our theory

alas at reducing abstraction in the underlying representations

the grouping of these two dialects as separate is justified.

2.2.2. Personal Pronouns

When talking about personal pronouns one eust 

distinguish between bound and independent allomorphs.

The distinction is necessary because they do not behave 

the sane. Bound allomorphs bahare like class prefixes 

in that their surface realization depends on the structure 

of the root. Apart froa that the morpheme marking 

the person will depend on what type of a root is used.

If the root is an adjective we have one type of marker end 

vhon the root is a verb we have another. All these 

will become clear when we exemplify the-:.

Before we exeaplify any of those iscrphemes end 

allomorphs we should point out that any table of morphemes 

and allomorphs that will bo given will not be able to 

reveal all surface forms.- Some of the surface forms can 

only be generated diaehronically. Such diachronic 

forme will be shown and their origins discussed.



With the above consents in nir.d we are now in a

position to exemplify the dialectal differences that 

exist in these morphemes. The following is what is to 

be expected as indepeu lent personal or •mns of . Ht.

Kenya dialects. There have no d u  ere i -rface t’oras:-

As stated above these morphemes realised as

shown when they occur in isolation. In bound structures 

soae of the above persons are narked by slightly 

different allonorpha. In their most general forms ^he 

bound allonorpha can be eumnarised as follows (in verbal 

structures):- (see 11)

When prefixed to the adjectives the first person 

sg. surfaces as ne- in Enbu and Hbeers but as nds- in 

all other dialects. All other pronouns are prefixed to 

-re- 'verb to be' in such positions.^ This naans that 

the first person plural will surface as -toe- in Mbesre 

and S. dialect and -to-re- in all other dialects. The -re- 

ia the verb to be.

Let us now go back to our independent norphenes in 

and consider thoir historical development. Fron tbs 

present dialectal forns we can reconstruct the following 

ae the proto roots of personal pronouns in S. Mt. Kenya.*
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10.

11.

P e re c a : Enbn

1 s t
✓

n jeperson

tt tt P i .
✓

✓
2nd p erson s g . w£

V« 9t p i . mu s

3rd p erso n »«•
" s 

kC (w<i)

91 tt fl-
/O

P erso n Eaba

l e t p erson ne/n

ft ii to

2nd p erso n sg. o

ft ft pi. mo

3rd p erso n «

ft ft p i . me

Mbeere Giehugu

✓ s /
r je' nio

/ ✓ \
dwe twi;o/du

✓ S.
w*o
s '

mue awi: o
s ' /

w£
✓ ✓
D a o

Mbeere GichuRU

ne/n n

to to

o o

no mo

• s

me me



Ndia Mathira «* dialects Gloss

/• >• * /

also nje/ni:o nje I
✓ >.S ✓ VN ✓ \S
14ue Hue i<ue us
X r\ S' / N.

m l : w4£/wio wi£ you
X  <
ijiwe ifiue i/iuo you
/ X X hinWf w £ » w C s
/

m J
/

« D thex

Ndia w. dialects Gloss

n n I ....

to to Wf••••

0 0 you...

no BO you..•

a a he.•••

ao aa they..



1st person Bg. • ni
N vv pl. • tu

2nd person «g» * /
w£

n 99 Pl. • mu

3rd person «g* * wfc ' A
H 99 Pl. * ba

Froa these proto - forms the Independent aorpheaes
l

were generated by adding the reflrive morpheae -e- to 

the root thus getting /nie/, (tue/t /aae/,

*/mi»/ */Bae/ respectively. For the second person 

singular and the thiru person singular the only distinction 

seems to hare been tone. There seems to hare been a 

problea of distinction between these two thus lengthening 

being used to show the difference. Even that did not solve 

the problea. Whac seems to have been used as a distinguishing 

factor is vowel collapsing and loss of -e-. Soae dialects 

lost this while others collapsed - t -  and -e- into 

in one nnaber and not the other*

The Gichugu dialect aeeas to have deviated froa the rest 

by using -o- as a suffix to personal pronouns. This -o- 

ie likely to have coae froa the relative -o-. This -o- 

relatlv# is found in olasssa 1, 3t Ik etc. Hots thst 

Gichugu solved the problea of distinguishing second person 

singular froa third person singular by adding this -o- 

to the second person but not to the third. To us this 

should be a triger to show that speakers had soae difficulty 

in distinguishing these two from each other.



For the third person plural we have a problea in that 

we have - 3 -  and not - D e -  as the above diecueei 1
r

indicates. The aost plausible analysis would be that ^ 3  H 
*

comes from *B Oe, This is not a strange proposition

especially when we consider that *pa changes to *pp 'y V D 

in the same region. For further d_ecu3sioc and exemplifications 

of this vs see 2.2.1*. According to this proposition [ o  ] 

comes from *BD relative and not froa *Bae.

The other point that we ought to consider is why this
y /

\J0~] should surface as [ aO] in Oichugu, Ndia and Mathira 

This is dealt with in 2.2.*». under class prefixes. The 

surfacing of this nasal is analogical Ccf. 2.2 .^.).

In conclusing this section let us consider why *tu changed 

to -du - in Mbe«re Ndia and western dialects. We shall, 

also, consider the change of mu to nu in the same dialects.

As indicated in chapter 3 we have certain*ts that changed to 

/d/ (cf. 3.1). These were mainly in roots that were 

prefixed with ‘n of classes 9/10 or 1 st person singular.

We are inclined to think that the change from *tu to du waa 

either under the same influence of *n or on analogy to the 

change of some */t/e to /d/.

The change from *«u to nu in a very strange one. If
4

we assume^ that this was a case of palatalisation we ahaxl 

have a crazy rule that palatalized /m/ before TBi®

type of palatalization is disqualified by +he fact that the. 

dialects that palatalized */n/ before [ u ] >re the esab
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with which w« get /«u/ today. The dialects that did not 

palatalize */n/ before [ u"} are the ones with this r *

<C Note that in eastern dialects *kanua 'mouth*

has changed to kanwa while western dialects hare kan.ua.

The facts given above lead to the conclusion that the 

change from *mu to /nu/ cannot be explained in a clear 

sound change. Whatever might have caused the change it 

it not likely to be a phonological change. It may have been

some type of borrowing. Even this is not explained.
•>

The most likely source of this change is Ndia where 

both pwa 'drink' and kapwa 'mouth' are found. This 

dialect may have had a rule of palatalisation that was 

wrongly generalized to *au and which was later borrowed 

by other dialects. As stated above only Ndia has both 

pwa and kaput while other dialects in the west haws kanua 

for 'mouth* and pwa 'drink'. Despite this we cannot 

conclusively clain that the change from *mu to nu befnn 

in Ndia.

Note that this change reveals that not all changes will 

be phonologically natural. Even though nost sound 

changes are caused by phonologically natural rules we 

should not fail to see the unnatural ones. Some changes
4

like the above may be (totally) phonetically unaotivated.

Having discussed the changes affecting independent 

morphemes let us now turn to the bound allonorphs. As
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w* stated at the beginning of this section the surfacing 

of bound allonorphs depends on the initial sound of the 

erb root. To give an example of the different surface 

forms ve hare the following realizations for the first 

person singular:-

Embu Mbeere the rest initial sounds

n n n alveolars (cons.)

a ■ a labials

m - - labialdental.

P P P palatals

9 9 9 velars

The above ferns are synchronic and are discussed 

under phonological rules (cf. ^ 4.1.^.). The reasons

for discussing t.ie above changes under morphology will 

become clear whan we exemplify them in actual words.

Befora we exemplify these forms we should point out that
X

there are many instances of rule morphologization. he 

morphclogized forms are those generating m ̂  for the 

first person singular even when no bilabial sojne. is 

available.

In cases where I o [cannot be generated from an underlying 

labial environment we consider its generation as being 

morphological in synchronic grammar i.e. it is diaebronio.

Tha following structures will help to reveal the different 

types of morphologization that have occured in the dialects 

of this study:-



t

1 > . Baton

(i) ■toigt.

(ii) n-ara
x  /

abara

(iii) n-mga
x "

mbugc
• l i T ) a- na

X /
a  a ia

$ ( t ) n-iaa
> ^ 
min C

1
( ▼ l ) n-aneka

% / x aacekC

(rli) n-f.nda a£:ada

(rill) a-o^ga
-■os*jga

<ix) n-i^gara
x  ✓  '

■ i ; / j  gar*

(x) n-uaa
X *

jaom C

(xl) n-roma
\ ^  
noa(_

(xii) n-goroka
X /  V

Qgoroke

( x i i i ) B-rajga
X '

n a : t jg £ .

(xiv) n - t a r a
✓  '  ndarg.

( x t ) n-ra:ta N ^ T a t t i



Mbeer* the r e s t  (Ndla) Gloss

s ' 
■big£_ nii«4 'May I kssp'

mbar £ njar 'May I aaks bad*
s '

abu§C a^ttgC • « I say'
s / 

m^nia
V X

nonia 'show me'
N* /* 
mint

\  ̂
jiinC. 'May I sing'

% ✓ ' 
nanekt

\ s V
jianekC 'May I spread

t N
m£:nda

*» y 
jifrnda 'love me*

*
/Toxr^St jio srgc •May I collect'
/ / ' 

jiiijgerc
/ ✓ \ 

Jiifg®r£ 'May I emtfcr*
V /

JiMiUL
N '

JiuaC 'May I et out'
y S 

nomt
/ v 

aoa t 'May I bite
% x /

3 gorokC
/ / N 

ngorokc 'May I fly'

na:j gi.
< N. 

na :ygt 'May I sleep on'

ndar£
x. *

ndar£ •'hay I count'
✓ V 

oba; t £. 'May Isweep'
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Looking at the differences between the dialects and 

the differences between the underlying representations 

and the surface forma certain changes become very clear* 

It is obvious that the above roots had different initial 

sounds from those that are there today. This is true of 

most of the roots from (i) to (x). These roots had a 

labial consonant as the initial sound which was later 

lost.

After the loss of the initial consonants the verbs

were retained as if the bilabial consonant was noc lost.

For the generation the surface forae the verb were marked
K

as *B roots. The generation of surface forms was based 

on a class ol’ morphemes and not the initial sound. These 

are therefore morphologically generated forma and uj . 

phonological. Their being morphologically generated 

Justifies our discussing them under morphology.

For dialectal variation note that the dialects 

west of Embu have generalized all the vowel initial roots 

a6 if they had a palatal consonant in their initial 

positions. This means that after the loss of the labial 

consonant the roots were reanalysed and classified in the 

palatal class of roots. Evidence for there having been 

rule aorphologination is not hard to get. In the dialects 

west of Eabu we have examples snch as abjgwerj/mbusw*r^ 

'hearing organ'. This comes froa */n- Bigw-ero/•



Sine* the root i« lgwe 'hear* the only Justification for 

having ah- is through some diachronic *B. The surfacing 

of mb- from *n-B is, today, a rare phenoaenon in western 

dialects.

The above two dialect groups i.e. the ab- groufc and the 

group have each aorphologised the derivation of the 

first person singular marker but in different ways. 

Underlylngly the nf- group has no palatal froa which this 

M  coaes and the ab- group has no underlying bilabial

sound froa which this["bJ comes froa. The difference 

between the two groups is that the eastern group i.e. 

ab- group generates the surface forms froa *B roots while 

the western group i.e. nj- group has analogically levelled 

all vowel initial roots as /s/ roots. For the eastern 

group the old *B roots have been retained even after the 

lose of *B. The same is not true of the western group.

The purpose of the above discussion has been to show 

that we cannot, always, generate surface forms by phonological 

rules. The only things that phonological rules would 

generate are the different realisations of /n/. Note that 

this aorphologization of phonological rules is one of 

the ways in which natural rules get denaturalised.
4

The second person plural aorpbeae has a very 

interesting dialectal variation. This morpheme is -mo- 

in the prefix positions of verbs. In most parts of



S. Mt. Kenya this is, also, the objective Barker of

the sane person and number. We use most because in
- M ® ”eoae parts of Muranga the objective marker is not but 

The following examples chow this -ae- objective .

fiikc'i a-me-t£idi£ 'Let hia help you (pi.)'

Okai nde-ne-ht. rfai 'Cornel let me give you (pi) tea.

Ara-me-etirtmorartga 'He called you (pi) tut you refu »d.

In all other areas of thin region the above -me- would 

be replaced by -mo-.

One interesting thing about this -lie- is that in eomc 

areas only women and children use it. This is especially 

true o* Mugoiri location where even ay women informants 

agreed with this claim. In all other areas including 

Njunbi and the area south of Sagana town this -me- objective 

is used by all speakers.

The source of this -me- objective cannot have been 

sporadic. It cannot also be an isolated innovation.

These two things are ruled out by the vastness of the area 

in which this -me- is used. The area spreads in the whole 

of Murang'a from North to south and from west to east.

It Bust have been a feature of a vast number of speakers.

The fact that there are indications that this type of 

feature covered the whole of Murang'a leads to two possible
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Torigins. he first origin nay be fro* son* earlier people 

who occupied the area before the present occupants.

The second origin nay be a variety of language or dialect 

brought by some new arrivals into the area. Of these

two the first seems to be more attractive. Note that if 

this feature came from the sane source with other dialects 

it would have been detected outside Murang'a, but it has 

not.

There is another plural marker for the second person. 

Tbis is the suffix ni. This morpheme has been reduced 

to -i in all the dialects west of Oichugu. The following 

comparison reveals the reduction

Gichugu Ndia Gloss

Okani okai you (t>l) come.

ugani ugai " " say

rjani rjai " " eat

kareani kamai ” " sleep

These examples show yet another distinguishing factor 

between Oichugu and Ndia. In discussing this reduction 

under morphology we imply that it is not phonologically 

motivated. We have other occurences of (ni) that are 

not reduced e.g. nogeni ’visitor*. To generate this 

reduction without reducing other types of /ni/ we have

rule 17
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Hul* 17 will only reduce suffix /ni/ and not any 

other. Since [ ni^ of aogen; is not a suffix it 

will not be subject to rule 1.7.

In conclusion let us go back to the 3rd person plural 

marker. At the beginning of this section va clalaed that the 

plural Barker in the proto language was *Ba. Without 

further discussions or exeaplification there is a likelihood 

of getting soae objections. Soae night wonder how we got 

this *B that is newer realised in the present day surface 

fonts. For those who may want to disagree with us we 

hope that the following example fron Nbeere will dot-

. / * N
ando a(: *«• * other people.*

To u b the above structure comes from */ando Ba+e ijge/. 

For sons reason this *Ba got an /n/ prefixed to it thus 

deleting *B through the Qands law. Note that Kbeere does 

not hare *ao for this nuaber which we saw to be present 

in Qichugu, Ndla and Nsthira.

Further evidence for there having been *B in this 

class is to be found in the comparison between -V 3 and - D- 
in Bebu. VD stands as the relative for place while j 

stands for the relative people. Considering what we said 

about *B deletion it ia obvious that the presence of *B 

is unquestioned (cf. 3 *1 .» 3 .1 .2 .)
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2 .2 .3* Dcnonotrativea

In this section we shall deal with the present day 

demonstratives of S. Mt. Kenya (eee 19). Our main 

concern will be to find out their origins and the sound 

changes that have affected then. By origins we mean the 

proto forms of the present day demonstratives, for a 

list of the three demonstratives see the attached 

examples (19 ). The examples given in 19  deal with nouns 

classes exemplified in this section.

To begin with let us look at the *-nn suffix. This 

demonstrative is found in other Bantu languages as well.

It occurs in some old forms Kiswahili dialects e.g. 

huyuno 'this (cl. 1), hiking 'this (class 7).' In S. Mt. 

Kenya this suffix has been lost in many classes. The only
e

classes that have atatained this suffix without dialectal 

differences are classes 4 and 9. In many other classes 

this suffix is lost. The dialects that have retained it 

in a few classes will be shown later.

For classes k and 9 we have the following examples;-

19. (i) mete en 0 these trees (cl. k)

(ii) me: re en 3 these bodies (cl. *0

(iii) jxosmba eno this house (cl. 9)

(iv) n^:abt en? this cow (cl. 9)
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The desonatratiysa

(1 ) near the breaker

Class Qsbu Mbeere Oichugu Hdia W. dialects Qloss

K «D) *Q' eno eno the .<e

8 in j in j itsi itsi iii these

9 eno eno ec: eno enn this

10 in o in 3 itrfi itn iii these

(ii) near hearer

h •J3 ejo ejo ejo ejo those

8 i*i i»i it *i itsi iki those

9 e P eja •J3 •J3 that

10 i *L3 mio itsi:) itsi 3 iiio those

(iii) away froa both speaker and hearer

k elea ei ea elea elea erea those

8 ilia iria ilia ilia iria those

9 elea erea elea elea erea that

10 ilia iria ilia ilia iria those.

Those exaaples will hare the sane sound structures in all

the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya. The only difference to be 

experienced will be in tone patterns eg. Eastern dir.le- *> 

hare «oj while western dialects hare onJ for both 'these'
4

and 'this*.

Saba and Mbeere hare two other classes that take 

the suffix nO. These are classes 8 and 10. For tb-se
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two class*? we hare these exaaplest

it* in̂ > these chairs (cl. 8)

ind3 in^ these things (cl. 8)

ji) :ab\ in a these houses (cl. 10)

jiaaa in? these meat (cl. 10)

9 y. mb £ ino these cows (cl. 10)

In other dialects the demonstratives will be aith*r 

itsi or i^i. Th* first occurs in Gichugu and Ndia and 

th* second occur? in western dialects* In other words 

these other dialects do not use -n* suffix in classes 8 

and 10 *

For enbu and Mbeer* the difference between classes 

is marked by the prefix. For classes k and 9 the prefix 

isQ e^ but for classes 8 and 10 it is£ i] . Not* that 

both class k and classes 8 and 10 are plural classes thus 

£i~] eannot be interpreted as a plural marker. The same 

is true of [^e-].

The differences between the above dialect groups 

ie. Eabu and Mbeere in one group while the other dialects 

stand together are not limited to classes 8 and 10. Other 

classes reveal similar differences e.g. class 5. For 

this class see examples in 21.

Embu-Mbeere The rest Gloss

(Madiga) mama ha ja 4 these (stores) cl. 5

(Magona) aaja 'these (nonkeys) cl. 5

(Haru) aama maja 'these (knees) cl. 5
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Having looked at examples in 20 and those of 21 we 

can now go back to the question of sound changes that 

resulted into the present demonstratives. It is obvious 

from these examples that at one stage these dialects had
t

two types of demonstratives. The first one was *na 

suffix that was used for all or for most of the classes.

The second one was the duplication of the class prefix.

The duplicated clams prefix functioned as a demonstrative.

In &abu and Mbeere the first demonstrative is still 

important while in other dialects the duplicated prefix 

has gained prominence.

After the development of the duplicated prefix aa 

an important demonstrative, certain sound changes took place 

which led to the present day forms. We shall come to 

these changes shortly. After analyzing the existing 

demonstratives and class prefixes we can reconstruct the 

following as the proto-prefixes:-

Class Prefix

1 mo

2 Bs

3 mo

k me

i re

6 . ma

7 ke

8 Bi
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Class Prefix

9 ni

10 ni

11 vo

12 to

13 ka

14 Bo

15 ko

16 Pa

17 ko

Of these classes 1, 2, 4, 9 and 10 prefixes are not 

used au demonstratives in an; of the dialects* Of the 

remaining 13 prefixes 4 have undergone changes* These are 

for classes 2 , 8  14 and 16* The changes affecting these

classes have resulted in the above dialectal variations 

(cf* examples 20 and 2 1 ).

The changes affecting classes 2 and 14 are identical. 

These can be stated in the following manner:-

23* Onderlying Reduplication Qloas

> BaBa > •Ja these cl. 2.

> BoBo > ojo this cl. 14

The above changes show th e l o s s  o f  a vo ice d  b i l a b i a l  

f r i c a t i v e  and th e g l i d i n g  o f th e  same f r i c a t i v e  in  th e  

i n t e r v o c a t i c  p o s it io n s *  The *B l o s s  i s  d isc u sse d  in  3 » 1 »  

and 3 . 2 . 2 .  The g l i d i n g  needs a few comments.
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It is not necessary to have had gliding taking place 

in all 1stervocalls positions. It aight have happened 

between two low vowels i.e. a - a .  It may also have happened 

between two identical nonfront vowels only. Whatever the 

environments the change froa *B to /j/ is a crany rule.

It is one of those rules that are attested in languages 

but which are unnatural.

After the gliding of *B between /a/s tod the loss of 

the same sound in all non-nasal environments (cf. 5.2 .2 ) 

we could get glide insertion between certain vowels. This 

aa/ have taken place in tbe same environment that had lost 

a consonant. The claim we are making should not be seen as 

if it is a strange and an ad hoc change. Note that in 

Eaou we do not havethis [j ^between two /o/s e.g. for the 

western dialects' gekojo. ojo etc Sabu has gekoo, oo 

for 'Kikuyu* and 'this class 1.* The change of •£ into 

/j/ between /a/s could, later, be generalised on analogy to class 

2 structure ie. BaBa^>aja and B o B o ^ o o ^ o j o  on analogy to aja.

Note that the presence of J in class 6 demonstrative 

must have been generated analogically. As exeaplified in 

19 a a -  was reduplicated into rasa 'these (class 6).' The 

dialects west of Smbu changed ’Mama to 'maja* 'these class 

6.' In these innovative dialects -,1a was interpreted as the 

rest for demonstratives while ■»- was interpreted as s class 

marker. For Etabu and Hbeere the whole form i.e. mama 

was a single morpheme.
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la the above discussions we have claiaed the historical 

reduplication of class prefixes in order to fora demonstratives, 

Now we turn to the discussion on how ili 'these (classes 

8 and 10), came into being. According to the table in * 

class 8 had *}i as its prefix. This prefix was reduplicated 

into *BiBi. After this the normal changes affecting *B 

operated (3.2.2). There was, however, another change that 

seems to have occured and interrupted the changes affecting 

•B. This ch.en.ge is as fellowe:-

2k. *B > ts /-ia

Rule 2^ generated the following structures:-

2k. Proto-foras 

*Bi«ara 

•Bi-ana 

•Bi-aku 

3i-a.it

attested forma

Niara

tfiana

dlaku

£iake

Gloss

bear (child) 

''children (cl. 8) 

yours (cl. 8) 

his (cl. 8)

Rule 2k must have operated before */B/s dropped out in 

all non-nasal environments. If *B less bad taken place before 

rule 2k we would not have gotten the examples in 2%  What 

happened is that after rule 2k *B loss took place and 

deleted all the */B/s that did not alternate with rules-.

After *B loss the class 8 prefix became £ ii] 'these

(cl. 8)'. This demonstrative is found up to today
the speech o f

especially in old people. In such people's spmmch one 
/\

hears iSaka li 'these bushes (cl. 8).' What seems to

have happened is that class 8 demonstrative developed a
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number of surface farms. These were si- for tho class 

prefix mainly in nouns and in possessive*, i- as a profix 

on adjectives e.g. its 'big chairs,' and finally

il as tho demonstrative for the sane elass. All these
0

varieties are to be found in this region.

The speakers of these dialects have followed a trend 

of Minimising these surface forms. The form that is 

winning over others is -tsi- or -si- depending on the 

dialect. This is interpreted as the root for the demonstrative 

and is then prefixed with i- to make itsi or ili • for 

Fubu and Mbeere -in>* is used as a demonstrative for this 

class and also for clas'j 10. They ’o however Utie Si- in 

the poeseeeives e.g.

26. Hbori ino ne Siao :Whose goats are these?'

0 n:mb6 ina ae Siakwa 'These cows are mine'.

The western dialects will always replace in with isi- 

but everything else is the saae. Here we see a case of 

paradigmatic regular!nation taking place at different rates 

in different dialects.

From the above discussions and examples we note that 

the reduction of allomorphy within the (demonstrative)

change. This force has led to the unnatural rule at "B 

te or § (rule 24). This rule is motivated by the force 

of paradigmatic regularity. It is not a regular sound

paradigm is a major force to be reckoned
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change that one finds in many languages.

To conclude the discussion of the historical development 

of the demonstratives, let us consider the changes affecting 

class 16 demonstratives. Examples in 22 show that thi& 
class had *Pa as its prefix at the proto-language stage.

This prefix was reduplicated to *papa to form the 

demonstrative. Through a process of changes that we called 

P-lenition (cf. 3*2.2) this fora ha6 become ara ia £mbu and 

Mbeere, aBa in Oichugu and Ndia but haha in western 

dialects.

The reduction from *papa to ava and aBa, through 

p-lenition, operated differently in different dialects 

(cf. 3.2.2), In the four eastern dialects the process of 

p-lenition deleted initial */p/s after they had weakened.

This stage (of deletion) did not occur in western dialects. 

Instead of this *age the western dialects changed the 

bilabial sound into a glide hence A / «

2.2.4 Noun classification and class marking.

In 2.2.3 «• touched on the proto-class prefixes. We 

also discussed how proto-elass prefixes ware reduplicated 

and changed in the process of the creation of the present 

day demonstratives. In this section we shall deal with the
4

classification of nouns and the present day class markers.

In most classes nouns are classified on the basis 

of the concord (i.e. what is assumed to be the concord).
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If a n«w nouu is borrowed froa other languages it nay go 

to different classes in different dialects. The general 

tendency, however, is to place all nouns without class prefixes 

in classes 9/10 unless they denote hu*au beings. This 

placing is only a tendency and not a general rule. If it 

was a general rule all dialects would put such nouns in 

the sane classes but this does not happen.

X At tines, a new noun is classified in a given class 

due to the influence of what is already existing in the 

dialects. A good example of such a noun is Burana 'pull- 

over'* (borrowed fro* English(Flannel) through Kiswahili 

•fulaaa). This noun is placed in claeses 9/10 in aost 

dialects cut in Soothers dialect it is in classes 1V&>

The reasons 'or classifying Burana in classses “\k/C

is due to other no ins that begin with the saae sound and are
/ ✓ '

in the saae classes. Such nouns include Boron 'country'.
✓ N

We sI bo have Bundi 'tailor' which ie in classes 1/6 due to the
s

fact that it denotes huoan beings* Note that Bundi is also, 

a borrowed noun i.e. froa fundi (Kiswahili).

In other dialects this noun is placed iu clauses 9/10 

on the basis of the tendency that puts all nouns without 

class prefixes in thede two classes. These two different
4

placings mean that the above noun has different class
< / / / \

aarkere in different dialects e.g. Burana Hwo»a 'good 

pull-over', (in Southern dialect). In other dialects the
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structure would be “Burana njCga1 or gjvurana abfcga* 

depending on the dialects. In this case the class prefixes 

are no- for Southern dialect and n- for others (with other 

changes n> mb ; n >  nj- due to analogical levelling) .

Before ve discuss other changes that affect prefixes 

let us look at the prefixes that exist in our region of 

study. In the following table soae classes have two surface 

forms. The first one occurs in verb initial positions while 

the second one occurs in adjective initial positions (i.e. 

primary and secondary pronouns).

According to table 27 certain changes have taken place. 

The first of these is in class 2. In this class the verbs 

are prefixed with aa- in all the dialects. The saae class 

has a- as its Barker in the prefix positions of adjectives 

except in Qlchugu, Ndia and Mathira whereas* is the 

generalized class marker. For these three dialects 

structures such as ando aaMurang'a ♦people of Hurang'a*, 

are the norm while all other dialects would say, ando a 

Muraag'a. Speakers of the three dialects would also say, 

js nea~. ’these are the cnee;* while others would say, 

aja na~3 #

When Gichugu, Ndia and Nathira people produce these 

forms outside their own areas they are iaaediately detected 

as strangers. The interesting thing about this aa- 

generalization is that it is seen as a Nyeri thing especially 

by people from the Southern and some parts of Northern



Proto for* Eob'j Mbaare

1 ao a/ao a/ao

2 Ba aa/a aa/a

3 ■ 0 o > o o/bo

aa •/a. a/aa

5 ra ra a
6 aa aa aa

7 ka ka ka

8 Bi 1/1 (ad n

9 n(i) n n

10 n(i) a n

11 ro ro ro

12 ka ka ka

13 to to to

ii* Bo ao ao

15 ko(in&) ko ko
>6 P* ▼a ▼a

17 ko(pl.) ko ko

18 ko(ia.) ko ko
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OichUKU Ndia Mathira W. d:

a/ao o a/ao a/ao

a«/aa ■•/■a aa/aa aa/a

o/ao o/ao o/mo a/ao

•/■• a/aa a/ae •/■a

ra re ra re

oa ma aa aa

lea ke ka ka

i/n i/n i/n i/n

n a n n

a a n n

re ro ro ro

ka ka ka ka

to to to to

ao no ao ao

ko ko ko ko

Ba Ba ha ha

ko ko ko ko

ko ko ko ko
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dialects. People are often asked whether they coae froa

Nyeri but those who produce this type of structure know 

that it is a Mathira (thing) feature.

Other classes that show certain variations are class 

1 , 3 * k and 8. These are the classes thet hare one fora 

for verbs and another for adjectives. Of all these 

classes only class 8 can generate the present day vowel 

through sound change i . e . i ^ ^ ' B i *  The loos of *B in 

such positions is accounted for through normal sound 

change (cf. 3*2.1). In other classes, except class 2, 

the vowel initial positions cannot be generated through a 

clear sound change.

The vowels found in initial positions of verba in 

classes 1, 3 aid k are likely to have coae through 

oertain unclear analogical levellings. Mote that for all 

these classes we would need a rule that deleted *a in 
verb initial positions and not anywhere else. Such a rule 

would be ad hoc and unmotivated. We therefore reject any 

ad hoc rule that deletes *a in verb initial positions.

There is an important and intaresting variation that 

is rovealsd by a comparison of dialectal forms of class 
Barkers. A part from the differences in prefixal forms

4

we find some fora of double markers in one structure. The 

second marker seems to be inserted in the root. To 

illustrate this we have examples in 28.



Underlying Gichngu
(n-g«) *•->-n-it J*»d£ { J Dtadd

•Bu-3-n- d£. gnondg w}:nd6
wrne o

•tei-3-n-dt iiandt tsi^Jndt

• a- -n«* J»nd t ■ 3:nd£



Sm dialect G lcas

3o: «»L
w_>: «*c

«*e

'•11 (class 9)* 

•all (class 1*0

'all (class 1 0 ) 

•all (class 7)'
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Exaaples la 28 raise a numbsr of questions. The 

first question ia how the [ n] la and£jj :ad£.3

should ba treated i.a. is it part of the root or ie it 

a differeat aorpheae? The other questioa is what this sound 

aarks if it is not part of the root. It ie also necessary 

to ask whether this^n! was lost in western dialects or 

not.

The question as to whether or not the£n"] should be 

considered as part of the root will be answered in chapter 

5. In that chapter we shall look at the underlying 

representations of the varying dialectal foras. In this 

section we shall concern ourselves with how this^nj came 

into the above root. Note that the discussion in this 

section is limited to the diachronic development and aayr 

nothing of the synchronic status of £ n ] •

A coaparative study of other languages reveals an 

absence of this nasal in the above morpheme. The aost 

likely thing to have happened was that the class 9/10 

prefix was inserted in the root for ' all*. This is 

rather strange because there is no other root that shows 

signs of infix. All that we see are prefixes and suffixes. 

It could be that the root for 'all' is unique in this 

respect thus froa *^tt to jntw then jn4i./ jndi. or

The alternative to the above suggestion is that 

•att was mistakenly separated into J-t£. The separation
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meant that tha^n Jj prefix could b« placed either before 

^  or between ^ and tt. One dialect or a group of 

dialects may hare inserted the prefix in the latter 

position thus resulting into the present day root. At 

the present time £ n^ in this root is not separable from 

the rest of the root.

The must have been lost in the western dialects

at an early tine. If this *n was not lost the western 

surface forms should have been identical to Gichugu. Note 

that in western S. Mt. K»aya /nt/ change to^ndj. At the 

tine this rule was introduced /nt/ had already chongea to 

v s « The lengthening of the vowel before /-4/ suggests 

that a nasal was lost and that its place is retained by 

vowel length(of. 5).

For class 1*t prefix Mbeere uses ko or o. The surfacing 

of /ko/ as go ia dus to Dahl's law. This appearing of 

ko in class 14 shows that there has bsen an expanaion of class 

17 prefix. This ko refers ’to placa' and also 'in a place.'

It is not strange therefore that class 1V should have ko 

prefix.

If what ia being talked of is in reference to a pica

e.g. Borori 'country' then ko prefix would be appropriate.
/ / sNote that Borori will taka ko prefix but oru 'badness' 

will take o prefix. This reveals that these prefixes are 

used for their appropriate semantic meaning. It seems 

that ko is used to refer to places while abstract nouns
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use _o .

The claim that class has been split into two is 

not liaited to Mbeere. My grand-parents, wno speak the 

Northern dialect, use ko for nouns like Borori and any 

other place nouns bat use £ as a class prefix for all class
-X / '  \ /

14 novtns in demonstrative e.g, Borori ojo 'this country' 

but Bororiine *wod€ 'in the whole land'.

The £ of ojo 'this' is derived from *Bo prefix through 

other sound changes while ko of gw3& £ 'all (place)', 

cannot be generated by rule. These two examples among others 

prove the expansion of the domain of ko-.

The other dialects have o- for both demonstratives 

and adjectives e.g.[_Borori ojo wjullJ'all this land 

(in the whole land)'.

2.2.4.1 Class prefix reduction.

Class prefix reductions have occured in class 2, 5»

8, 14 and 16. The reductions have occured differently in 

different classes end dialects. For class 2, 8 and 14 the 

reduction occured and spread to nil the dialects. For 

class 8 only Embu has retained [[ i^<C*Bi, other dialects 

have lost both *B and *i except for demonstratives (cf. 

2 .2.3 )* 'Bmbu say ite in n while others say ite ntnt.

'big chairs', <^"/Bite BinEnC. /.

The redaction of class 5 prefix is generalised in

Mbeere only e.g.:-
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29. Sibu Mbacre Gichugu Mdie w. dialects fllcss
V * v /• ■v / V- N

•much(cl.5)'res^ge et^ge rli^ge reirjge rei^ge
\ x ✓ X. % X

1 anotherC cl.5) 're:nge e.-^ge ret^ge re:i)ge re:gge
. >. ' renent 6P.cn!

✓ x >
enenc inent-

' ^ ^ 
inenc •big(cl. 5 )'.

According to ay Mbeers informant /re/ haa baan reduced 

to a in all environments. In all othar dialects we hare 

soaa surface forms with /ra/. The re- reduction in 

Kbeare needs a rule like }0.

30. *re^ a.

In other dialects the prefix *ra is reduced to C O  
if the root begins with a consonant otherwise it remains 

as re • Eabu is not subject to any re reduction because 

re surfaces in all environments. For these (reducing 

dialects a rule like 3 1 is required:-

3 1 . r e - ^ e  /#- c •

Rule 31 accounts for the datu but its phonological 

motivation is questionable. To suggest that we have a

phonological rule that deletes £ r ] in the above environment 

would be rather suspicious. It seeiia that the two alIoao''pho 

have been morphologized such that LreJ is e prefix of vow«l 

initial roots and£ e jcf consonant initial roots. These 

resulted from the change from rje to _e then to re i.e.

32. */re/> /e/ / re /-v
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Rule 32 is sore phonologically motivated than 3 1 .

This latter rule aohieves CVCV structure while yi works 

against it.

The changes affecting classes 2, 8 , 1*4 and 1 $ are 

accounted for in sound changes (cf. 3.2.1). The rest of the 

prefix need no discussions.

In conclusion we have to stress that there are other 

cases of aorphologisation. A part froa the classifying of 

roots into *B roots etc., even when no such sound exists 

today (cf. 3«2 .2 ), we have other cases that show morphoio- 

gisation. One such case is the derivation of such words 

as:-

33. Underlying surface proto form Gloss

n-ir<> mbirj n-*Biro ‘black sheep'

n-igwe- abigwer} n-*Bigwer-} 'hearing point (ear)

n- ni aoni n-*Bhni 'pupil of eye'

In the above discussions we noted that mb- is 

generated by a morphological rule. This rule is productive
pin Ki-Eabu but not in any other dialects. In other 

dialeots foras in 33 nust be generated by a historically 

aorphologised rule. This rule affects a saall set of 

aorpheaea.

The difference between the dialects are as a result 

of this historical aorphologised. Note that unlike in Ki- 

Babu other dialects have no rule generating ab- ^'/n-B/.
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dialects m is no
In these (other)^longer separable from ani. This aeans 

that the singular of m a  ni^ 'pupils' is Kee 3ni 

and not *Keanl. The historical *n has been absorbed into 

the root.

The present root man! was generated fror */n- 

Bcni/ through Ganda law. ^his rule is still operating in 

these dialects e.g. gan- 'tell a tale1 changes to ^anj 

' stories'^/n-gan-D /• The singualr for this is 'rogano 

'story' or Kaganj 'a short story'. Unlike mjni the root 

for this norpheoa has been retained as gan-.

In synchronic grammars Gauda law affects /r/ and fo/ 

only. For other sounds this rule is not operative. Ae 

far as *B roots are concerned the rule is dors*nt b-t iti 

effects can sti',l oe seer. Nove for example, that: the 

verb for 'see* n )ni. To mini we can add other prefixes e.g. 

iapni 'big pupils'.

It is obvious from the above examples that restructuring 

has taken place in some of the roots. In such cases no 

amount of abstraction can be used to generate the synchronic 

forme from the proto-roots. Any such abstractions cannot 

be said to be a part of the synchronic graoaars of these 

dialects.

2.2.5 Morphological Metathesis.

Metathesis is a common concept in many linguistic 

literstures e.g. Chomsky and Halle (1968) Schane (1973)
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•tc. All the available literature concentrates on phono

logical metathesis. Nobody, to ny knowledge, has discussed 

any fora of aetathesis that is conditioned by the 

norphologioal status of the sounds involved.

In this section we shall discuss soae aetathesis that 

is aotivated by the norphological status of a given sound. 

Before getting into the discussions let it be clear that 

the distinction between phonological and morphological 

aatathesis is that the foraer should have no exception 

while the latter has some exceptions. In a phonological 

metathesis a given sequence of sounds is interchanged in 

all cases. In a morphological metathesis only the sound 

with morphological status is aoved. An identical sound which 

has no morphological status is not aoved*

The difference between these two types of metatheer.es 

is reflected in rules 3*+ end +̂0 of this section. The 

first of these two rules shows a phonologically aotivated 

aetathesis while the second shows a morphologically 

motivated aetathesis. In order to understand the differences 

between the two we shall first discuss phonological aetathesis 

than go to morphological metathesis in the last part of 

this section.

4

Many linguists have discussed or formalised phonological 

aetathesis. The discussions that one finds in most books 

are liaited. They simply state which sounds will change 

from one order to another without going into the motivations
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behind the changes. A typical example of the types of

statements that one finds in many books is found in Schane

(1973) Schane discusses metathesis and gives the foil wing

statement on lianunoo metathesis,
«
‘ In Hanunoo, the cluster glottal stop and consonant becomes 
consonant and glottal stop when internal. . . that is between vowels 1

Schane formalizes the Hanunoo rule as in 3‘*

31*.
V

1 2

U

3

V 132*t

k

Rules like this are found in many hooka. Many of 

them do not hare any formalisms like rule 3^» These rules 

do not talk about the underlying motivations for this 

common concept. The constant absence of amy discussions 

on what motivates the process raises serious doubts as 

to whether our linguistic theories have achieved the 

desired explanatory adequacy.

It may be that this absence of any disoussione about the 

motivations of metathesis is due to many and varying types 

of metathesis that are found in different languages. This 

ought not to be a good reason for not investigating such 

motivations because we have both linguistic universale
4

and language specific phenomena in our linguistic theories. 

One should expect to have some discussions as to what 

motivates a given metathesis in a given language. As we 

shall see later different languages naj have different
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constraints on sound clustering. These constraints may be 

the cause of aany types of metathesis.

In the lest few years soae linguists have tried to 

explain the motivations for metathesis. Among those who have 

discussed this process are Hooper (1973) Bailey (1970) and 

Vennemann (personal communication). In our discussions 

Venneaann referred to Baily's article (which I have not 

seen) which he says aakes a claia that where stops are 

involved in metathesis, the apical ones come last.

Venneaann gave the following examples to support the claim:—

35*.

35b.

Greek:

/tk/-9>kt •ti-teko> titko tikto

•k*id-pe > titpe tipte

/nm/-*an •mesodme > mesomne

Bebrew:

/ts/-*st •hit-sader histader •(he) got organised

hit-saret hietaref * (he) joined.*

ts —p  st hit-Saper hiitaper ' (he) improved.'

t

With these examples Venneaann claims that the output 

of metathesis is easier to produce than the input. The 

hypothesis is * that the role of metathesis is cluster

simplification. From the output it is clear that syllables 

ending in certain stops are disallowed while those ending 

in continuants are preferred. To us this claim seeas to

be well motivated.
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For Hoopar metathesis nay result from pressure to 

■ake syllable initial positions stronger than syllable 

final positions* In some languages e.g. Spanish, syllabi# 

structure constraints rule oat any consonantal clusters of 

the type if 1 is stronger than 2 (cf. Hooper 1973

chp. 9)* The examples given to support this claia 

include»-

/ /
36. /venra/ vema he will coae.

/ /
/ponra/ poma he will put.

According to Hoopar aetathesis arises beoause /r/ is 

weaker than /n/ and cannot therefore occur In syllable 

initial positions after /n/ which is stronger than it. If 

such types of structures were to be allowed the results would

be strong syllable final positions nut weak syllable initial 

positions. Such structures are not allowed in the surface 

forms of Spanish. Note that some other dialects of Spanish 

use epenthesis to achieve the asue objective. In such
S

dialects the above forms will surface asfcrer.dra j and 

l^pondraj respectively. The latter examples leave no denbt 

about syllable structure constraints.

In all the above examples it ia possible to see the 

motivations of each case of metathesis. As stated earlier
4

on, these motivations need not fit in linguistic universale. 

They may be limited to one particular language which uses 

• limited set of constraints on the clustering of sounds.
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In S, Mt. Kenya we hare a number of caaas that show 

evidenoe of metathesis. These include syllable switching 

and Morphological metathesis. This morphological aetathesis 

■ores a particular aorpheae to a particular position.

Before going into morphological metathesis let us have a 

look at phonological metathesis. The most common exaaples 

of phonological metathesis are:-

37. (i) /iflgana/ £ ifinagana]/ L<iganal 'how many cl.9' • 

(ii)/4p.maka/ £ mad aka 3 / [daaaka^ 'rule over.' 

(iii)/taguna/ Utanuka") / £tagunaj ' chew'•

/aodaaaki/ £*cmadaki]/ £modamaki] ' ruler.'

Examples 37 (i) and (ii) are rery common in soae 

people's speech. These are only heard in Northern and Southern

dialects. Example 37 (ii) is more common in many parts of 

Northern dialect than anywhere else. In such parte we 

have [ damaka/ maiakuJ 'rule' and £_aodrynaki/ momadaki ^ 

'king'• These are common but sporadic in their occurences. 

Example k (iii) is dialectal in that eastern dialects have 

£taguna^ while western dialects have £tanuka^

As the examples in 37 reveal where metathesis has 

occured the velar consonants have been placed in the last 

syllable. ■> Unfortunately our data ia so limited that we 

cannot justifiably write a general rule for three words 

only. The interesting thing that we should note is that 

whan two anterior (i.e.C-back^i) consonants are separated
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by a Talar consonant ths velar sound is switched to the 

last syllable. This switching leads to a structure in 

which the two anterior sounds are in adjacent syllables.

The output of the rule can be said to be easier, to produce, 

than the input. This output is easy because sounds produced 

by a given part of the tongue are grouped together.

The sorphological metathesis referred to earlier 

involves the movement of a historically caueitive i 

to the last syllable of the surface structure. This 

historically causitive^ i\ need not, today, express a 

causltive idea. To exemplify this rule wa have the 

following examples

roots Gloss Foots+perf. tense Gloss

un- •break' en+et (_ £ unet t J 'has broken'

oh- •tie' _>h+etc £oh£.t£.3 'has tied'

rakar- 'be angry'' rakar+et£i_rakaret€ ] 'has becone

kaa- •milk' kam+«tt[kamet(. 3 'has nilhed,=

ari- •talk1 ari+et£ jjareti£ "3 'has talked'

Sari- 'look for' Sari+etC [/faretiC^ 'has looked for'

ati- split ati + etl £a t e t i £ 3 •has split'

guii- pull gu£i+et£^gu$etiC 3 •has pulled'.

di- 'go' di^ett Ldiet £ 3 'has gone'

re- ' eat' re + etl £re:tL3 'has eaten

riari- •move aim riari+et£ [riariet£ j 'has moved----
lessly
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roots Gloss Roots+perf. tense Gloss

gi- 'trouble' gi+et£ [giett~\ 'has troubled'

huria 'rhinoceros' ►uri+et ^.hurietC^ 'has become a

rhinoceros'•

■jgatia 'lion' ijgati+etr ^jgatiett/] 'has become a

lion'.

From the above examples it it quite clear that we 

have two types of /i/a. There are those /i/s that move 

to the last syllable e.g. 38b and there are those /i/s that 

do not e.g. 38c. For these /i/s that move we have the 

following rule:-

39/ i+ett-* 231^. 

x 23^

Some people might want to argue that the solution to 

this problem lies in the functions of the verb. For such 

people all the verbs that attract this movement would be 

transitive verbs. All the verbs that do not have this /i/ 

movement would be classified as intransitive verbs. This 

solution will face a number of problems. One of the 

problems is that not all the verbs that have /if movement 

are transitive in meaning. A verb like L.nrJaJ 'talk' 

will have £ a retig] 'has talked* ^/ari-et*/* One would 

find it hard to draw a clear line between transitive and 

intransitive if meaning was to be the prime factor.
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The fact that sor.e verbs that and in /i/ do not 

switch this sound to the lust syllabi*, while othera do, 

means that this rule is not phonologirally motivated.

If it was phonologicelly motivated it would have no 

exceptions. The distinction between these two types of 

/i/ is morphological. The rule is, therefore, motivated 

by the morphology of these dialects.

The /i/ movement rule is dependent on the morphological 

status of the moving /i/. This /i/ is historically from a 

causitive • ^i^j • The position of this morpheme was, and is 

still, limited to the last syllable of the surface structure. 

This means that the aorpholical^ î j has to be placed 

before the final vowel. If this rule was to be formalzed it 

would be as JfO.

*♦0. Caustive^f] il /-V#.

This rule has no phonological motivation.

An interesting point that should be noted is

that the moving /i/a are more than the unmoving /i,'o. Very 

few verbs seem to end in this anaoving /i/. It is for this 

reason that some verbs have been made out of r.oune (of.

38c). The actual number of unmovinn; /i/s is not podsiole 

to get because not all verbs of the dialects are listed.

The solution given above means that all the verbs 

with the moving /i/s will be marked with a diacrltiv 

feature (+causitive). This feature will triger the
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movement of the underlying /i/ to the last syllable. The 

verbs without this diacritic feature will not aeet the 

structural description of the cauaitive movement rule 

(om rule)* They will therefore not have their /i/e moved 

to the last syllable.

This solution means that younger language learners 

must learn the distinction between the two types of /i/s.

Any misleaming of these two sounds would result into either 

rule loss or rule generalisation on phonological grounds. 

Until this happens the rule must be treated as a morpholo

gical one.

As already indicated the caudtlve movement rule is an 

alternative title to morphological metathesis. Any of

these two titles will be good enough to describe the 

process. Whatever the title one uses the process remains 

morphological.

2.2.6 Analogical extensions.

Traditionally analogy was seen as an agent that 

rescued paradigmatic regularity from irregularities created 

by sound laws. For this group of linguists emphasis was 

placed on what they called proportional analogy. For the 

generative grammarians this term was overshadowed by rule 

generalisation. Some generative grammarians like King 

(1969) have even dismissed the concept as unnecessary. For 

this group rule generalization is enough.
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In this section we shall examine a number of rules and 

examples so as to find out if this term is necessary in our 

theory. We shall try to find out the best way of accounting 

for a number of changes that occur in our region of study. 

The first of the rules to be discussed is nasal deletion 

that we discussed in 3.2.2. Hemember that; w« concluded that 

this rule has had three stages which may he set as follows:-

*1. c ---

£ ♦nasal'}

r.<

*♦2. C ---» $

£♦ nasal*}]

•cons, 

-voc.

—h i g h J

-cons, 

-voc.

-high
” *%♦con£.

♦voice 

♦cor 

—stop

*3. c — > 9 /*- C

We have no doubts that the above three rules existed 

in Western dialects of our study. We also have no doubt that 

they occured in the above order. All these facts are
4

revealed in 3.2.2.

Given the above rules one may want to account for 

the present day phenomenon by rule generalisation or by
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proportional analogy. For these changaa rale generalisation 

would be enough and there in no need for an appeal to analogy. 

The generative grammarian* who disnies analogy would argue 

that this is a phonological process which is phonetically 

motivated and therefore needs no other justifications. The 

phonetic motivations are that no voiced clusters are needed 

in initial syllables.

The second change to be discussed in relation to analogy 

involves the extension of the first person singular marker, 

in negative constructions only, to both second and third 

persons. In order to understand this rule let us compare 

examples given in 44 and those given in ^hen comparing

the two sets we should take note of the differences in their 

underlying representation

M .  (i) /n-ti-ra-die/ 

(ii) /n-ti-go-6ana/ 

(iii) /n-ti-na-rea/

• (i) /o-ti-ra-die/ 

(ii) /a-ti-ra-die/ 

(iii) /o-ti-go-tfama/ 

(iv) /a-ti-go-dana/ 

(i) Yo-ti-na-rea/ 

(vi) /a-ti-na-rea/

ndiradie *1 aa not going*,

ndigoiama 'I aa not to taste'.I
ndinarea 'I did not eat.'

ndoradie 'You are not going'•

ndaradie •He ia not going'•

ndogadama •You are not to taste

ndagodama •He is not toi taste.'

ndonarea •You did not eat.'

ndanarea •Ha did not eat.'

A comparison between underlying and surface forms 

shows that surface forms are more similar than their underlying
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counterparts. We note that all the surface forma begin 

with nd- which must be accounted for in our grammar. 

Note further that unlike in Owners subject marker cornea

before -ti- all surface foras in show the subject marker 

as occurring after nd- which is rather strange, if we 

assume that this is derived from -ti-.

in order to explain how we get the surface forms in 

we have two choices. One of them will be analogical 

extension of -nd- as a singular marker and not a marker for 

the first person singular only. The second alternative 

will involve metathesis, vowel deletion and n epenthesis.

By using the second alternative we shall have the 

following rules:-

* * - r

/#- c

+stop

L
-701 Ciej

On the basis of the generation of other diphthongs in 

the dialects rule 46 r*st be aa it is. It should not bs



allowed to generate *toi or *tai because rising diphthongs are 

not allowed on the surface. The generation of rising 

diphthongs would make ̂  i*} deletion in *4.7 unmotivated.

Since rule 4b has generated falling diphthongs rule U7 is 

motivated by the constraints on ':he generation, of diphthongs.

Rule **€ is the most suspicious of all the three rules.

As we noted earlier the Western dialects have initial nasal

deletion. We also noted that the initial nasals were

■orphophoneaic. They were not generated for the sake of

their generation. Rule is unmotivated in that it is
U

neither oorphe^ically nor phonetically motivated. For 

these reasons we muBt reject it as another trick to cover 

up the weakness of our linguistic theory.

The first alternative takes nd generated from /n+t/ 

as the origin of the present day situation. Since this 

fora was first generated as the 1st person singular marker 

the speakers extended it to all three persons. The singular 

marker was generalized as - nd- with the person marked by 

the vowel i.e. i, o , and a for first second and tvird 

persons respectively.

This approach does not need to generate £ nd*^ from 

/y-ti/ because the motivation of tniB form is not phonetic.
4

The motivation is conceptual. According to this approach 

a claim is being made that all the three persons were 

conceptually grouped together. They were all singulars and 

therefore needed or should have a singla form to mark that
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singularntss.

The analogical extensions discussed here are motivated 

by grammar simplification. This type of simplification 

differs from other types of simplifications in form only 

otherwise they all achieve simpler grammars. Rale 

generalisation as given in King (1969) and analogical 

extensions have the same end results and our theory should 

be able to show this. In this particular case rule 

generalisation will not do bscauss there «r* no underlying 

motivations. We must use analogy In order to account for 

this type of grammar simplification.

These extensions have gone to all ths dialects of 

Southern Mt-. K«nya dialects but are fully generalised in 

Western dialects only. In these Western dialects we have 

no surface forms of the type VCV t which are found in 

Eastern dialects. Eastern dialects use VCV in all 

emphatic expressions. Fcr clarification of the dialectal 

differences compare these surface forms:in4-f .

There are many other examples that one can give to 

show the differences. These Eastern examples are used when 

emphasis is needed. This is usually so when the hearer seems 

not to accspt the fact e.g. for a (i) the speaker may
J

say that a given person is called x. The bearer may 

suggest a different name which makes the spssker come np 

with an emphatic denial of the later name. If no emphasis 

is needed or used the above forms will be realised as in 5'o»



-ft. a) Ki-dichugu W. Dialects

(i) • tetagva d %agw

(ii) e^etagwa d tagw

b) Embu W. dialects

(i) te:rya de:rta

(ii) tjadie dagodie

(iii) atetagwa d tagw

E. dialects: V. dialects

(i) ndetagwa d tagw

(ii) ndetagwa detagw

(iii) ndadi e da:die



underlying 

/a-ti-etagw / 

/e-ti-etagwe /

underlying 

/n-ti-erea/ 

/a-ti-die/ 

or /ti-adie/ 

/a-ti-etagvv

'He is not called. 

'It is not called'•

Gloss

'He is not c a l l e d ' *  

'It is not c a l l e d ' *

Gloss

'It is not to e a t '

'he iB not to go' 

'he is not called'•

vHe is not to go
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Whether one waste to argue that the Eastern dialects 

have borrowed these forms or not is not important to our 

discussion. The important thing is that analogical levelling
x

has taken place in all the dialects but at different rates.

In Western dialects we have no surface forns that retain a 

direct link with the underlying forms. The crucial question 

would be whether any generative phonologist would have a rule 

that changes /V+t/ into nd-^. We hope no one will suggest 

such kind of rule for such would be unmotivated in any 

theory. The only way to account for this is by appealing to 

analogy.

In conclusion it should be realized that different dialects 

have different rates of anological levelling. The eastern 

dialects of this region are slower than their western 

counterparts, 'his to us is an important feature of 

dialoctalogy.
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Footnotes:

1. re 'Verb to be' has varied meanings depending on the

context. These varied aeanings ares-

1. he/she is, has, was.

2. he/she is in possession of

3. he/she is, was at.

2. In vo argued that ab- was generated from •

/nB/ by a morphological rule. We no longer have 

/B/ as a phoneme in Ki-Embu.

3. «nni 'pupils' (of eyes) must be generated from */nB/ 

and not from /nOni/* The change from */nBoni/ y

moni in generated through Ganda law but no change 

from /n-Oni/ to mani would ever take place in these 

dialects. Such a change would have no phonological

aotivation
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CHAPTER THREE

Comparative Phonology and Diachronic Changes*

3*0 In this chapter we shall deal with diachronic sound 

shifts that have occured in S. Mt. Kenya. The main objective 

will be to find out to what extent these dialects differ 

or agree in sound structure. The findings will reveal 

how close the genetic relationship between these dialects is,

We shall also be Interested to find out which rules have 

operated in each dialect in order to have the present day 

sound structures.

The chapter will consist of three parts. The first part 

will deal with consonants and the rules affecting them.

The second part will discuss the vowels and any rules that 

affeot them. Tha final part will deal with tone and tone 

patterns found in this region. In all three parts we shall 

discuss diachronic developments that established the synchronic 

differences. Synchronic rules will only be coneidered where 

they show some light on historical developments.

As stated elsewhere in this study, Guthrie has classified 

the whole of S. Mt. Kenya as one language. He calls this 

language ’Kikuyu* end labels it B51«1 He mentions Embu 

and the says that it is similar to E51. The only 

difference that he cites is "*P 7 B".^ We interprete this 

to mean that in all ether respects Embu is like E51, 

according to Guthrie, Since he does not mention any other
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dialect except 'Embu' and 'Kikuyu1 we shall assume that for 

him no other dialects exist in the region.

Guthrie is not wrong but bin assumptions of what .he 

comparative method ’nd 'Internal Reconstruction' can do 

were wrong. In his discussion of the viability of 

comparative method he had this to say:-

"'There is no need for use to discuss here the 

implications or the merits of this technique, 

since the likelihood of its being able to 

produce results is so remote'.' (Guthrie 19^ * 20).

This statement was meant to claim that there is no 

possibility of showing different types of relationships i.e. 

we cannot prove that a proto-language A produced B and C 

and that C later produced D and E. Diagrammatically he 

denied the following resultsi-

For him the comparative method could only produce 

'useful deductions' for the reconstruction of a common 

general ancestor i.e. one proto-language. The method was
4

incapable of showing any intermediate stages. He, therefore, 

concludes his book by saying:-

A
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"Any who may hare looked in rain for soma 

indication of the cloeeneae of the relationship 

between one group and another should bear in 

Aind that there ia no standard against whioh to 

measure such relationship. It was, therefore, 

necessary to avaoid expressing any ideas on this 

subject, since they could not hare trully 

objective basis, (Guthrie 19^8:73)"«

Guthrie's defeatist attitude should not be accepted in 

our theory of sound change. The fact that one group of 

dialects or languages may have certain changes while other 

groups have other changes means that we can reconstruct 

the most recent mother language of each group. The common 

changes to the two different group will, in tern, help us to 

reconstruct the rext common mother language. Note that 

Guthrie's objection to the possibility of this method 

being used to establish intermediate stages is not based on 

linguistic informstion but on lack of, 'historical records.'

For Guthrie the reconstruction of Proto-Germanic and 

Proto-Romance as intermediate stages in Indo-European 

languages could only be posuille because of the availability 

of 'historical records.' Such a claim seers strange 

because there are certain round changes tbat are limited to 

each of these groups which could be used to establish a 

proto-language for each group.

The assumption of the writer is that the comparative
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Method and Internal Reconstruction have more utility than 

Quthrie was ready to accept* Thi3 very claim has been made 

by Hinnebuech (1973)^ who argues that we can infact 

establish closer relationships by using the same meinods 

that Guthrie dismissed. With these few remarks we now 

turn to comparative phonology of S. Mt. Kenya.

3.1.1 The Consonants.

Looking at the sounds found in these dialects one can 

easily reconstruct the following sounds as the sounds of 

the once common language of S. Mt. Kenya, hence Proto- 

Southern Mt. Kenya.

P t ts k

B r 8

Mb nd 98
a n 9
w(?) J(?).

Each of the dialects of this regions has deviated from

the above sound structure in a number of ways. On individual

dialect basis we have the following analysis:-

3.1 .2 Ki-E.hu - K ir'v e

t s/6 k

▼
4

4 8

Mb nd 98

m n J* 9
w r J
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In Ki-Mbeere then# sounds bars cone into being through 

the following changes

/t/ < * t

/*/ <  *ts and *B /- is (cf. 2.2)

A / < * *
/v/ *P and some from *B

/*/ <.*(n) ts and sone froa *t (nainly cl. 10).

/•/ < * «
/mb/ <*nB and some -«b- (i.e. medial)

/nd/ <*nr| *nt and -nd- (i.e. aedial position)

A g /  *nk and -ng- (i.a. medial position)

M  < * r

/■/ <*m and some froa *nB through Qanda law.

/n/ <*n

/ji/ <aain)r *n /-!▼*. soae froa *n

/j/ ^  *n /- velars which were later d e l e t e d  oj Ganda 

law.

/w/ <  *0 followed by a or;u There may hare bean some

•/w/e that were earlier developments of the 

same rule.

/j/ ^  • it a, t followed by back vowels. There aay 

have been earlier forms of this rule at the 

proto-stage.
*

The two dialects have almost Identical sound structures 

and will therefore be discussed as s single group. The



major differences are discussed and sxsapllfisd in chapter

2. In sound structure the only difference between the two 

is that Ki-Gabu has /•/ or/i/ while Ki-Mbeere has uni fora 

/&/• In Eabu soae people have /s/ while others have /&/•

In nost cases the two sounds will fluctuate freely without 

creating aeaning differences.

3.1.3 Kl-Gichugu - Kl-Ndia.

These two dialects hare identical sound structures.

The major differences are in norpholexical differences that 

have been shown throughout chapter 2. Being identical in 

sound structures means that they should be discussed as a 

single group. The same was done for Ki-Erabu and Ki-Mbeere. 

The two dialects have the followings sounds?-

t te k

B d *

Mb nd fit

a n * 9

r

w J

For these sounds we have the following changes!-

/ t / ^ t

/ts/<£*ts and some fron *B (cf. 2.2.3)

A /  <•*

A /  and soa® froa *B

/4/<.*(n) ts and soae from *t (cl. 9/10 only).
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/«/ £*S
/rb/^?nB and soma from -Mb- i.e* medial nasal clusters* 

/nd/<^nr and *nt 

/ g g / ^ ^ g  and *9k -

/a/ ̂ *m «ad some from *nb through Ganda law (of. 2.2*1*)* 

/n/ <*n

/^v/^*n /#-i and some from */nta/*

/9/<*n /#- velars which were, later, lost through 

Ganda law (cf* 2*2.*0*

/r/ <* r

/w/ <.*0 followed by /a/ or /j/.

/j/<^*/i; e; * / followed by back vowels*

3*1,^ Ki-Mathira

Ki-Mathira has the following sounds
0

t * k

b d * 9 *

f z « h

mb nd 9«

a n 9

r

w J

These have been derived by
4

the following changes*-

A /  <•»

A /  <*ts and •B /-ia (cf. 2.2)

A /  <*k
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/b, d, •J', g/ *#nd, *#nt and *#9®.

/f/ <*B in environments without nasals.

/*/^*(n) ts

/g/^*g and some from *k

/h/Z/P

/■b, nd, nj, gg/<from -He- i.e. medial nasal clusters, 

/a/ /_•« and some from *nB through CJanda law.

/n/

/n/ i{,*n /#-v and *nts

/n/ ^*n /#- velars through Ganda law.

/ r / O r

/w/ <j/0/ followed by /a/ and /o/.

/j/ <•/!» e, t/ followed by back vowels.

3.1.5 Northern diatet and Southern dialect:

These two dialectB are alaost identical to Mathira*

The only differences that separate them from Ki-Mathira is 

the following changeJ-

/4/ v (n)ts.

The difference between Northern and 'Southern dialect 

is that while the Northern dialect agrees with Ki-Hathira 

in haring /f/^*B Southern dialect has /B/ *- *B. In all 

other changes the two dialects agree with Ki-Mathira.
4

3.2.1 The historical rules?

From the above comparisons one finds a clear grouping 

of the seven dialects into three main groups. These are 

the Ki-Embu - Ki-Mbtere group, the Ki-Gichugu - Ki-Ndia
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group and the Western group that consist* of H-Pathira, 

Northern and Southern dialectb. In the follovir*r few 

pages we shall discuss the historical rules and possible 

lines of changes that might hare taken place in each or 

the three groups or in individual dialects* Again, the 

discussions will be, mainly, limited to historical changes*

3.2.2 Ki-Embu - Ki-Mbeere group;

As indicated above (W  $ the voiceless bilabial 

stop /*p/ has shifted to a labiodental position and, 

also, changed from a stop to a voiced fricative. It was also 

indicated that there occured a merger of *P end *B in this 

group. The serger did not affect all the cases of *B because 

some of them were lost before *P changed into /v/. This 

merger is a very interesting change especially when one 

compares the differences between this group and Ki-Qlchugu 

- Ki-Ndim group (3.T.3 ). Let us first consider the shift 

from *P to /v/.

Hinnebusch Cpersonal communication) argues that the, 

'shift from *P to V is probably part of the areal phenome

non affecting most Bantu languages in which *P > > V >tt 

(between vowels) or /£>• In Hinnebusch (1973)

he calls-this change P- lenitio*. Hinnebttech did not consider 

the change of *B to V probably becauje his interests were 

in Kenyan Coastal languages where this change did not take 

place. The process of change offered by Prof. Hinnebusch 

is common in Bantu languages and cannot therefore be

disputed
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The fact that a process has occured in one language 

or group of languages does not, however, imply that it 

occurbd in another. As such we cannot claim that the 

above trend of P-lenition took place in S. Mt. Kenya 

without giving enough proof that it actually followed 

those lines. In this region there is no evidence to 

suggest that *| has ever existed. All the available facts 

show that this sound (i.e. *P) has changed into V, B and 

h at some stage in its lenition. We shall cone back to this 

sound shortly.

In a historical order *P> V must be placed after 

•B > 0 in most environments except when after nasals. By 

saying after nasals one might want to Bake this statement 

clearer by altering it to state that *B was preserved only 

in morphemes that generated Mb- from *nB thus creating an 

alternation between Mb and *B in the same root. This is 

more revealing than saying, ’after nasals.' These 

aorphophonemic alternations occured in class 9/^0 

morphemes, as exemplified below (see map J>)i-

5. Froto-form Gloss

MbilC n-BirC front(s)

Mboli <  n-Bori goat(s)

Mbu-ra <n-Bura rain(s)

rtb£go <  n-BCgo seed(s)

Mbede . <  n-Betse unripe

^  n-Baara war(a)Mbaara
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The above ecanplee differ from those of 6 in that 

examples in 6 have lost the */B/s of the proto forss. 

The environments in which this sound was lost ere quite

clear:-
•

6. Proto forss Gloss

ftr* ^  Bara shine
/ N 

eara ^  Bara speckle

ere ^  Bare two

roaru <C Baru side
/
e <T Be bad

✓
<  BO them

§aa <  gaBa divide.

To generate the above forms from tho proto language

we have rule 7 (nap 3).

7. *B /#-; V-V.

The interpretation of rule 7 is such that those proto *Bs 

that cane after nasals were not initial and were therefore 

not subject to rule 7*

As stated above rule 7 operated long before ‘P-lenition 

occured. In this group of dialects, i.e. Ki-Kbeere and 

Ki-Embu, *P is most likely to have shifted as shown in 8.
4

8. *P >  V /V -v .

The above rule was later generalised to all environments thus 

causing restructuring of *P to /V/« After restructuring sons
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initial occurences of /V/ were delated thus generating aach 

forts as ava fron *Papa •here'.

The above change occurad in both Ki-Mbeere and 

Ki-Embu but the present day surface forms have different 

dialectal variations. As will be seen in this section and 

fron the exaapleE below Ki-Mbeere merged proto sounds B and 

*P into /V/ but merged *nB and *nP into mb ■ Ki-Embu did 

not merge the two sounds completely, in the latter

environaent. This is shown below:-

9. Ki-Mbaere Ki-Embu Proto Gloss
t

Mbit! ^viti piti hynaA.
■big mbig 0 pi§0 kidrey

mb rv 9vt_vo PU>5 cold

mbu:nda ^vu: nda pun da donkey

Mbalika f'Jvalika parika she goat.

Mbal *3valC par L I scratch

Mbir mbir a Biro soot

mboli mboli Bori goat.

Fron these examples we note that Ki-Embu had kept a 

clear distinction between *P roots and *B roots, until

people lost their memory of what roots belonged to what
*

sound. The loss of this distinction resulted into sons 

confusion which led to some *P roots surfacing as *B roots- 

while some *B roots were surfaced as *P roots. Despite 

these confusions we can still write rules to account for
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these differences. The rules will be as shown in 10 and

11.
1°. *f \  _ -|

:> b / £n«o«lj - (In Mbeere)
•B

11. *P >  A /  /#-? V-V (Mbeere and Enbu).

These two rules are adequate to account for the differences 

between Mbeere and Esbu.

Another change that occurs between Ki-Mbeere and 

Ki-Embu is the occurence of /£/ only in Ki-Mbeere but /s/ 

and /£/ in Embu. In iiabu seme speakers hare /e/ as the only 

sound to correspond to Ki—Mbeere's /i/. Other speakers have 

/s/ corresponding to Ki-Mbeere /s/. These two varieties of 

•ts do not eeen to follow clear dialect boundaries in 

Ki-Eubu. This maxes it hard for the researcher to decide which 

one to list as the Ki-Embu variety.

The impressionistic picture that one tends to get is 

that southern and eastern Ki-Embu have /s/ while northern 

Xi-Smbu tends to have /X/. In each of these regions one 

gets pockets of speakers, with either of the two varieties.

As we could not, non-arbitrarily, choose one of them we hare 

listed both as Ki-Embu reflexes of *ts.
4

The palatal and the velar nasals i.e. /p/ and /3/ are 

found in all the dialects of our study. These two sounds 

may have been part of the sound structure of the proto
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language of this region* This fact cannot be established 

beyond reasonable doubts. They may have been allophones of 

*n which were later phonemicieed by certain changes*

One of the possible changes that ro3/ have led to the 

present phonemes is the change of the proto form *ni, 

which was both first person singular merker and class 9/10 

prefix, into /pi/ when the roots began with vowels. This 

would suggest that */ni+a/ would change into /jkia/. This 

claim is supported by structures such as j»ini /.hni-in-c.

•May I sing,' jaiqgere /*ni-ingsr 'May I enter,'

jaanL /*ni -Jn-t 'May I see,'

In the dialects of our study we have forms such as 

nitna 'finish', nini 'small' nugga 'smell' (verb) etc.

Such forms as these indicate that there is no palatalisation 

before high vowels. The change from *n to //V mast have 

come from *niV.

Assuming the above change began by changing *ni into 

j»i when roots began with vowels it is the Case that this 

rule was generalised to affect all morphemes of class 10 even 

after *ni was reduced to n. This explains why we say, 

aboli n e g e  'many goats' ^/*n+e^ge/ nboli nb£g a 

'good goats'^/*n-Bigo/ instead of *niv£ga. which would be
4

the present day form after *B> V in these two dialects.

As for /*)/ it is the case that most of the present 

day surface forms are his-orically derived from *n through
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Qsnda law. The following few examples will illuatrat#:-

12. Surface underlying Gloss

/n-gombt/ cattle.

a an o /-ganD / atoriea.

tjcmi /n-gtni/ strange thing

/n-gtau/ beautiful things.

These examples need rules 13 end to gmnarate the surface

forme:-

13.

1^.

•n> g /#- 

C -> 0

-stop i 

<*point \

relars

Rule 13 assimilates n into the relar position of the 

voiced velar fricative while rule deletes the latter.

It might be questioned as to whether there, actually, 

exists a velar fricative in the underlying forme of the 

examples in 12. To answer such questions one should put the 

roots into a test. The tost is to place these roots in 

another class e.g. wlaa~ 13. The result ie, ivag: abt, i , 

KaganO Kag L nl etc. This test proves that there exists a 

velar frioative that leads to the change. The :ame thing 

happens to those /M/s that are derived from */n+3/ e.g. 

aoni 'eyepupilsl



On the surface there nay be no connection between 
young language learners need not

/9/ ana /§/ i.e. learn the underlying forne. They, aost 

likely, learn the surface forma as a class of norpheaes.

It is unlikely that children will associate abL with 

gj mb£ . In fact a young childi- said that the calf should 

be *KBn3ab£. » When I asked hia why it was not Kanoabfc. 

he could not answer*

From rules 13 and it* we have got a large nuaber of 

surface forms with /*}/ that historically coae froa *n.
i"

Whether this sound was a phoneme the proto language or not 

is not important to the claim that Ganda law has increased 

the occurence of /j/ in the dialects of S* Mt* Kenya*

In concluding this section let us consider the status 

of /w/ and /j/. These two sounds can be said to be mainly 

derived from vowels. Even today most of their surface reali

sations are allophomic to their respective vowel sources.

O O  comes from /0/ while Cd} coses /i/ and /«/• The rules 

that generate these allophones are exemplified below:-

15. Underlying Surface Gloss

o-3n-£ wonfc. that you (sg) may Bea.

o-ar-t war(_ that you (eg) may spread

Jii-um-e «jua£ that they (cl.8) may gat

Ke-ug-fc Kjugt. that it (cl.7) may say.

These gliding rules are so clear that they need no further

comments
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What is of interest is the fact that even the present 

daj phonemic /Vf/s and /J/s may have resulted from earlier 

gliding. Unfortunately it is not possible to give an 

exaaple in which /j/ can be said to be phonemic. The only 

available examples are those of /W/. These are given 

below

3 gwa£e potatoes.
mokvadi a type of a bird

mb we grey hair.

rwage mosquitoes.

Mbwfc fox.

It is Host likely that the above /w/s are derived from */*m/ 

ot */ua/. There is no way to teat whether or not the glide 

and the proceeding stop are one or two sounds. It ie 

likely that the t\ o are separate i.e. historically. The 

medial clusters are always together but the initial ones 

are separable.

3.2.3 Kj-Gichugu - Ki-Ndia.

In these two dialects p-lenition took a different 

route from that of Ki-Mbeere - Ki-Embu group. Unlike in K*- 

Mbeere - Ki-Embu group where *P and *B merged into /v/ this 

group serged the two sounds into /B/. Another important
4

difference between this group and Ki-Mbeere - Ki-Embu group 

is that in this latter group the two sounds did not shift 

to a third value but have joined into one of the two

proto sounds



It was noted earlier, that in Kl-Mbeere and Ki-Sabu 

both *p and *B wart lost in certain initial environments. 

The sane thing happened in Ki-Gichugu and Ki-Ndia. The

looses are exemplified below:-

17. era” < •Bara shine
✓
a: < •Be bad

Z>™ < •B bra rot
V*gaa < •gaBa divide

aBa •papa here

ata < pata sweep

From examples in 17 it is clear that rule 7 has operated

in these two dialects. The only question that we need to

ask ourselves is whether rale 7 is general enough to delete 

both *p and *B in initial and intervocalic positions. It 

seems that this rule iB not general enough because it lists 

•B as the sound to be deleted. To avoid this inadequacy we 

have to reformulate rule 7 as rule 18.

18. *C >  fl /#-; V-U

'♦Bilabial 

♦continuant

Rule 18 deleted any continuant labial consonant whether 

voiced or pot if it occnred in initial or in intervocalic 

environments. The rule is general enough to account for 

the changes that occured in these four dialects.

Rule 18 first operated on *B and got rid of it except
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Id alternating morphemes (i.e. *mb /*B). Aftar ttaa 

operation of this rule p-lenition occured. The first 

change was, probably, the voicing of */P/ into * A /  then 

caae the change fron a stop to a fricative, i.e. *P *b 

/B/» At this stage rule 18 operated and deleted a number 

of /B/s that had come fro® *P.

The change through voicing first is not strange especially 

when we note that these dialects like aost other Bantu 

languages could easily generate mb fro® *n+*P. A rule 

like this one could nerge the two sounds into one in this 

particular environment, i.e. rule 10 After the application 

of rule lorestructuring occurred thus changing *P to ’b.

This of change was followed by the change of *b to /B/ thua 

completing the change. Historically these changes are 

shown in rule 19•

19. *P > m b A  >  * A /  > B/mb > A/.

The claim that *P could easily change to b after 

nasal* is supported by examples in 20 which show tha merger 

of *P and *Bs-

mbit! < n+*Piti hyena(a)

abi B3 < n+*PCP^» cold(s)

mbig3
<

n+*Pigo kldney(a)

nabuBu <
n+*Pupu bat(a)

aboli < n+^Bori goat(a)

a bur a < n+*Buro. rain(s)

®b£go <
n+*Bigo s»ed(a)•
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An interesting fact to not? is that no intervocalic 

•B or *b listed by both Keinhof and Guthrie ea be seen 

today in any of the dialects discussed so far. The present 

day intevocalic /V/ and /B/ found in th?oe two groups of 

dialects are all derived from *P.

The above discussions and rulee have proved that in

Ki-Gichugu and Ki-Ndia there are no reflexies of m? to be/ •

found on the surface. In these two dialects *P can only 

be traced trhough /B/. This is a true generalization for all 

native speakers of these two dialects. There are, however, 

some Ndia people who have some /h/s/ There are the people 

who have borrowed this sound from western dialects.

The borrowing of /h/ into Ki-Ndia is limited to the 

young and the educated people who have come into contact 

with the written language. Since the written language is 

based on the two main western dialects those who have learned 

to read and write have known the existence of /h/. Further 

evidence of the borrowing of /h/ is the lack of uniformity in 

the usage of this sound by Ndia people. One finda a speaker 

who says hah a ’here* but K ^ j o 'knife* both of which havf /h/
V. V v.

in western dialects i.o. h iha and ' ar jo* Ii the uoui.i was not

borrowed there should have bean uniformity in its usage

also that do  Ki-Ndia speaker has generalized /h/ ir all his/her
J

vocabulary.

The split of *ts into /ts/ and /d/ .n these two dialects

has followed a similar trend in all oth?r dialects of this

region. The difference does not occur in the split but in toe

changes that occured after the split had taken place. As
B the spli

indicated elsewhere in this study we have no evidence to show why/
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occurred. All we know is that in certain environments *ts 

changed to /4/ while in others it remained aa /ts/ (in 

Qichugu and Ndia). We suspect that one of the environments 

in which this sonnd changed to /d/ was */n-ta/« This 

change has been discussed under Dahl's law (aee k

In all other respects this group of dialects has had
« -  ■*

the same changes as those of Ki-Mbeere - Ki-Eabu group*

We, therefore, need not repeat what has been discussed 

earlier.

3.2.k Xi-Mathira.

This dialect belongs to a group of dialects that we 

are calling western dialects. This group consists of 

Ki-Mathira, Northern and Southern dialects. The three 

dialects are grouped together by a number of features.

These include the surface realisations of fb^, [dl,[} ] 

and[g']a feature that is not found in any other dialect 

or group of dialects, in Southern Mt. ^enya. The three are 

also grouped together by lack of a merger of ”P and *B that 

we found to have taken place in eastern dialects.

The surfacing of [bj, (dj, d [g in these three

dialects is limited to a single environment i.e. initial 

positions* These four sounds are generated by the deletion 

of initial nasals when they preceed a voiced stop. Historically 

these sounds are generated fron /B/; /t/ /r/; /ts/; and A /

/g/ respectively. Synchronically these are allophonea of
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/■b/| /nd/{ /nj/ and / g/ respectiTely. To generate the

present day surfaoe

21. /B/ tb-X

/r,t/ td:
► —7

/4 /

/ * /  . U X

22. /«b/ £>D

/nd/ Cd3
j -y

/_PJ/ L*3

/ng/. [«X

(jjaaale^J —

#-

After the application of rule 22 we i*t the fojloviug 

sets of paire:-

23. Bata

bat a
n ' boto
\ * 
tuna

duaa
s s 
roa 
s. N 

do i a

£ana:
K /
Jana

V S
KarftD

garĵ >
s. *
Ka j*
x N
**ja»

need

ducks /n-Bata/

battalions < /n-Boto/ 

■and

daoke

fight

skins

make a naHc 

a mark

< /n-tuma/ 

</n-ro:a/

< /n~sana

a small potato Tina.

something for chawing /n-Kari-V

shout

dirlds
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' / Ngaroka turn

garokO the other side /n-garok-3 /

From these examples it is clear that initial stops 

are generated in a given morphological class i.e. in 

nouns only. One may therefore wish to deal with the changes 

in a ■orphophonemic fora. In such an approach mile 2'1 

would be quite enough to generate the surface foras?-

24. /B/ |

/t,r/ 

/«/ 

A ,g/

- 7

0 1

t o
0 3

C O

Class 9/10 nouns 

1st person singular structure^

This rule may seem quite adequate but it should be 

rejected for a number of reasons. First this rule is not 

phonological and should not be formulated as if it has some 

phonological motivation. It also creates a problem of 

■otivation i.e. we cannot show why the underlying sounds 

have changed. With these and any other reasons that maj 

arise from the above rule we should reject the morphopho- 

noaic approach.

Having rejected rule 24 we return to rule 22 in which 

the motivations for the changes can be clearly shown# The

motivations for the changes are initial cluster simplification.
in thot we first have consoncntal changes 

It is also easy to trace the process of the ch rg^s then nasal

deletion. We should# also, note that in

medial positions the above sounds remain unchanged e.g.
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/n-ro:a/-^ *ndo:a yao'u . It we prefix this vita ns 

'it is1 we get rne:nio:a ; 'the; are akins'. The 

phonological approach reveals that initial sxaplificatxone 

are phonologically motivated*

lae changea that affect *B separate Ki-Mathira from her 

eastern neighbours i.e. Ki-Gictaugu and Ki-Ndla. In 

Ki-Mathira and in the Northern dialect *B has shifted 

to /f/. In nedial positions this sound fluctuates between 

[y~\ and[Bl . If, in all medial positions, this sound was 

realised as (.v]we would talk of initial voice diseisilation 

but this is not the case. The reality is that many people have 

..f both initially and medially. A few, people have[v ] 

or[l} in medial positions but £f initially Since sost of 

the people have [_tj throughout we have to choose it as the 

phoneme of this dialect*

The most plausible trend of change is shown in 25 

(aap 3).

25. #B > 0 }  /Cf] > /f/

This change agrees with what we said about *P in our 

earlier discussions. The stage at which [vj and [fJ alternated 

could have attracted restructuring due to other sounds like 

/t/ and /k/ whioh did not change. In other vorde this 

could have been a case or analogical levelling or paradigm*Mc 

regularization.
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As stated above Ki-Mathira aad its western neighbours did 

not merge *P and *B. In these three dialects *P shifted 

to A / «  for these dialects the change is in 26:-

26. *P>A /.

Historically rule 26 is ordered before rule 19. The changes 

affecting *B in this region are a very recent innovation.

As indicated above the shift froa *B to /f/ has not yet 

been oompleted by all speakers. The opinion of the writer 

is that *B loss was the oldest rule. It was then followed 

by P-lenition and finally by the on going shift fros /B/

' to /f/ in Ki-Mathira and Northern dialect.

An important dialectal factor is that whereas the 

initial *B loss was carried out in the whole region i.e. 

rule 7 the loss of initial *P did not affect western dialects. 

This could mean that P-lenition is more recent in western 

dialects than in the eastern dialects.

As indicated in this chapter Ki-Mathira is alone in 

having /*/ where all other dialects have /A/. Whatever 

the reason is ws have not yet established it. It may have 

cose from hits which in other dialects changed to /d/.

It may not be from this source but from a borrowed sound 

e.g. •jsf which was. first, voiced intervooalically and then 

restructured into / a / .  Of these two the first alternative 

seems more plausible. Note that if this sound originated 

from hits we have no problem in explaining why vowels are



lengthened before It (cf. 5.2.2)• The lengthening should 

be seen as a compensatory feature for the lost nasal.

The second alternative is not supported by what 

happens to other voiceless sounds i.e. */t/ and *A/»

None of these two sounds is voiced intervocalically. It 

is also not supported by comparative evidence. A comparison 

between the dialects shows that Ki-Mathira has /%/ where 

other dialects have /*/. This rules out the idea of 

borrowing and leaves us with one alternative only. This 

io *ntS>A/ in Mathira while in other dialects it changed to

/*/.

In cluncluding this section let u« note that any other 

changes that have not been discussed under Mathira dialect 

are taken to be the sa"ie as those discussed earlier.

5.2.5 Northern and Southern dialects.

Ae stated at the beginning of 5«1»5 tnese two dialects 

are grouped with Ki-Mathira by the rule of initial nasal 

deletions. After the deletions the three dialects have 

[b], [djt [*] and [g] as allophones of /mb/, /nd/, /nj/ 

and / g/. These dialects are, also, grouped with 

Ki-Mathira by the piasent distinction between and *B.

The only major deviation fro- Ki-Mathira that thesa two 

dialects share is the lack of /*/ in their sound structures. 

In this respect the two dialects agree with eastern dialects

by having /A/.
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Between themselves the two dialects differ in that the 

Southern dialect has /B/ where the Northern dialect has /f/. 

Because of this difference Northern and Ki-Mathira dialects 

go together while Southern dialect is grouped with Ki-Ndia 

and Ki-Gichugu. The changes that affect these sounds thave 

been discussed under Gichugu - Ndia group and under Hathira 

dialect. We need not therefore go back to them. The only 

thing that we should note is that since the original *Bs were 

lost in all environments except after nasals we need a rule 

to generate the present day /B/s in Southern dialect*

The aost plausible argument would be that after *B 

was lost in all non-na6al environments some levelling 

occured which reintroduced /B/ through paradigmatic regula

rization* The change can be formulated as in 27•

27. b > /B/ morphemes with #mb.

This 0 3  w«b from the original *B in nasal environments. 

The motivation for rule 27 was to level the paradigms with 

#mb which wera analogoous to those with #nd; #nj and # g*

Note that tha latter sounds had /t/, /r/% /•/ and /k/, /g/ 

to altsrnats with while #ab had none* To rmintroduce /B/ 

rule 27 vai to be used which was an inversion of an oarlier 

rule. The two rules i.e. 27 mad its predecessor can be 

formulated as in 28*

28. *B>[b] /[nasal] - > »b; b>fc] /#-} V-V
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Note that *B was lost in the ease environments in which it 

has bean reintroduced. Tha difference is only that it was 

not raintroducad in the sane morphemes.

To support the claim that soma *Bs ware lost we have tha 

following examples:-

29. S. dialect Gloss proto Embu Gloss
V s
iga: •keep’ •Biga Mbiijera 'keep for me.'
\ ^ 
3na see •EOna mOnia 'shew me'•
s ✓
aka build •baka mbakL •May I build'.
\ \ uga say •3uga Mbug •May I say'.

In Southern dialects tha above roots would all surface

withf instead of the Ki-Embu £ bQ. The reason for this

is that Southern dialect has levelled all vowel initial 

roots as if they had /«*/. The Ki-Embu surface forms show 

us that tha origunal i.e. the proto root had a bilabial 

fricative. In Ki-Embu as in all other dialects tha bilabial 

sound was lost but the derivation functions as if it is still 

present.

Examples in 29 contrast with those of JO in that those 

of 30 can be shown to have a voiced bilabial fricative.

Note the difference between class 9/10 and classes "7 and 12.

Class 9/10 Class 7 Class 12 Gloss

/Mbori/ KeBori KaBori goat.

/Mbiri/ KeBir 2 aBira soot.

/Mbake / KeBake Kaoake tobacco.

/K.bugi/ Kebugi KaBuai tell (on a: isal)
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All the examples in 30 are found in western dialects 

except that Ki-Mathira and Northern dialects will have /f/ 

in classes f and 12. The Southern di ilect will have /B/ 

as shown in the examples. In Smbu and Mbeere classes 7 

and 12 will have /V/ while Qichugu and Ndia will have /B/. 

All the dialects will have Lb} in class 9/10.

To go back to our claim of the reintroduction of /B/ we 

note that this sound has been reintroduced in the roots that 

have^mbj. There is no evidence to show that /B/ has been 

reintroduced in the morphemes in which it was lost. This 

was not to be expected.

In conclusion oi this section we should point out that 

there seems to be a tendency for many dialects to eliminate 

the bilabial fricatives. This is mainly true of Ki-Embu 

Ki-Mbeere, Ki-Mathira and Northern dialects. There seems 

to be a preference for labodental sounds. Thus in the 

Ki-Embu - Ki-Mbeere group both *P and *B change to /v/ and 

in Ki-Mathira - Northern dialect group changes to /f/. The 

changes experienced here support Honikman (1'^64). Honikraan 

says:-

•all languages do not have identical articulatory 

setting: whereas one language may resemble another in

this respect, others may differ considerably.'
4

In our region of study we could substitute the word 

language for dialects. Mcst dialects agree in this respect 

of eliminating bilabial fricatives but three of them
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i.e. Gichugu, Ndia and Southern dialects have not gone the 

same way. It may be they will follow suit but as of 

now we have no evidence to make any judgement.

Another interesting phenomenon is that there are 

certain *Bs that have been replaced by£j]. These include 

gaja: from Proto»Bantu *gaBa 'divide.' Whether this

[j]has been introduced through epenthesis or by a regular 

sound change has not been established beyond reasobale 

doubts. Guthries says that the change is a regular one but 

does not discuss the environments in which it occured.

Our doubts stem from the fact that we have a synchronic 

rule of [j-] epenthesis (cf. *4.1*0.

3.3.1 The vowels:

The vowel structure is very much like the proto S. Ht. 

Kenya vowel structure. In all the seven dialects one can 

easily establish seven vowels. I f  one considers length eacn 

dialect will have a minimum of fourteen vowels. These 

vowels play no rcl< in dialect classification. he only 

vowels that help to establish dialect boundaries are the 

nasalised vowels of Ki-^athira.

Looking at the vowel structure of PB, one could 

postdate the following changes in S. Mt. Kenyal-

3 1 . 1 . /i/ <  *  > /«/ ?•

2 .  / # /  <  i  u > / o /  6 .

3 . /£/ <. • 0 > / V  5
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L?
* /«/

As indicated in 31 (above) all the vowels except *a 

have been lowered. Only *a has not been lowered because it 

is as low as it could possibly be. The above changes have 

occured in all the dialects.

3«3»2. Long vowels:

When discussing the long phonemic vowels we have to 

distinguish them from the phonetically conditioned long 

vowels. The latter are discussed elsewhere in this study 

(cf. '+.2.5). The former will be discussed and exemplified in 

this section.

In this section we shall not concern ourselves with the 

long vowels of 1 roto-3antu (PB). Our main concern will be 

to establish the total number of phonemic vowels in the 

dialects of S. Mt. Kenya. In these dialects we have 

phonemic distinctions between long and short vowels. This 

means that instead of having seven phonemic vowels we have a 

total of forteen. The long vowels are exemplified in the 

following examples (see 32)•

Without giving any pairs one might suspect that

the examples given in 32 are not enough to establish a 

distinction between long and short vowels. It is for this 

reason that we have provided the following pairs:- (.see 33) •
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Vowel Words Mbeere •In bn Gichuf'i Ndia Mathira H. d. S. Dialect Gloat

i:
N /
risk^ - — • • — -  - Kitchen

• :
N. S
te: ri - - - - solid
s / 
keee - pala

f^re: - pains
a k £.: ra — — - - - - strain (liquid)

v s ndaa - - - •m - - louse

D*
N «"
t o : ja - - pray

BOsja - - pray
X. /

h^: ja - - pray

o: vo:ra - - beat
X *

Bo:ra - - beat

ho: ra -
!■ •

beat

a: \ N Jgu:o _ - - - - - , bippo.
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▼owels words Mbeere

it rika -

i: ri:ka -

• re ̂ -

• : re: wa -

• : rei *5

i v Ita -

Bi.ta

r £:h£

rt:ta -

r£.:BL

r£:h£

kama -

$: ma:ma -

ka:na -

kana -

rDga -

ro: ta -



Gichugu Ndia Nkthlra N. dialect S. dialect Glose

- - - - - go into (water)

- - - - - age group

- - - - - that one (past)

- be drank

- - - - be drank

fold

- - fold

- - - fold

bring

- - bring

- - - bring

- - - - - milk

- > sleep

- - - - - deny

- - - - - forth

bewitch

dream



Mbeere Eata Oighugu Wdia >ViMlf M“ W-*1**1 s- dialect
Gloss

vowel?. words come in the
Ox r5: *ca * — morning

’ 1 m “ anew
o roga m

jump
o: ro: ga * spread seeds
u vara • "" spread seeds
u Bur a spread seede

1 u hura rub
r\jrjH

u: ▼u: ra •
•»

rub

i Bu:ra rub
huira
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With these and aany other examples we can now draw a 

▼owal chart for the above dialects. The chart shall include 

all the phonemic vowels of S. Mt. Kenya. This is shown 

in 3*f.

3*. i: i u u:

e: e 0 0:

£: t D 0:

*

as stated earlier this makes a total of forteen phonemic 

vowels. Whether this system comes from PB or not is 

not relevant to our discussion.

3.3.3 NasdL vowels:

Vowels are generally nasalised when they occur between 

non-anterior nasals and prenasalised voiced consonants.

In features this rule can be formulated as in 35*

35. V-^£+nasalj / c

'-continuant 1 

♦nasal

In thi6 section we shall not deal with this type of nasa

lization because this is synchronic. We shall deal with 

some nasal vowels that seem to occur in some non-nasal 

environments.

The nasalization to be discussed here is unique to 

Ki-Hathira dialect. In Ki-Mathira we find some nasalised
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vowels before /z/ or /d/, for those who have replaced /*/ 

with /d/. The present day structures do not show any 

nasal segments before this sound but sose comparative study 

shows that there may have been a nasal segment before this 

sound. With examples we shall cospare a number of

dialectal forms so as to find out what may have caused this
^ *

nasalization. The examples are given in 3<>»

Ki*Smbu Ki-Gichugu Ki-Mathira N. dialect Gloss
\ / s ^

cl. 2jndfc all
' / 

ad:ii all cl. 2
✓

raondfe m̂ ftdfc. ^  /  mo:
\ ^

all cl. 6

iisndC.
\ / 

tsi3:ndi.
^  - 

giO:z£-
S '

lfiD:*£ all cl. 9/10

From these dialectal forms we see that in Ki-Embu and 

Ki-Gichugu we have nasal clusters while in Ki-Mathira 

and Northern dialects we have long vowels. this length 

seems to replace some lost clement which, in this case* 

could only be a nasal.

Our interest in discussing this feature is to find 

out what its phonemic status is. Before coming to sny 

conclusions we should make a few comments about the 

occurence of these nasal vowels. The most interest' ng 

observation about this is that these nasals are found before 

this sound only (i.e. before /*/)• The other interesting 

observation is that some people have a tendency of nf.i'̂ l1 "’m g  

other vowels before thie sound. There are others, also,
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who tend to nasalise / / only* Two of ay informats had the 

following pattern.

37. informant A (33 yre.) informant B (18 yrs.) Gloss

:i id all cl. 2

it m 14 all cl. $

n St mo:de pestle cl. 3*

Informant A is a postgraduate student in the Universi y 

of Nairobi and Informant ri has just finished her secondary 

education. The two informants are very close relatives and 

come from the same village. When I asked them who would
-V *>:»£ etc. they claimed that that would be 'Inner Ki-Hathira'

i.e. people who come from the area north of Karatina Nyen 

road and especially north of Karatina.

These two informants have different types of vowels.

The first one tends to nasalise the two long vowels before 

/d/ while the second distinguishes between /oy/ and /o:/.

This raises a number of questions which include (a) what 

is the criterion of choosing the vowel to be nasalised?

(b) in not nasalising /ox/ is the second informant showing 

some aorpholexical or sound differences?

It may be that the first informant is generalising the
4

nasalization of vowels before /%/ or /d/ while the second 

hasiearned these words as different. For the second 

informant there may be a small set of words that have to 

have nasalised vowels. These words belong to a given class
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of words. The first informant aaj be extending the once 

United rule to other lexical itens. The question that 

seeas to be of crucial importance to us, is how we want to 

account for these few nasal rowels, which for soae people 

are limited to words corresponding to nasal clusters in 

other dialects.

Since we have not yet got a case where ainiaal pairs 

can be established we feel that this should be treated as 

an intermediate change. This is a midway stage between

the loss of nasal elements and the establishment of phonemic 

nasal vowels. The charge could, also, fail to materialise 

but lead to a merger between these nasal vowels and long 

vowels which already exist in the dialect. This i6 the 

most likely thing to happen especially due to extra- 

lingnistic pressures like status of other dialects, written 

language etc.

We propose the listing of these words with

nasal elements and then delete the nasal after vowel 

nasalisation. This seems to be the most logical approach 

until minimal pairs can be detected. Note that this case 

differs from the French nasal vowels discussed by Behan# .

In Schane (1971) a case was established for the nasal 

vowels to-be, aynchronicslly, treated as phonemes. Here 

we have not yet reached that stage. Until the changer 

extend further we have no need to have nasal vowels in our

chart
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3.^«1 Tone

This section will deal with the role of tone in dialect 

classification. The type of tone differences that we shall 

discuss will be limited to the word level i.e. tone in 

the lexical items. The reason for this i6 mainly because 

syntactic tone patterns require much sore research than 

we have done. The second reason is that a large amount 

of syntactic tone analysis has been done by my colleague Dr. 

Ford (cf. For 197^)^ which covers quite a large area of 

our region of study.

In S. Mt. Kenya tone plays an important role in dialcet 

classification. One will easily be detected as a stranger 

if he uses the wrong tone patterns in a given word or set 

of words. If for example a speaker places a high tone 

where the local people place a low tone, in a word, he 

will be easily known to be a non-native speaker of that 

dialect. He may also have the wrong tone sequences e.g. 

high, low, high, in a word whose pattern is high low low etc.

The problem of tone patterns or tone sequences is most 

disturbing in words that may have identical sound 

structures in two or more dialects. When a speaker of

one dialect realises that the word has identical sound
»

structures, in the neighbouring dialect, he assumes that 

the tone is the sane. When he is corrected he fails to 

see what is being corrected. This problem arises because 

different dialects classify words differently. A word
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that begins with a low tone in one dialect may begin with 

a high tone in another dialect an'’ have a sequence of 

two high tones in a third dialect. Ia order to exeaolify 

thia situation we have examples in V}.

In words which have no sound differences but which have 

tone differences tone alone will be enough to aet dialect 

boundaries. In the word for pierce a Ki-Mbeere speaker 

will know that you are a stranger if you have a high tone 

in the lest syllable. Sometimes he may even tell you

where io you come from. My Kl-Embu informants were able
\  s

to tell me that I came from *Gikuu’ when I said Lmote J 

for Ki-Embu [ mote 3'tree' • Such corrections were common 

to me when I tried to learn tone patterns of my informants.

The disturbing thing to a dialect learner ia that in 

one word one may be corracted for producing a sequence of 

low high instead of high low and in the next word be corrected 

for producing a sequence of high low. This can easily 

happen because dialects have different tone classes 

(cf. Ford 197*0.

The only solution to this problem is for oae to learn 

the tone patterns and tone classes of the native speaker •

The difference between such a learner and tne native
J

speaker is that the native speakers' patterns are produced 

naturally i.e. no efforts are made to remember them. The 

learner muse make efforts to leara anc keep tha patterns.
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38. Ki-Mb««r« Ki-Embu Ki-Gichugu Ki-Naia

\ jT N ' s \
♦. ro:3 ro: i ro:a rota

S  N V * ' v  ^
2. mu:nda mu:nda mu:nda ■u:nda

s / >. *3. kanua kapua k^pua kapua

k.
S  »» n

s •»B Dja
v  / V

/ N

Baja
N ^ \

5. ar£:jg<. erfsjgt •rt|jg€ •rfcijgc
N  ̂^ \ ^ / / N >>6. at Una at Una •ni ani

N ✓ ^ V ' \ s ^ /
7. *jgurujga jjguru^ga jgurujga jgurujga



Ki-Hatalra N, dialect S» dialect Glosa
\ \ 
ro:a

% v
ro:a

^ * 
au:nda

N /
d u :nda

>* / kanua
'V +

kanua
/ s

haja
✓ N

ho:ja
^ x \
ire <3 St-

S \ \ 
i

/•
ini

X «»
ini

\/* \ V.jgnru-j ga jgurujga

\ Nro:a
N **

akin

mu:nda
X ^

pierce

kanua
N *

aouth

hsja
s > ^

pray, beg

irtjgt.
X \

puakin

ini
x x x

liver

jguru/jga cave
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In conclusion of this (tone) section let us note 

that even from the above short list of words we can see 

a distinction between eastern and western dialects. The 

western dialects tend to have more words with a sequence 

of low, low high tones than their eastern brothers. This 

■ay be due to some influence from some neighbouring 

languages. I have not done any comparative tone analysis. 

Dr. Ford (personal communication) has informed me that 

Maasai has a lot of these initial low tone sequences. 

Whether this is the reason for the existence of these low 

tone sequences only research will tell.
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Footnotes:

1. Guthries in his comparative Bantu vol. 2 of 1971 

lists'Kikuyu* and 'Sabo' only as tha languages of 

Sourhtsr Mt. Kenya. There is no aention of any 

other dialect*

2. For Embo, Guthrie (1971) vol. 2, says, 'similar to 

E.51 but *P > B (p. k ). Thio may have been seant

for Gichugu and Ndia dialects. These are the dialects 

for which this change can apply* In linbu and Mbeere 

the change should hare been *P ? V. Since he did not 

show that we assume that Guthrie mistook Gichugu 

and Ndia for Embo*

This claim about Guthrie's mistake is supported 

by the old political divisions of the region. By 

the time Guthrie did his research these two dialects 

(i.e. Gichugu and Ndia) were in Embu district. If 

Guthrie interviewed a Gichugu informant but who by 

then was in Embu district he could easily record the 

wrong information.

3. Hinnebusch (1973). Hinnebusch argues that Guthrie's 

failure to differentiate between small and large 

groups in Bantu languages stems from his (Guthrie's) 

dismissal of the historical method. Hinnebusch has 

gone furthert in subgrouping, than any other 

historical linguist. Hie is, to ay knowledge, the 

first major work to depart from the earlier types of

classification
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k. According to Hinnebusch (1973) P-lenition separatee 

Swahili from other Kenyar ccactal languages. This 

rule puts Swahili in the sare group witn son:

Tanzanian languages such as Ndengereko, Rufiji,

Matumbi etc. He further claims that this rule is,

'cnaracterietic of a large area of 3artu' , (Hinnebusch 

1973*220).

5. Schane S. (1971). In this article Schane argues that 

synchronically we have oral and nasal Towels, in 

French. He cites minimal pairs such as the following:-

Cb»n ami} < /bon ami 'good friend'.

£bo kamarad) </bon camerade/ 'good friend'.

Casy£n ami} < /ancien ami/ 'old friend'.

{asyi. maraarad)/ancien camarade/ 'old friend.

Such examples as these prove that we haee surface 

contrast between oral and nasal Towels and this 

contrast should be accounted for in our theory 

(language 47x3). The Mathira Towels hare not yet 

reached such e point of surface contrast. We should 

therefore not treat them as surface contrast until 

further developments hnTe been detected.

6. For those interested in the grammatical features of tone
4

Ford (197^) is highly recommended.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Synchronic Phonology.

*t.O In chapter III we dealt with comparative phonology and 

the diachronic rules that have led to the existing sound 

differences. We did not deal with the differences that 

we experience in synchronic phonology.

In this chapter (IV) we shall concern ourselves with 

differences that occur in phonological rules of the 

present day grammars. Most of the rules that will be 

discussed play a major role in dialect classification. A 

few of them will be cited as exaaples of common linguistic 

phenomena that put all these dialects into one group.

One major difference between this chapter and the 

preceding one is that in chapter IV no rule will be 

discussed unless it is in the synchronic grarunars of this 

region. It must also be phologically motivated. This means 

that no diachronic, aorphloogical or syntactic rules will 

be dealt with in this chapter.

^.1.1 The syllable.

Our discussion of the phonology will begin with the 

syllable. The theory of 'syllabic phonology', has been 

advocated for and incorporated into the phonological 

descriptions by a number of scholars. Thos^who have 

incorporated it into the Natural Generative Phonology 

include Vennemann (1973) and Hooper (1973)* Other scholars
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•«g« Kisberth (1969) and drown (1972) have discussed syllable 

structure and syllable types with s hope of showing that 

the syllable is an important concept in generative phonology.

These scholars have shewn that without the use of the
\

syllable certain linguistic rules will also adequate 

generalizations or motivations. In this section a short 

discussion of the syllable types found in S. Mt. Kenya 

dialects will be given. The relevance of syllabification to 

dialect boundaries is also discussed.

As noted by aany linguists, c.f. Kisberth 1969» the most 

universal syllable type and therefore the most unmarked 

i6 CV. In Bantu languages this syllable type is more general 

than any other syllable types. The dialects of our study 

are not exceptional in this respset. Thoufjn these dialects 

have consonantal clusters, they are o. a restricted type.

The clustering of consonants appears differently in 

different languages and language groups. £ach language or 

group of languages uses different strategies to get rii of 

undesired consonantal clusters. Kisberth (1969' ehowa, 

very clearly, that the epenthesis rule in Yawelsani is 

aimed at breaking up the disallowed clusters. A similar 

rule was discussed by Hooper (1973)» Hooper's epenthetic 

rule breaks consonantal clusters found in words that are 

borrowed into Spanish.

As will be seen later epenthesis, vowel coalescence, 

assimilation etc., are some of the strategies employed by
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the above dialects in order to achieve the preferred syllable 

structure. These strategies are reflections of the operations 

of the strong constraints that human languages impose on 

their phonological structures. These constraints have to 

be there as checks on what other rulee and components may 

do.

There is a general assumption that the dialects of 

Southern Mt. Kenya have identical constraints on syllable 

structure. This assumption has been brought about by the 

readings of the available grammars e.g. Barlow (1960). It 

is not an assumption cultivated by field work within the 

region. Field research shows that there are fundamental 

differences especially in the treatment of a sequence of 

alveolar nasals and anterior continuants. There are also 

differences in the treatment of initial nasals (cf. 3*2.1).

In Embu one finds a tendency to syllabify anterior 

nasals when they occur before /v/ and /d/. These naeals 

are the first person singular and class 9/10 markers ' ‘ 

which are marked by^ n"^• A comparison between Ki-Embu and 

Ki-Mbeere will help to clarify:-

Underlying ft.i-Et.bu K i- M b eere G l o s s

/n-va/ niva'
✓

▼a • g i v e '
j

/n-vunda/ Mvu:nda
N "

obu :nd a ' donkey( e ) *

/n-varika/ rpvanka
/ S  \

mbarika 1 s h e  g o a t ( e ) '

/n-data/ ndata1
/ \ 

ndata • barren Woman



In features the rule can be formalised as follows:-

2. C
r
♦nasal
+ant.

Rule 2 syllabifies anterior nasals when they occur before 

anterior consonants* This leaves the velar continuant out* 

The velar continuant is always changed into a stop after a 

nasal.

The syllabification of nasals in 2 is not as strong as 

the syllabification of stressed nasals in Kiswahili* The

Kiswahili syllables are much stronger than the Ki-Embu ones 

e.g. Kiswahili Mti ’tree' Mtu 'person'. The Embu nasals 

are not as clear as the Kiswahili ones and even when they 

are clear they are found in very few people! speech .

The surfacing of the sequences of nasals and continaunta 

seems to be a recent innovation in Ki-Eabu. This fact is 

revealed by some forme that have voiced stops after nasals. 

These forms include:-

3. [Mboli 3 goat(s)

L Mbwe^3 grey hair

C  Mbura 3 rainJ

[Lmb3gn ^ buffalo.

These forms lead to a number of suggestions. One of 

these suggestions is that the rule of nasal assimilation

— ^(i-syllablel - f ̂ consonant 

-atop
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which generated these forms goes back to a time when *B 

was still a phoneme in the dialect. If this is true then 

the rule that generates the above forms is a case of rule 

norphologization. It is morphologlnation because *B is no 

longer a phoneme in Ki-Ehibu and yet we do have surface forms 

with it.

m . •

The second suggestion is the one referred to above i.e. 

the generation of nasals before continuants is an innovation 

in Ki-Embu and that the rule is being borrowed into Ki-Mbeere. 

This innovation is likely to lead to the restructuring of 

the forms in 3 or a split between /v/ and /B/ as two 

different phonemes.

Examples in 3 reveal a serious limitations on the 

types of segments that are allowed to cluster into one 

syllable. There are two clustering conditions aad can be 

stated as in *♦ (S stands for segment)s-

k. (i) If l s S V % (ii) * S s s V >r

Then r 1+cons. 1 '+cons^ r >i+ C0Q8 +cons/|-voc.

•fnasalsj •nas. +nas -nas.j'^consJ
✓ *

e.g. [Mboli} goat(s) grey hair.

The fixing of syllable boundaries where there are 

sequences of vowels is handled differently by different 

dialects or age groups. Some dialects have more sera oat' 

constraints on syllabification of sequences of vowels than 

others. These constraints are, mainly, put on what vowel
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heights may occur in a sequence. In Ki-Mbeere, Ki-Erabu and 

Ki-Gichugu dialects, initial and aedial syllables have 

highly restricted sequences. The most frequent sequence 

is /avu/ which surfaces as a ^ u. Most other clusters 

are intolerable. Some clusters such as ji ai? are not 

found in any native words that I know of.

These three dialects use a number of strategies to 

get rid of any undesired vowel clusters. These strategies 

include total assimilation of the second vowel into the 

first one (cf. An example of such tot^l

assimilations is /e/ changing into i before, i 

e.g. /Ke-imba/ Kiimba 'copse'. This chan e is limited 

to these three dialects only. A second strategy is the 

gliding rule (cf. I,!.1*) •

The other four dialects do not reveal similar constraints 

on syllable structure. Here a wider range of vowel sequences 

is tolerated. The sequences includes- ei, au, ea, ia, ai, 

ue, i, o, u, t, i, etc. All these sequences can occur 

in the came syllable without the change of the first vowel, 

into a glide. The eastern dialects of Ki-Mbeere, Ki-Embu, 

Ki-Gichugu and Ki-N4ia (unschooled people only) tend to glide 

the first vowel in most of the above sequences. Where 

such sequences are allowed to occur they are in different 

syllables e.g.

Eastern dialects5

/n-kui/

/n-ku:o/

clothe( s) 

hipo(&)
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/ro :o / [  ro:o 1 skin

/mbomboe r v v x u mbomboe J
_ N ✓
Lmbombwe 3 spider

In Western dialects both age and dialect boundary play

important roles in the syllabification of sequences of

Towels. In Ki-Mathira and the Northern dialects sequences

of C e + a + C will be realised as
£-voicej C-voice^

ke $ a % C in the speech of old people and as
C- roice'j

$ gea $ C in the speech of young people, e.g.
t-Toice^

6. Underlying (some) old people young Qloss

1. A*-a-£o6o/
v ' N

keafiodo
v / v 

geadotfo of grandmother

ii. A*^a-kamau/ / ' ^  keaKamau
\ V

geaKamau of Kaaeu

iil. A®-a-tata/
/ / V 

keatata
✓ / x 

geatata of aunt

iv. A ® “*~®aito/
\ V- N

keaoaito keaaalto of mother

V. Ae-a-BaBa/
s ^ ^ 

keaBaBa keaBaBa of father

The Toicing of A/» in 6 (i-iii) by young people, means 

that /e+a/ are put into one syllable. This leads to the 

voicing of A /  due to Dahl's law. The old people on the 

other hand put the two vowels in two different syllables 

hence no voicing of A/* Note that in old P®°P1# D®b1’ 9 1®*
4

has operated just as in young people but due to different

syllabification tae surface fora* differ. This age

phenomenon is similar to that of Haya's palatalization
2

rule (cf. Byarushengo 1975/ •



*t.3.2 Vowel Clusters.

A b shown abore syllabi* boundaries and syllable structures 

are not random phenomena in any language. It was noted in 

4.1.1 that the most unmarked syllable is jfCV/ but we aleo 

hare other syllable types, dome of theee, other types% 

are highly marked e.g. syllabic nasals given above.

Among the syllables made up of vowela only the moat 

common ones are and jfVVff. The first type is found in 

words like Lbna 3 1 see* while the second type is found in 

words like [ auma] 'he has gone out1. As will be noted 

later the second type of syllables is not common in S.

Mt. Kenya.

In the previous section it was noted that the eastern 

dialects disallow moat of the vowel sequenoes that western 

dialects allow. The eastern dialects and especially 

Ki-Embu, Ki-Mbeere and Ki-Gichugu vowel coalescence and 

vowel gliding are common strategies that are used to get 

rid of the undesired vowel sequences. The first of thes-' 

strategies is exemplified in 7•

7. underlying

/ne-o-ko-rea/

/ga-ito/
4

/ka-iretu/

/ne-e-ra-raa/

Ki-2nbu
/  '  no^olja
«t:to
V ✓ S
ktsletu
/ / s 

no:ralja

Ki-Mo^ere
/ / / 

no:korja
\ /

g t : t o

h£-: retu
» * ' 

no:rarja

Gio.cs

You are to eat 

ours cl. 11 

girl cl. 11 

he is eating

In the prefix positions Ki-smbuf Ki-Mbeeret Ki-Oic.xigu



and Ki-Ndia (especially old and uneducated people) use the 

same strategies. As shown in 1 this rule applies across 

formative boundaries. The sane is not true of the western 

dialects. In western dialects a front vowel is usually 

glided if it occurs before a back vowel e.g. /e+a/ l »

In very slow speeches the two vowels are kept distinct.

We shall come to vowel gliding shortyly.

Looking at the examples in 1 we note that in one case 

the front midhigh vowel i.e. /e/ in deleted before £o}.

In another example /e+a/ change into£o»3. This raises 

doubts as to whether what we have is vowel coalescence or 

some type of levelling. It may be that this is a case of 

levelling that began aa a phonological rule. Note that 

we have aint, /a-in-A/ 'let him sing'. If vowel 

coalescence was a general rule we should have • fsnt *

The surfacing of £ai} in £ a^nC^ and the deletion cf 

/e/ before £ o”] makes this rule have many exceptions. These 

exceptions make the formalisation of the coalescence rule 

quite complicated. We should leave this rule unformalized 

until its phonological status have been established beyogd 

reasonable doubt.

Earlier on we mentioned vowel gliding. We claimed that
J

front vowels are gliddd if they occur before back vowels* 

This rule has been discussed under vowel assimilation and 

vowel dissimilation (cf. *nd
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In suffix positions the eeBterr. dialects are divided 

into two subgroups. These are, the Ki-Mbeere -Ki-Etabu 

group and the Ki-Gichugu - Ki-Ndia group. In Ki-Mbeere 

- Ki-Embu area a rule of consonantal epenthesis is applied 

to break up vowel clusters that occur medially. The medial 

clusters that motivate epenthesis are made up of a non-low 

vowel followed by a low vowel i.e. £-lowJ ♦ i+lowj. In 

features the epenthetic rule iss-

Rule 8 inserts a consonant between t h e  root and t i  e 

habitual tense morpheme. The h a b i t u a l  t e n s e  morpheme i s  

aga . For exemplification see examples below:-

/n-egu-aga/ ’begurfaga moegu£aga 'I often hear'

The most frequent environments in which this rule 

operates are created by the above morpheme but we have 

reasons to judge that the rule operates any time its 

Structural Description (SD) is met. This is revealed by the

'give each other'. This form surfaces differently in

9. Underlying Ki-Eicbu Ki-Mbesre Gloss

/a-die-aga/ adieKaga adie^aga 'He often goes'

/a-re-aga/ are^aga aredaga 'He often eats'

different dialects e.g
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10. KiMbeere-KiEmbu KiGichugu-KiNdia The rest

BLana
v  \

h tana

The Ki-Embu-Ki-Mbeere forme in 10 reveal that even 

when the two vowels are both low the rule will operata. We

need to specify further that the only time when the rule 

will not operate is when the two vowels are identical e.g.

forms confirm our claim that when the two vowels are identical 

the epenthesis rule is not applicable.

In initial positions vowels of different heights are 

allowed. These sequences include /au/t /a  / etc. The first

seen'. These fonrs are not counter examples to our claim 

about epenthesis because they do not generate medial vowel 

clusters.

Examples and discussions given above reveal that epenthesis 

is motivated by syllable structure constraints. These 

constraints disallow the generation of any medial syllable 

with two vowels of different heights. Even two separate 

syllable* in medial position are disallowed if they have 

two vowels of different heights occuring adjacent to each 

other.

/a+a/ which surfaces as r a:j . In the two dialects we have
/ . v s

/kaana/ [_ka:na3 'deny1, /ka-ana/ Lka:na3 'child'. These

sequence occurs

Another fact revealed by the above discussion and



examples is the role of this rule to dialect classification. 

Epenthesis separates KIMbeere and Ki-Embu from Ki-Gichugu 

and Ki-Ndia. As it will be seen later Ki-'Jichugu and 

Ki-Ndia use a different strategy t o  overcome the raise 

problem.

In discussing this rule one sees an interesting 

similarity between this epenthesis and Hooper's (197^) 

example in Spanish, i’or Spanish the rule changes structures 

from /CCV/ to CV^rtf . Our Ki-Mbeere - Ki-5*bu rule 

changes structures from /CV-VCV/ to LcV^CV^CV preferred 

syllable structure.

4.1.3 Consonantal assimilation.

Assimilation is defined ae a process by which a sound 

acquires features of another sound i.e. adopts features 

from another sonnd. ^his process takes place, usually« when 

the two sounds are in contact. I'he opposite of this is 

dissimilation (see 3.1.4.1). In thia section we shall deal 

with assimilation of consonants in the dialects of this 

study.

There are two main types of assimilation of consonants 

in the dialects of Southern Mt. Kenya. These are:-

1. Assimilation to the point of articulation.

2. Assimilation to the manner of articulation.

The most general of these two is 1 which is found in al3 

the dialects. This type of assimilation mainJy affects



the nasals. Nasal consonants assimilate to the point of

articulation of the following consonants. In features the 

rule is formulated as in 1 1 :-

This rule is found in all the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya 

but with minor variations in some dialects. These variations

dialects. This is a variation in that according to rule 1 1

we expected to find!in these environments i.e. before

/f/ and /▼/• The variations are found in Northern dialect 

and in Ki-Mbeere respectively. For these speakers the 

rule misses an important point by failing to show that

and not the expected 'fjv, *9f or *gv. This peculiarity 

has to be accounted for in our phonological theory.

To account for the generation of mb from the above 

underlying forms there are two possible approaches. The 

first one is to incorporate the archisegment into our 

linguistic theory i.e. N.G.G. This has already been done 

by Hooper (1975). With the archisegment the underlying 

forms for the above surface form wil] be /N+f/ and JfN + \/.
4

From these forms we shall get [nbj after the application of 

the necessary rules.

include the generation of £ m""1 before /f/ and /v/ in some

The second approach is to treat the rule as a morpholo



g i c a l  o n e .  As a m o r p h o l o g i c a l  ru le  one a c p e a l a  t-o the 

h i s t o r i c a l  deve lop m ent  o f  th e  l a b i a l  sounds o f  S . K t .  Kenya. 

H i s t o r i c a l l y  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  prove t h a t  b o t h  /f/  and /v/ 

come from * / • / .  At t h e  t i m e  th a t  these two sounds were 

r e a l i s e d  a s  * / ? /  r u l e  11 was a  t r u e  g e n e r a l i s a t i o n  in  a l l  

t h e  d i a l e c t s .  T h i s  i s  s t i l l  t r u e  i n  K i - G i c h u g u ,  K i- N d ia  

and S o u t h e r n  d i a l e c t .

When •/*/ changed into /f/ and /v/ in some dialects the 

old products of •/n+b^Jmb} were retained, Ihe retention 

of t h e  same surface forms even when the sounds had changed 

shows t h a t  the rule was raorphologimad. I t  waa viewed as a 

rule t h a t  generated a class of morphemes which had not 

changed.

Horphologisation of rule 11 seems to have been a general 

feature of Ki-bmbu phonology at on# stage. This is still 

retained by some speakers in a few old structures. Compare

t h e  Ki-iknbu forms i n  12s w i t h  t h o s e  o f  12b.

t
1 2 ,  a ( i )  a b o l i  / n + v o r i / g o a t ( s )  c l .  9 / 1 0 .  

b u f f a l o ( e s )  c l .  9 / 1 0 .

g iv e  me.

This same dialect has:-

d o n k e y ( s )  c l .  9/10 

hun ger c l .  9/10 

palm(3 )  c l .  11/10.
✓

( i i i )  ^ v e : /n+ve/



For some Ki-Embu speakers 12a (iii) is pronounced as va • 

The change from mba to Ta shows that the rule of nasal 

assimilation is gaining generality of over rnorphologization.

The struggle between rule rnorphologization and rule 

generalization is limited to Ki-Embu dialect. This is the 

dialect that has labio-dental nasals. Other dialects i.e. 

Ki-Mbeere and Northern dialects have kept the morphologized 

forms unchanged. Whether or not a similar situation will 

arise in these two dialects remains to be seen.

Nasal assimilation plays an important role in 

establishing dialect boundaries. This rule classifies 

Ki-Mbeere Northern dialects and aost of Ki-Mathira in one 

group i.e. the group with rnorphologization. The same rule 

classifies Gichugu* Ndia and Southern dialect as the group 

with a general assimilatory rule while Embu is in both the 

general rule and in rnorphologization.

Another rule that affects the consonants is that of 

palatalization. fhi6 affects a voiceless velar stop only.

A voiceless velar stop becomes palatalized when it occurs 

before front vowels i.e.

1 3 . c

-fhigh — +palatal

V

-cont.

-voice
J
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The rowel must be marked [_+tront~\ aad not Q'back J  

because our rowels include / V  which is L-backJ and 

L-front]. For this reason we hare to aake sure that our 

rule is restricted from applying to A A  before /</. The 

operations of rule 13 are shown in 1*».

1*». /kira/ [_J$ira3 'Shut up.'

A •*«»/ [keama] /[’kyama} 'council'

A  na/ [ ktna] /[kina"} 'be happy'

The rariations between [Aeamgj ̂ kyaBa]] andj klaaj/

[kens^ are determined by dialect boundaries. The eastern 

dialects tend to glide a high rowel while western dialects 

keep it separate but in the same syllable with the following 

non high vowel.

V.1.4 Vowel assimilation

Assimilatory rules that affect rowels are different 

from the assimilatory rules that affect consonants. The 

major difference lies in that no cases of total assimilation 

exist in consonants but we hare some in rowels. It will 

also be noted that assimilation to the manner of articulation 

differs between the two groups of sounds. Consonants become 

voiced when the occur after nasals but no rowels become 

voiceless when they occur after voiceless consonants.
4

There are two major rowel assinilation process.

1. Partial assimilation.

2. Total assimilation



The first rule affects the first vowel in a sequence of 

two vowels. When the first of the two vowels is a front 

vowel and the second one is a back one the first is 

pulled to a palatal position thus becoming a glide. If 

the two vowels are front an epenthetic front glide is 

inserted to break the cluster. These changes occur in all 

the dialects. The following examples will illustrate the 

changesi-

15. Underlying E. dialects 4, ai<*lect&i Gloss

(i) /e-ug-L/ jugC jugt let it toy (el. 9)

(ii) /e-£.a-t/ jtnt
N V
jccc other peoples’(cl.9)

(lit) /e-on-t/ jan*-
V V
janfc let it see (cl.9)

(iv) /i-(.mbE/ ejimbe ij£tmb£ manvo (cl. 5).

It is obvious that the above examples have the saae 

sound structure in all the dialects. The sain differences 

occur in the tone structure, for the differences in tone 

structures see 3.4.1. ^here is also a minor difference in 

the quality of the initial vowel of 15(i*>. discussion

of morphological differences was given in 2,2,1.

In situations where two derivational front vowels 

occur in a ssqusnce the second is always changed into a 

palatal glide. This say be another strategy of getting 

rid of medial vowel dusters. If thia was not the case 

the following examples would have attracted epenthesis 

between the two front vowels.
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16, underlying w.w. dialects Qloea

/e-e-On-C/ ejond

/e-e-umi-C/ ejumiC (let) it take iteelf out

(let) it eee itself

/e-e-ana^g-t/ ejanajgc (let) it destroy itself.

The gliding rule operates any time its structural 

description is met. In order to make sure that no 

epenthesis takes place in the above environments, which 

would be ungrammaticals our gliding rule must De
t

reformulated as in 3 below:

Rule 17 will glide any syllable intial front vowel if 

the following vowel is nonfront. Rule 17 does not, in 

any way, prevent epenthesis to insert a glide between two 

derived vowels if the epenthesis rule applies before the 

gliding rule. To avoid the insertion of £ J^ between two 

derived front vowels we have to formulate our epenthesia 

rule ina way that makes it apply after syllabification 

has taken place. The [_J ] insertion rule has to be as 

follows

This rule will only insert a glide if there is a 

syllable boundary between the two vowels. Note that this 

rule cannot apply before syllble boundaries have been

-front.
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fixed. This makes glide insertion rule restricted to 

near surfaces forms with two front vowels only.

The assimilatorv nature of palatal glide fc nnst.on 

is limited to the point of articulation. The pulling of 

a front vowel into a palatal position is due to the bacKness 

of the following back vowel but the assimilatory process 

is changed into dissimilation by the change of features 

from j +vob«lic^, {j-front̂ . to (?vocalic^ (^frontj •

The crucial thing here is the change from Q+rocalic3

to T-voc 1 Which is a dissimilation. The change of
|_-cons_̂

this feature may be more important than the assimlatory nature 

discussed above. This dissimilation changes the rowels 

from one major class to another thus becoming a member of 
another natural class i.e. the class of glides. We 
therefore should treat thia case as one of dissimilation 

in vowels.

The second type of assimilation inrolres the raising 

of vowels. The raised vowles are /a/ /o/ and /#/• The 

raising of these vowels is dependent on the dialect under 

discussion. Some dialects will fail to raise /e/ but raise 

/a/ while others will raise /e/ but fail to r ise /a/. The 

following examples will show the dialect irou.ing:-

19. underlying Eastern Western Gloss
v. ✓ s. '•

(i) /a-ere/ aere £sre two cl. 2

(ii) /a-era/ lera Cira he has told cl.2.
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(iii) /a-uga/ auga
\ ' N
Oiga he has said cl. 2.

(iv) /o-uga/ uga
N /
uga say (2nd per. sing.)

(v) /o-uma/ \ / 
uma

V /
uma get out (2nd per. sing.)

(vi) /ke-imba/
\ /

ki:mba keimba copse.

From these examples we note that Eastern dialects fail 

to raise /a/ to[a]in i-iii but raise /•/ to [̂ i 3 in vi.

The Western dialects do the opposite by raising /a/ to[£.3but 

keeping /e/ intact in vi. The case of /a/ + /e/ should 

be seen as both raising and lowering i.e. reciprocal assi

milation whereby the two vowels collapse into^£:|.

In the above examples we have total assimilation of

/o/ into [_u^ before /u/ and /e/ into H i 33 before /i/,(in 

the Easter dialects). We also have other cases of total 

assimilation that affect /a/. This happens when this 

vowel occurs before /®/. This rule operates in all diilecte 

but Eastern dialects have some people who tend to foil 

to assimilate /a/ to /"?/« ^Tcomples for this rule include.

/ka-lnj*/ ko:nJc lame ( c l . 11 )

A»Ond3/ k3: n<i D bag ( c l . 11)

/ma-oru/ mo: ru bad (cl. 6 ) .

Distance between the two vowels, in height, and their 

diffei cnees in frontness or backness seem to be the main 

reasons for the change. In general when two vowels are next 

to each other in height and if they agree in backness or 

non backness the lower one tends to be pulled to the higher
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one. When the two rowels disagree in frontness or non 

frontness they are likely to be left intack e.g. kaigj 

<Aa-i« / * a small heap', ^koinerg}^/ko-in-era/ 'to 

sing for,* The reason for the change of the rowels, in 

examples 19 and 20, may be due to the fact that the same 

part of the tongue ha6 to be used in their production.

This makes their production ahbit problematic if they 

hare to be kept distinct.

When the two ro’#els of the same feature in backness 

or frontness are changed into one the result is easier to 

produce than the input. The same is true of the two rowels 

that colapee into a third vowel e.g. /•/♦/•/[£0 /®/+/°A.3:- 

etc. The force behind the changes is the problem of 

articulation of the two different rowels.

As noted above these rules hare an important role in 

fixing dialect boundaries. The rules that colapse /a/ and 

/e/ iatoiLO do not operate in Eastern dialects while the 

rule that assimilates /a/ into £ i J does not apply in 

Western dialects. The same ia true of the collapsing of 

/a/ and /o/ intol^il which operates in western dialects 

only.

4.1.5.1 Consonantal dissimilation

Dissimilation is a process by which sounds become 

unlike each other. As with assimilation this hapnans, 

in most cases, when the sounds involved in the process are



in contact. The word aost, is used because there are cases 

when dissimilation may involve two sounds that are not in 

contact. In cases where the sounds are not in contact 

they are usually in adjacent syllables. In this -ection 

we shall discuss both cases of dissimilation i.e. sounds 

in contact and sounds at s distance.

First we shall discus'- consonantal dissimilation. The 

only rule of consonantal dissimilation that we know of i6 

Dahl's law. This is a rule of voice dissimilation which 

occurs in many Bantu languages. The rule in its aost 

general form occurs as in 21.

21. C
r * 
♦back

■►high

♦stop

-voice

[♦voice^j

Rule 21 voices a A /  *ny time occurs in prefix 

positions if the following syllable begins with a voiceless 

consonant. In languages that have no voiced velar stop 

changes into a voiced velar fricative. In order to 

understand this rule let us look at the examples given

in 22:
4

22. underlying W. dialects Gloss

Ao-kama/ gokama to milk

Ao-tara/ gotara to count

/ko-niga/
\ S '

koruga to cook
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/ko-ina/ koina to sing
\ s /

/ko-rara/ torara to sleep.

As stated earlier, A o /  'to' changes to go and not 

to * go . This is because the dialects of this study have 

no voiced velar stop, ^hia may be a minor point but it 

makes rule 21 incorrect in that the voiceless velar stop 

does not only become voiced but it also weakens to a conti

nuant. The fact that the dialects have no voiced velar 

stop should be stated somewhere in our grammar saas to 

take care of this change. This can be taken care of by 

inserting a statement in the sound inventory.

The uniformity shown in 22 is not always there. In 

western dialects we have cases where ̂  goj occurs before 

voiced segments. This is not true of the eastern dialects. 

The sounds that violates Dahl’s law in western dialects is 

/ d / . The difference between western and eastern dialects 

is shown in 23*

underlying eastern
\ %

western
S v ^

Gloss

Ao-daka/ kodaka fodaka to play

Ao-dira/ kodira gcdira to finish

/ko-dika/
S  ̂^
ko*ika
V ^ N

tfodika
N ^ S

to burry

/ko-dura/J
kodu:ra godu:ra to select.

The occurence of f- before /d/ raises a numbe

questions. These questions include: (a) *hy should this 

sound be treated as a voiceless sound? (b) What led to
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the split between the dialects? The first question is 

■ore important to us than the second. It is important because 

this study is concerned with sound change and some sound 

change must have been responsible for the above treatment.

In order to account for this strange behaviour of 

/d/ we need look at its history. The history is revealed 

by a corparative study of the words that have this sound.

The following words come from Kiswahili, Duruma, Tharaka 

and Western dialects of S. Mt. Kenya.

PE Kiswahili Duruma Tharaka W. dialects Gloss

CE nSi - nde de land, world

CANGA m&aQga mutsarjga moearga modaijga aand

CODI 8ozi tsozi reOori reid^ri tear of eye

YICI m£i mutsi no&e mO: de pestle

PACA pa£a - mastta adh ?»4a twin

These words have the same meaning in all the above 

languages but differ in sound structure. Assuming, as has been 

assumed in earlier works, that these languages originate from 

one mother language we have a clear picture of a poaeible 

change from the original sounds to their present day foras.

The changes are different in different languages. In the
4

dialects of 3. Mt. Kenya the original sound has been voiced 

while in Duruma Kiawahili and Tharaka the sound is still 

voioeless. Even in our dialects of study there are some forms
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which retain the voiceless sound. For exeaplification of 

this we have forms in 25*

25. £B Kiswahili

C£NG Cftfga 

CfC -

CAAC Cafija

S. Mt. Kenya

✓  ** 
s  C'-Osa
' \ 

d (.Ha

i a n a

Gloss

cut at once 

pierce

chop up

The presence of these forms suggest that there oocured 

a split of the PB* C into /4/ and /*:*/\ in S. Mt. K<inya. The 

latter shifted to ./d1/. This presence, of /d/ and /£/ rr v have 

come in two ways. The first possibility is th t all the PB 

*/C/s ohifted to /4/ in some dialects with later borrowings 

of */£/ from neighbouring dialects. The second possibility 

is that some PB */t/s shifted to /d/, in certain restricted 

environments, which resulted into the phonemic split of 

the original sound. The latter possibility can be confirmed 

by Tharaka examples from Lindbloa (191*0.

According to Lindblom the only environment in which 

•C becomes /d/ is after a nasal. If, by any chance, the

nasals drop out we are likely to get a split in Tharaka.
%•

If this happened, in Tharaka, we should have /d/ and /Q/. 

Neither o(  the two possibilities has been proved wrong in

sound changes.
led

Regardless of whatever changes/to the present day 

surface forms we still trace the original sound in the
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following stages.

26. *C <* ta © d
1 2  3 k

It ie not mecessary that all the languages and dialects 

should take the same line of change. In the dialects of 

our study we have no proof that /©/ ever existed.

Froa the preceding discussions and exaaples it is 

evident that /d/ historically coaes froa a voiceless 

consonant. This explains why it is treated as a voiceless 

sound, for the purposes Dahl's law. The behaviour of this 

sound orders the change froa *ts to /d/ after the introduction 

of Dahl's law in the region. The violation of this lule 

in W. dialects means that the above change is a recent 

innovation. If all the dialects had a general operation of 

Dahl's law we would find it hard to fix its order in relation 

to the change.

If Bahl's law had come into the region after the shift of 

•/iy to /i/ no dialect would have developed any exceptions.

Exceptions developed as a result of the failure to reanalyze 

the situation after the sound change had occured. Failure 

to reanalyze the forms may have been caused by some confusion 

as to what was the nature of the underlying sound. This
4

was especially so where the root had a voiceless sound bu 

the derived forms had voiced sounds e.g.
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27. Smbu V .  dialects ■jlcea

go bad.

ijdoku

mak? good (I?ev.)

bad cl ilio

Note that KiSabu has an underlying voiceless consonant 

while western dialects have two underlying sounds* In 

w* dialects the verb and the noun have voiced sounds while 

the reveraive has a voiceless consonant* The Eabu for*a will 

all take go as their prefix in the operation of Dahl's 

law but western dialects should if Dahl's law was equally 

general, take both ^ko~j and £gol. This kind of behaviour 

of sounds is deplorable in that one morpheme has two 

underlying forms with two different prefixes. To avoid 

this deplorable situation all the western dialects tgke 

go for both underlying foras e.g.

28. Underlying w* dialects Gl°aa

These morphemes show that restructuring was not 

completed. The result was lack of uniformity in underlying 

forms which led to lack of uniformity on the surface.

The speakers in their efforts to Maintain uniformity violated 

Dahl's law. Uniformity of the prefixes ia a deliberate 

effort on the part of adults - who keep on correcting children 

who begin by learning * general rule of devoicing initr-al

/  k o - s o k o r a  j  g o i o l k e r a  ♦ to sake good*
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sound if the root begins with a voiced sound. For the

sisters keep on harassing them until theiry violate the

Having established the reasons for the exceptional 

markings on /4/ we should now turn to our grammars and 

see how this violation of a phonological rule t0 be 

accounted for. In order to account for this change we 

have to accept one of the followings:-

1. Rule ordering

2. Restructuring.

with a grammar that allows extrinsic rule ordering like 

Transformational Generative Grammar (TGG) as exemplified 

by Chomsky and Halle 1968. we shall have the following two 

rules:

29. C

rule.

C
♦ back

+ high

+ stop

—  voice

30. C

+ cor

♦ ant

- stop voice

voice
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8ul« 29 voices /k/ in initial positiona if tha root begins 

with a voicalass consonant and rula 50 changes /©/ to 4 
in all environments.

While rules 29 and 30 ara adaquate for tha data given 

one finds sarious shortcomings with their claim*. Note 

that in this type of gramnar /0/ is taken as underlying 

sound but never surfaces in any environment. Tha choice

of this sound as the underlying form for / 4/  is based 
on the principle of the shortest distance but the realities 

of the examples given are different. We noted earlier 

that there is no proof that /©/ ewer existed in this region. 

Wa also noted that there is an alternation betwee.i/d/ 

and /s/ within the dialects that have violated Dahl's

law. The examples prove that the motivation for positing 

/©/ is formal elegance and not linguistic realities.

If wa have a grammar that disallowa extrinsic rule 

ordering as exemplified in Venneoann (1973) snd (197*0 

tha ,,b0VB rules will not be acceptable. In this type of 

grammar a claim is made that restructuring has already 

taken place. Restructuring is established by, Vennemann's 

(1973) the strong Naturalness condition, which claime that, 

vLexical representations of non-alternating parts of morphemes 

are identical to their phonetic representation^ for this 

grammar the data discussed in this section will be accounted

for by rule 31 #»
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31. C

voice r C 1
♦ back

♦ high

♦ stop
[ *  ] uu

Rule # 31 voices all A/e occuring in initial positions 

if the root begins with either a voiceless consonant 

or with a voiced alveolar fricative. This type of grarnar 

i.e. Natural Generatire Grammar (N.G.G.) has formal 

complexities but reveals the actual linguistic realities.

The realities of this rule are that the present day speakers 

of western dialects have more complex grammars than their 

forefathers. This formal complexity predicts that for 

uniformity to be achieved the special markers on /4/ 

have to be erased* The NGG's prediction contradicts with 

TGG,'s prediction which claims that uniformity will be 

achieved by the loss of the voicing rule (i.e. rule 30)

The occurrence of £k}before /d/ in eastern dialects 

shows that the special markers that were placed on /d/ 

were lost thus treating it like any other voiced consonant. 

Notethat it is not the loss of the voicing rule that took 

place. This to us is a good proof that /©/ is not the 

underlying sound of /i/• The realities of this change is 

that NGG had the correct prediction which proves that formal 

elegance and right prediction? do not go together.

The eastern dialects have gone back to the original 

uniformity of Dahl's law while the western dialects keep
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the violation intact. Our interests in these differences 

should be to trace the breaking point between the two 

dialect groupe. These differences can be formalised as 

follows

32. Stages E. dialects W. dialects

1 C V  + C V  C V + C V
Voice + ♦

2. C V + C V C V  + C V

Voice + + ♦ ♦

3. C V + C V  C V + C V

voices - + + *

In stage 1 Dahl's law was uniform but at stage 2 certain change 

occurred that led to the voicing of the initial consonant 

of the root. At this point Dahl's law wsb violated. Sre^era 

of eastern dialects reanalyzed their Dahl's law and de^oicad 

the consonant in the prefix position. The speakers of western 

dialects did not r-aftalyze this rule and the violatior was 

made a permanent reality. As e result of the failure to
4

reanalyze this rule western dialects have a more complex 

grammar than their eastern neighbours. This complexity 

should be revealed in our graosn'* and any theory that allows 

us to write a uniform grammar for the whole region should be

questioned.
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The next question that we ought to ask ourselves is

what the motivations for this law are. Many linguists have
t^e

discussed law and have all agreed that this ia a rule of
r\

regressive voice dissimilation. They have not however 

discussed the motivations behind it. To us this rule seeas 

to be explainable in terms of the inertia of human vocal 

organs.

In these dialects it seeuis that human vocal organs are 

greatly disturbed whec called upon to produce voiced and 

voiceless sounds in rapid succession. This may not be 

true of all human languages but we note that different 

languages have different constraints, on what sounds will 

occur in a given sequence. In the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya 

it seems that a sequence of two syllables that begin 

with voiceless consonants is undersired. This explaine 

why many borrowed words have their sound structures 

modified e.g.

33. Kiswahili

tikiti --->
karataei -- --- >

sokota ■ —---->

Khaki ---->
4mkeka -------->

S. Mt. Kenya Gloss

tigiti ticket

karatadi paper

dogo^a twist, weave

gcki

mogeka aat (floor)

Faced by an undersired sequences of sounds the vocal 

organs have a rumoer of options to choose from, -he
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radical option is to throw out soma of the sounds i.e. 

hyploiogv. Other options include assimilation, metathesis, 

dissimilation etc. All these processes can be used to 

aaximise the ease of production o f  speech sounds. These 

strategies, also, help to maximise the communicative 

role of human languages.

I n  t h e s e  d i a l e c t s  the aim o f  D a h l ' s  law  is t o  reduce, t o  

t h e  minimum, the number o f  alternations. The surface forms 

i n d i c a t e  t h a t  a se q u e n c e  of v o i c e d  sounds is more acce table 

than any other s e q u e n c e .  It can be claimed that what the 

law aine a t  i s  to  make s u r e  that no two adjacent syllabled 

a r e  a l l o w e d  to b e g i n  with v o i c e l e s s  consonants. This can be 

c o n f i r m e d  by l o o k i n g  a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e x a T p l e o .

3^. Un d e r l y i n g  (l) Ao-kama/ 

S . b .  ( v o i c e )

S.c. [  gokaaia J

( v o i c e )  ++-+++

Gloss 'to ailk'

(2) ko-ruta/ (3) Aotaratata/

- + + + • + - + - + + ♦ -  ♦♦♦ 

Ckoruta^ [gotaratara^]

'to take out' 'to count' (rep)

It is obvious from the above analysis that where a 

voiced syllable intervenes no change ie needed. Since 

no examples of two adjacent syllables can be found to 

disaprove this claim we are bound to conclude that the
4

syllable boundary is crucial to the application of Dahl's 

law (cf. i» ,1.1.) The adjacent syllable constraint explains 

why /korutaf has not been changed to *fgorut^.
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Constraints on the structure of adjacent syllables 

are not limited to the feature voice nor are they limited 

to bantu languages. We find similar examples that affect 

other features in other language groups. The example that 

most closely resembles Dahl's lav is Grassman's law in 

Greek and Sanskrit. This is a law of diaspiration which 

can be stated as 'Whenever two aspirated sounds occur in 

two adjacent syllables, diaspirate the first one.' The aspirated 

sounds of these languages include:- /bh/, /th/ /dh/ etc.

The diaspiration rule disallows any occurence of these 

sounds in two adjacent syllables. In features the rule 

can be formulated as:-

55- 0 -----* C- « p] ' - v
C+ asp^

Rule 35 generates the following surface forms

36. Greek Sanskrit

/the/ 'put'

S.D. /thi-the-mi/ 

asp. + - ♦ - - -

SC.£tithemi] 'I put' 

asp. - - - - - -

/dha/ 'put' 

/dha-dha-mi/

♦ - + - - -  

£dadhamij'l put.'

The similarities between the two laws is revealed by
4

the surface forme which have no ranid succession of the 

undersired features. It is clear from these two lews that 

production of difxerent sounds in rajxd succession is a



serious problem. Whether the problem is the keeping of the 

sounds distinct or in the articulation, is not known at this 

stage,

**.1.5.2. Vowel dissimilation

As defined in **. 1.5*1. dissimilation is a process 

by which sounds become more differentiated. The motivations 

for dissimilation have been said to be both conceptual 

and articulatory. T e first involves the efforts of a 

speaker to sake two sounds sore distinct while the seoond 

Involves his inability to produce two similar sounds in 

a sequence. These motivations contradict the reasons for 

assimilation - which aim at making the sounds sore alike.

One important fact about rules of assimilation *nd those of 

dissimilation is that none of them is universal to all 

languages.

One language or group of languages allows a given 

sequence of sounds, e.g. voiceless sounds which is disallowed 

by another group or language. Another language allows a 

given clustering of sounds that may be disallowed by other 

languages. We cannot therefore talk of any universal rule 

of neural ease, conceptual ease or articulatory ease 

without finding some linguistic data to contradict our 

claims. These contradictions reveal the varying complexities 

of human languages. Some of these complexities differ from 

language to language and cannot be accounted for in linguistic
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universal*. They have to be accounted for on language 

specific basis.

In the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya we find processes 

that cannot be accounted for in terns of regional universale. 

These have to be explained on a dialect specific basis.

One of these processes is the change of /u/ to |_i J after [_o] 

that is generated froa /a + u/. This is an interesting 

case of vowel dissiailation because it changes a derived 

form. An earlier rule generqtes’j^u} froa /au/ but this 

later rule changes[pul to[3i^ which on the face of it seems 

aore complex than u.

At first sight [^ujlooks like an easier sequence of 

vowels to pronounce than au because of the difference in 

height and the point of articulation of these two underlying 

vowels. The first one i.e. (a) is a low nonback vowel and 

the second one is a high back vowel. The change into u 

aakes the two vowels similar by changing the first one to a 

back position. The two are now nearer to each other than 

their input.

On the surface • ^u looks easy but when we consider -tke

parts of the tongue used in the production of these two
%•

vowels we find that this sequence creates certain problems. 

The problems include articulation of^ojand [ tt] in a 

sequence. Note that ia produced by the back of the

tongue at a low position but [ u ] requires that the back 

of the tongue be raised to a high position. Their difference



in height demands that the back of the tongue shifts from 

a very law to a very high position within a very short tiae 

(almost the same time). This type of shift seems most 

difficult hence the dissimilation of /u/ from /?/ to make 

their production easy.

With the change of ,[ou'l to [;>i ] the whole picture 

is changed drastically. remains as a back, mid low vowel

while /u/ changes to a front, hir'i vowel. The first i 

produced by the mover %nt of the tack portion of the tongue 

and the second is produced by the movement of the front 

portion of the tongue. The two vowels have no direct 

interference because in producing ojthe back portion of the 

tongue has nothing to do with the tip of the tongue. In 

other words the tip of the tongue could be raised while 

the back of the tongue remained low. Here dissimilation has 

a simplifieatery role.

With the above discussions it should now be easy to 

see the processes „t work, ^he following examples are from

western dialects where the rule operateat-

37. Underlying Assimilation Dissimilation Gloss
(a) s v(b)

/a-a-ur-a/ •Dsura D:ira" he haa bled

/a-ug-i/ •jugi • eayera

/ a  - J*-i/ •Zi*i Jdsi out goers

/a-un-i/ •;>uni
N ' "
3ini • breakers'

To my knowledge no dialect ever uses forms in (a). We have

the dialects using either (b> or surfacing the ferns in 

their underlying ferns. Xhs Esstsrn di.lsct. surf.es
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underlying forra6 while Western dialects use forms in (b)

The two groups of dialects have generalized different forms. 

In Eastern dialects one never hears (b) forms while in 

Western dialects the surfacing of the underlying forms in 

the same form is more unusual than usual (cf. b.l.k,)

To account for the surfacing of (b) forms in Western 

dialects we need two rules. These are 38 and 39.

V r v♦ midlowi
- back ♦ back /— - low

. - front
L ^ + back

This rule generates forms in (a) that nobody pronounces. 

Now we need rule 39.

39. V -1 < J-
♦ high

____ ^ C- backJ /
♦ aidlov

+ back + back
** —

This rule changes all forms in (a) to those of (b). No 

extrinsic order is needed for these two rules.

Another rule that is dissimilatory is that of glide 

formation. ThiB rule changes front vowels /i/ and /•/ to 

/j/ if they occur before nonfront vowels. It also changes 

/0/ into[_w]if it occurs before uonhigh vowels. The 

dissimilatory nature of this rule is seen in the switching 

of features from £*■ voc.^ to voc^ when the fallowin'*



sound is vocalic. This switching of features must be seen

as a strategy to change structures from /v ▼ / to

The case of /0/ changing into (_w]when it occurs 

before nonhigh vowels has two aspects of dissimilation.

These are the changing of a vocalic segment into a

nonvocalic one and becoming higher than the neighbouring

vowels. Note, for example, that by changing /G/ to â «f]

tfhen followed by /V makes these sounds become more difrtren‘iated
than before the change.

The gliding rule occurs in its most general form in 

initial syllables. In this position all dialects glide 

but in final positions Western dialects are not known to 

glide. Glinding is also blocked where the two vowels are

identical e.g. /0/ + /0/ — ^ •

if.2.1. Vowel harmcay

Vowel harmony is one of the rare cases of distant 

assimilation i.e. assimilation involving soundn that are 

not in contact. In our dialects the vowel in the verb 

root determines the vowel in the suffix. Among the two 

positions the root has morqfreedoa than the suf.jx. In 

the root any of the seven vowels will occur but in the suffix 

only two vowels are allowed. £aeh of these two suffix vowels 

i.e. [w] and [g] takes a number of vowels, as indicated in 40
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*0. Underlyings Surface: Gloss

(i) Aim-Vra/ kinera 'mash for ....

(ii) /uf-Vra/ ugera 'say on behalf of...

(iii) /oker-Vra/ okerera 'stand for....

(iv) /rong-Vra/ rongera 'straighten for.....

<▼) Aan-Vra/ kanera '(refuse) deny for...

(vi) Atn-Vra ktntra 'be happy for.....

(vii) /rag-Vra/ r^g^ra 'bewitch for.....

a

harmony in that the suffix vowels combine vowels that 

have no common phonetic feature. Note that [e J is the suffix 

vowel of j ij , J\iJ, j o j and j ay. The first four of this

vowels share a cosmon feature of highness whether midhigh or 

high'. The fifth vowel is an extremely low vowel hence no 

phonetic grounds can be seen as the basis of the grouping.

The other two vowels i.e. / L j and i 0 j take [£■} 

as their suffix vowel. These two can be said to have a 

common phonetic feature because they are both midlow.

The above examples lead to the following vowel classification

Set I

High i u

midhigh e o

midlow -

low . a

Set II

t D

The vowel harmony experienced here differs from other 

vowel harmonies in that in other cases where vowel harmony 

is phonetically determined all front vowels go together while



all b a ck  vowels 30 together. Such a systea exists in 

T u r k i s h  where front vowels i t j, e, t harmonise while back 

vowels i, u ,  a, 0 harmonise. I t  aay  also be possible to 

imagine a systea in which high vowels harmonise with other 

high vowels and low vowels harmonise with low vowelB. In 

either o f  these two c a s e s  s u ch  a harmony ca n  e a s i l y  be 

d i s c u s s e d  i n  terms o f  p h o n e t i c  m o t i v a t i o n .

Our ex am ple s  from S .  Mt.  Kenya lack, any d i r e c t  common 

b a s i s  e s p e c i a l l y  i n  the  f i v e  vowels o f  s e t  1 .  I 1c net 

t h i n k  t h a t  any l i n g u i s t s  would want t o  a c c o u n t  f o r  tfa > r y j e  

o f  harmony by p o s i t i n g  seme a b s t r a c t  common f e a t u r e .  

s u g g e s t  t h a t  we l o o k  a t  i t ,  a s  an u nu su a l  sys tem  anu t ry  t o  

f i n d  Low b e s t  we can a c c o u n t  f o r  i t .  The b e e t  s o l u t i o n  t o  

u s  seems t o  be  b a s s e d  on t h e  co n c e p t  o f  morpheme. * h i s  

s u g g e s t i o n  would l i s t  t h e  a p p l i c a t i v e  morphene as e r -  and t h e n  

g e n e r a t e  — r -  by a r u l e .  The r u l e  would be  as f o r m u l a t e d  

i n  h Z .

V
^2. /e/ ______ 1 / £♦ midlowj C ----

[ _ s u f f i x  ^

Rule 3 will only change /#/ to[f]] when the last 

vowel of the verb root is / £ / or / 3 / which are the

only midlow vowels in our chart.
*

Our vowel harmony rule does not need any Justification 

for the grouping of the five vowels in one set. This approach

- '73 -



is justifiable in that the rule is not wholly phonological 

but is a Dorphophonological. Its reference to the suffix 

means that the rule is more than a phonological rule. We 

also have examples from other languages e.g. Kiswahili. In 

Kiswahili /i/, /*/ and /a/ take i i] as their suffixal 

vowel while / £ /  and / D /  take [s.~] •

The Kiswahili harmony has been discussed both formally 

(e.g. in classes) and informally. Some people use features 

such as[+ extreme^ in order to find a common feature tor 

/i/, /u/ and /a/. These three vowels will be marked as 

extreme] which means that /i/ and /u/ are extreme in 

being high while /a/ is extreme in being low. This argument 

leads to the following chart:-

*3.

High

mid

back

extreme

0

♦

+

a

-(♦>

The feature extreme has not to my knowledge been 

phonetically justified. It would seen therefore that no 

phonetic feature exists to justify the phonetic classification 

of /i/ /u/ and /a/ into one set. As such one wonders if 

this is not another trick to account for the unknown.



We have yet another factor to support this morpheme 

theory. The factor id that in the sane dialects there art. 

other suffixes that do cot attract the rule oJ vove. 

harmony. One of these morphemes is the coneitive i.e. -

This morpheme never changes its form in any environment e.g.

kk. underlying surface (N. dialect) Gloss

i /in-idi-a/ inidia cause to aing

ii /ug-ido-a/ ugidia cause to say

iii /omb-idia / ombidia cause to mould

iv /et-idi-a/ etidia cause to call

T A*>-idid ktnidia cause to be happy

vi /tog-idi-a/ rsgidia cause to bewitch.

Here we do not get - M a U i a  or T o g  Mi., tor M. (»> 

end W ( t1) reepectlrelj, the for.a thet e trully phonoloo;cel

rile would generate. This to us i« • goo* Pr»of th,t th*

type of harmony that .. her. her. i» not phoaologioelly wtle.ted

The claim thet ayoohronioelly th. harmony rule ia not 

phonologi cally aotiv.t.d ahould not be taken .. . d.niel of 

It. diachronic statue. The diyiaion of the Towel. into two 

aeta suggests that there may have been . hiatoric.l rule 

that wan phonologically moti».t.c The h.rmoniaiag Towel, 

aay have -been .11 high or .11 low. The first ♦ group of 

Zi/ /./ /u/ /»/ may hav. taken Ce] -a th.ir .uffia«a Towel

while /£ / / V  took |> J • ,hlrd ” T S'“
that of /./ alone. Mnc. /«/ doe. not, phonetically, belong
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to any of the two groupB it nay have been left on its own.

What is likely to have happened is that the suffixing of 

/a / roots with £ e~j was based on derivational morphology 

rather than on phonetic features. These /a/ roots were 

therefore marked forQ ej suffix and the marking remained 

intact. This claim may sound strange but there are many strange 

things in human beings and in their languages.

The time factor is also doubtful especially in view 

of the fact that other related languages have equally 

intriguing rules. It may have been a feature of some 

proto-language from which both Kiswahili and these dialects 

originated. Whatever its source may have been the rule must 

have come into these languages at a very early date.

Before we conclude we should point out that this rule i3 

both morphological and phonological. As shown in rule <» 

the changed vowel is a suffix but the environment in which 

it changes do not refer to any morphological information. For 

this reason the rule can be discussed in either morphological 

or phonological sections. Since it must be in one section 

and not in two sections we have chosen to discuss it under 

phonological section.

In conclusion it is important to point out that this 

rule has no significance in dialect classification. The only 

reason for its discussion in thi6 study is due to the writers 

commitment to discuss all major phonological and morphological
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processes of these dialects. The rule can only be used as
%

one example of the common processes in all these dialects.

It therefore helps us to put these dialects in one group.

Deletion

Deletion can be generally viewed as an end result of a
« *

weakening process. This is especially true where deletion 

follows assimilation. In such cases one can always show 

the weakening process that precedes deletion. There may, 

however, be cgse6 where deletion has taken place without 

any evidence of weakening. Such cases are usually governed 

by syllable structure constraints (hence S.S.0.). Under 

such conditions clusters may be reduced from /CC (c) VCv/ to 

C (e) VCV without prior weakening of the aeleted sounds.

There may be other weakening cases that on the surface 

look like cases of strengthening. I magine a casa of a 

liquid and a stop changing into a sequence of two stops 

i.e. LC CC. If one of the derived sounds drops out one 

might be tempted to think that deletion was preceded by 

strengthening. Even when the two derived stops are 

retained, on the surface, we have to treat this as a weakening 

process. Note that even though the surface segment is strongsr 

than its underlying segment its surface features ere

redundant.
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Hooper (1973) gives examples of what she calls 

context-sensitive weakening. She gives the following 

examples (which are reproduced for clarification) from 

Spanish

/verde/ — ^ vedde £ bedde I 'green'

/carga/ — > cagga £ kagga 'charge' etc.

These examples show quite clearly that the derived sounds 

have lost their identity. I do not think that any lirguist 

would want to call this a case of consonantal strengthening 

I therefore agree with her that this is a process of 

context-sensitive weakening.

^t.3.2. Nasal deletion

In Southern Mt. Kenya we have both nasal deletion and 

nasal reduction. The first occurs in initial positions when 

the following segment is a voiced consonant and the second 

affects medial homorganic nasals. The first of these two 

rules must be preceded by the rule of voiced stop formation.

The latter rule generates voiced stops from voieeleas 

consonants and voiced continuui^d. The nasal deletion rule can 

be synchronically formulated as in i*6.

[

0 /# -
+ nasal]
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This rule operates anytime its S.D. is met l.e. in the 

Western dialects.

As stated above rule must be preceded by the voiced 

stop formation which is formulated aa in ^7.

Rule *»7 is made of two different phonological processes. 

These are the weakening of voiceless consonants and the 

strengthening of voiced continuants. The two processes 

have different limitations depending on the dialect under 

discussion. To exemplify this we have the following 

examples:-

underlying: stop form. ki E - *j a - West. Gloss

u-gor JJgore 9gor£ 38 or£ gor£. may I buy

n-va:t- 

Ba:t-

mba: t(. 

mbast*.

mba ‘ tfc. 
ajvatt

aba: tL

may

«t

I

99

•weep

n-rtr - ndtr ndtrc nd CXC dcrt 91 II rear

n-daka nda:k £ nda:kc ndarkt de:kt f« 11 play
*

n-t£m ndlmf ndC m£ ndCmC dcMC 19 If cut

n-kam- jgamt T̂ gam ggemt gr.mt 9» • I milk

n-rfam- ji jam 19 If taste

n-de nde nde nda de ft ft world



(For the surfacing of b,d,j and g in western dialects see 

chapter 3).

Looking at the above surface forr„s one can easily see 

why, in a given type of a grammar, nasal deletion should 

come after voiced stop formation. If nasal deletion was 

allowed to operate before the consonantal changes have taken 

place we would get some ungrammatical surface forms. Of couse 

this problem could be easily overcome by adding more features 

to the rule. This has been done in this study. The problem 

would have arisen if less features were used in rule *t6.

In the western dialects the nasals are also deleted 

before /4/ . This sound does not require the nasal because

it is always voiced. We should therefore not worry about it 

in our rules. The rule may, however, be made more general by 

letting it delete any initial nasal that occurs before a 

voiced consonant. In order to make this rule more general 

we need to reformulate it as in *t9.

As shown in the above examples this rule will be limited 

to western dialects. These are the only dialects that 

delete initial nasals after the voicing of the consonants.

In these dialects rule ^9 can be shown to be a generalization 

of an earlier one. The earlier rule deleted nasals when 

they occured in initial positions before/**^ and /h/«

<»9. C — ^  /# -{*♦ voice.)
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Among the two sounds the deletion of initial nasals before 

/h/ ’Bust be historically ordered before its deletion before 

/^/. Two reasons lead to this claim. The first reason is 

the lack of any traces of nasals before /h/ while some 

dealects still keep nasals before /4/» This tc us implies 

that the deletion of nasals before this glide occured earlier 

than their deletion before the alveolar fricative. The 

second reason is that all written materials show that nasals 

are disallowed before the glide while some researches have 

revealed the presence of nasals before the fricative. Some 

of the written materials were recorded at the beginning of 

this century which would mean that the initial nasal 

deletion may have began during the last century.

The motivation for the rule lies in the identity of the 

features (cf. Hinnebusch 1973)6 The deletion is preceded 

by a rule of reciprocal assimil'1.cion. Note that the 

consonant following the nasal will have assimilated to t t 
nasals stopness or its voiceness and the nasal will have 

assimilated to the point of articulation of the consonant 

before deletion takes place, ke a result of this reciprocal 

assimilation the two consonants will share more features in
a

common than their input.

When $he reciprocal rule has operated many features will 

be redundant in that they are shared by the two sounds.

Since the initial consonant has already undergone some 

changes the deletion of the nasal would not lead to any loss
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of information. Retaining the two sounds looks like 

double marking of the same features. To avoid this double 

marking one sound is dropped.

Another possible couse of the deletion is the lack of 

contrast between voiced stops and voiced fricatives. In 

these dialects the contrasts exist between prenasalized

consonants and voiced continuants i.e. a b /B ; nd/r; g g /g ; 

mb/v or pgv/v. There exists no contrast between {}nbj 

and *[_b^etc. This means that the reduction of a prenasalized 

consonant to an (simple) oral stop would create no serious 

perceptuel problem.

Discussions and examples given above confirm what we 

said earlier about the operation of phonological rules. 

(Changes shown in 47 would not have been possible if 

the norphophonemic ̂ n^hgd not been in the words. This is a 

further proof that all morphemes have to be combined into 

words before phonological rules begin to operate (cf. Hooper 

1974). One might even go further and state that 

phonological rules should apply on words and not on smaller 

units.

The role of nasal deletion rule and other related 

rules in dialect classification is self explanatory. The 

Eastern dialects have no nasal deletion. They are grouped 

together by lack of this rule but have their own internal 

divisions. The internal devision in Eastern dialects
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classifies Gichugu - Ndia re prion as one subgroup opposed 

to Mbeere - Embu subgroup. The dividing line is River 

Ruplngaci. The dialects vest of this river i.e. Gichugu 

and Ndia have a general rule of strengthening of all the 

continuants including /<V. The subgroup lying to the 

east of Rupingaci fails to strengthen all con In'ant.,. Tr.t ;e

v a r i a t i o n s  a r e  shown i n  50 (mup ?)

50 underlying K Gichuku-Kihclia KiErbu-KiMbeere Glo.3

/n-d ng£/ n d t n g f  nd£/g£ he  g o e t ( e )

/n*-data/ ndata rjduta b a r e n  c l  9/ 10

/n-dakam£/ ndakam^ ndakamt. blood

/n-^oqwa/ ndorjwa ndorjwa ankle

/n-daka/ - ndaka• youth cl 9/10

Whether Gichugu-KiNdia group will have nasal deletion 

as in Western dialects is not yet established. The 

important thing about the above forns is that they have 

established a different grouping Just like the metatheais did.

The dialect boundaries established by the above rule 

should not be taken as indication that KiEabu and KiMbeere 

are identical in their surface foras. As we pointed out 

in 3.1.1. KiEobu has £njv] from /n-v/ while KiMbeere has 

for the same underlying forms. What we should note is that 

the two dialects agree in a number of ways e.g. generation 

of [n

[nd)of KiEobu - KiMbeere group separates this subgroup

d]from/n-d/but disagree in a number of rules. Lhe
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from their neighbours i.e. Gichugu and Ndia who hare

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section 

we have both nasal deletion and nasal reduction. The 

latter is most evident in Western dialects where medial 

clusters are reduced to almost single consonants. In 

some areas e.g. KiMathira dialect there is a rule of vowel 

nasalization. The rule operates when vowels occur before 

nasal clusters or what is usually called prenasalized 

consonants. This rule i6 formulated as in 51.

For KiMathira speakers this rule is general but for other 

areas the rule is generally replaced by rule # 52.

The difference between rules 51 and 52 is that while 

rule 52 does not, always, include nasalization the forms 

derived by mile 51 are always long. On regional basis 

rule 52 is more general than rule 51• We cannot however 

do without rule 51 because mile 52 does not include 

nasalization. The differences between these two rules 

are revealed in # 55»

for the same underlying form.

52. V f-flong] / —  [n c ]
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53. underlying KiMatbira S. dialect Gloss

\ /
n-kanga gunea fowl

idanwa i ZLnwa ^ V v
idanwa axe

mungu
V

mu:qgu V. s 
mu:ggu turnel

dambera x  " n  da:mbera
v. / \ 
darabera awia

kanjore
^ ✓ \ 

kanjore
s / ^
ka :jijt>re Kanjuri

ne-n-kanga
^ ^ S

netnga: r̂ ga
N S .  \

naijgar^ga
%■ "

It is a g. fowl

m da-ngo ro
v ^  \ 
mczarggoro nude: rjgoro an old table

Lengthening is limited to positions before roiced stops

(cf. 3.3.2.) In Mathira these nasal rowels are so> distinct

from oral ones that they should be shown in our grammar.

One posible cause of this might hare been the

influence of a nasal which has been lost but whose features

were assimilated by the vowel before it was deleted, -his is

the evidence we get when we compart the following examples:-

5^. Gichugu Mathira N. dialect source G10S3

X z

m^:ndC
X  ✓ > 
m3:z £ 0 :d £. • *3-ndt all ct . i)'

mo:nde mo:ze mo:de •mo:nde s pestle
X /•
jo :ndt-

^  /  S  /

J35ZC •e-j-n-di'all of it(c<.9)

In these examples KiHathira's naslized rowels 

correspond to'long rowels of Northern dialect. They also 

correspond to KiGichugu’s nasals. From the abore comparisons 

it is obvious that KiHathira’s nasal rowels are derired from 

nasals and not an independent innoration. The abore nasal
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clusters must have been a feature of proto - S. Mt. Kenya.

*♦•3.3. Glide deletion

In the preceding section ve have claimed that for 

nasal deletion to take place we need certain feature 

identities. We noted that these included identity in 

point of articulation* identity in voice and in stopness.

In this section we shall examine the conditions under which 

a palatal glide (i.e.£.1j)is deletec.

In Southern Mt. Kenya a palatel glide is deleted 

if it occurs before a front high vowel. In features 

the rule is as followss-

55. - cons.

- voc.

+ high
:> qr / _

v
♦ high 

- back

The above environment is created by the addieg of tha 

nominal!zirg suffix {i^ to the verb roots. When such 

verb roots end in a palatal glide the glide is deleted. 

The root has, also, to be prefixed by other morphemes 

which are not relevant to our discussion. The operation 

of rule ,>>518 exemplified below:-

Western d Gloss

n-gaj - i
O shares cl. 9 A 0

mo-h^j - i
\ v' 
mohbi begger cl. 1



56 Vesternd Gloss

ke - oj - 1 

mo - koj - 1

kebi lifter cl. 7
% / ̂

mokoi starter cl. 1

These examples differ from the following forms which 

are derived from the same roots.

57. [*aja divide gajanO the dividing

£hoja ] beg, prey
' v v
ih Oja pray

[ > '  3 lift N / N
J^jano lifting of each 

other

Lkoja"! start (song) gojanero starting for each 

other.

A comparison between examples in 56 and those in 57 

lead us to the conclusion that glide deletion is based on 

our earlier claim of feature identity. In these examples 

we see that deletion is allowed in 56 because £ j jj and [i] a 

.hare a number of common features while in 57 deletion is 

blocked because [J} and £aj do not share many common 

features. For further discussions on feature identity 

read Hinnebusch (1973)*

It may look strange to some that we have glide 

insertion in one section and glide deletion in another 

section. Such people would, probably, try to posit the 

a high vowel instead of a glide so as to avcid ♦ e glide 

deletion rule. Such an approach would not be allowed in
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the theory used in this study.

The theory used in this study would choose the 

glide because it has more freedom of occurence than the 

Towel. It is also true that this vowel carries morpholcgi ''' 

and not phonological information. To change it into a 

glide in all cases except in nouns would be a strange thing. 

Such a rule would not be a phonological one. Another reason 

why this rowel cannot be posited as the root sound is that 

of historical changes. In chapter 3 we gave examples of 

•B changing to / j/in certain worde. If we posited fi / 

as the root sound for the above roots we would be claiming 

that this bilabial fricative changed into a high front vowel 

in certain words. This claim ie not supported by any 

evidence. For these reasons we reject the positing of the 

vowel as the root sound in the above examples.

Our glide deletion rule works against the preferred

syllable structure. It changes structures from ( CVCD( tofcuuj.

Here we have a case of a phonetically preferred structure

working against another phonetically preferred structure, 
ef

This is a case<{the conflicting constraints that we often 

find in human languages.

In dialect classification this rule has no internal 

relevance.' It does not divide our region into any smaller 

divisions. Its role should be seen as that of classifying 

the whole region into one entity.
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**.3.1*. Liquid deletion

In Southern Mt. Kenya dialects we hare one phonemic 

liquid. This is /r/ which in some people's speeches 

fluctuates between £rjand Ĵ l"j. In these speakers either 

of the two could be phonemic but for majority of speakers 

the phoneme is /r/. This phoneme i6 realised as [ l”} when it 

occurs before front vowels or in initial positions while 

r is realized before back vowels and in medial positions.

In this section we shall deal with liquid deletion. 

This rule deletes a liquide when it occurs after a formative 

boundary. In features the rule is formulated as in 56*

58. Liquid V / ♦ - V (♦)

The only examples available are those that generate 

a liquid from the mid-future tense marker i.e. re. Whether 

a similar situation would arise if the liquid came from 

another morpheme cannot be proved. It is assumed that the 

liquid will be deleted any time its structural description 

(SD) is met.

Another thing that we should point out is that there 

is another formative boundary that follows the vowel, in rule 

58. Whetner or not this second boundary has any role to 

play cannot be exemplified because we have no examples of 

liquid deletion before a formative boundary. For this 

reason we shall assume that this second boundary is not
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important for the Replication of the liquid deletion rule.

Before we give examples for this rule we should note 

that this rule could be discussed under morphological 

changes. This results from its limitations to certain 

morphemes only. It is hard to prove that the rule is not 

phonological because no liquids are found to occur before a 

formative boundary, on the surface. Due to this lack of 

certainity the rule has been discussed under the phonological 

chapter. Its discussion in this chapter implies an 

assumption that all liquids will be deleted whenever they 

occur after a formative boundary.

Even if it was found out that the rule was limited 

to a given set of morphemes it would still be discussed 

under either phonological or morphological chapters but 

not in both. It is for this reason that we have nosen to 

put it in this chapter. We do however agree that there 

may be equally good reasons to discuss it under morphology.

Having decided to discuss this rule under phonology we 

should now go ahead and show how the rule operates. This 

will be shown by the following examples:-

underlying 3 N. dialect S. dialect Qlosa

4

/to+re+die S v. 'toredie
✓ s twedie 'we shall go'

/a+re+kama/
V v >•arekama

/ V ^
£:kaaa 'He will milk'

/mo+re+rea/
v V. \

aorerea mverea you(pi.) will
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These structures are not found in KlEabu, KiMbeere 

and many KiGichugu speakers. The lack of these forme 

cooes from the replacement of ̂ re]^ tense marker with^kaly 

tense marker. In Ndia many speakers have forms that are 

identical to the structures found in the Northern dialect• 

Since reduction is limited to the Southern dialect this 

rule is important in dialect classification.

Rule 58 is not motivated by the same constraints a 

preferred syllable structure. The result of rule 58 is 

changed by syllable structure constraints. Note that /0/ 

is glided after liquid deletion thu6 plac’lny/O/ and /e/ in one 

syllablo. It may be that this reduction of _[re j tense is 

relatsd to its disappearance in Eastern dialects (cf. chapt. 2)

In rule 58 we have used a formative boundary and not 

a word boundary because we feel that word boundaries have 

nothing to do with this rule. To prove this point eoopare 

the following structures, (see 60).

From these exaoples we learn that in word initial 

positions the liquid is not deleted as it was in rule 

58. The initial liquids tend to be generalised rather than 

deleted. Note, for example, that Ki.Esbu has the initial 

liquids in all the above exaoples. In other dialects the 

liquid is delated if the root begins in a consonant.

The change from */re/ to QeJ can also be treated as a 

diachronic change. (see 61)
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underlying: KiMbeere Kiilmbu

/ra+gima/ •gima lagima

/re+n n / entnt lentn *•

/re+ ru/ reoru 1 joru

/re+ ga/ r«(jga

/re+nge/ e:i}ge le: ijge

* /re/ > /•/



Ki Gichugu KiNdia W, dialects Gloss

egima igi"ia igimc* whole cl.5

er.uic inuit big cl. 5

1> oru re-iru rotten cl.

ljt-ga retga good cl.5

lejge resgge another cl

C " ]  7 -  * [ c ]
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Rule 6l presupposes a restructuring of the class ma ker

only approach that can explain why the liquid is deleted 

before consonantsi.e. changing/CVCV/ toCvcy}. This to us 

seems more diachronic than synchronic. For sore details on 

the aorphemes see 2.2.1.3.

After the change from */re/ to /e/ occured another 

change took place in Western dialects. This new change 

raised e to i when this Morpheme occured before a 

consonant i.e.

The marking of /e/ as a morpheme is important because 

we have other identical vowels that do not change. For 

this reason /e/ should net only be marked as a morpheme but 

also as cl. 5 morpheme. The inclusion of morphophonemic 

features means that the rule is not wholly phonologies 

but morphophonological.

The rules discu66ed in this section have separated 

our dialects on different lines. The £re^ generalization 

has separated KiEobu from all the rest and the raising rule 

has separated W. dialects from the rest of the dialects.

couse of history. This is the

6 2. (ej cl. 5 -*> t i l  / * - [ CJ
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1. Vowel lengthening

Vowels are always lengthened when they occur before 

prenasalieed consonante. For those speakers that have 

dropped the nasal elements in such environment lerthening 

oust be seen as taking place before voiced stops* Such 

would be the ease in a number of speakers of both Nortnern 

and Southern dialects.

The vowel l e n g t h e n i n g  d i s c u s s e d  h e r e  sho u l d  n o t  be 

c o n f u s e d  with  phonemic l o n g  v o w e l s .  The two t y p e s  o f  

v o w e ls  a r e  q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t .  P h o n e t i c a l l y  l o n g  v o w els  hav- 

ns  much freed om o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a s  s h ^ r t  v o w e l s .  *he 

d e r i v e d  lo n g  v o w e l S i  on the o t h e r  hand* a r e  l i m i t e d  to  a 

number o f  e n v i r o n m e n t s .  The f i r s t  environmen t i s  t h e  one 

m e n t i o n e d  ab o ve  and which c o u l d  be f o r  i u i a t e d  a e  f o l l o w s : -

63 V —  0  length! / —

This rule generates the following forms.

u n d e r l y i n g : Eastern Western Gloss

/ ra n ga / ra:gga ra:gga step on

/mokonga/ moko:gga mokoiijga eel

/f)omb£/^ q o : mb£. ijc :mb (, cow

/moraoba/ mora:mba ■ora:aba bafaana tree

/mokanda/ moka:ndae
moko:nda rope

/getanda/ gets:nda geta:nda bed
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Some speakers in Western dialects will produce the 

•bore structures without the nasals. For these speakers the 

vowel lengthening will require a voiced stop and not a 

prenasalised consonant.

Except for the nasal reduction that occurs in the 

Western dialects this rule has no effect on dialect 

classification. We do however have another vowel lengthening 

rule that has effect on dialect divisions. This is the rule 

that lengthens the first vowel of the perfect tense /ettj. 

This rule cannot be formulated in features because there 

are other occurences of /e/ before QtJ that are not 

lengthened. For this reason the rule must be formulated ass-

65. /e/ £♦ length] / -£tcj.

Rule 65 operates in Southern dialects and the southern 

edges of Northern dialect only (see map )• <Vith rule 

65 we have the following formss-

66. underlying; southern northern GI06S

/ne-a-ok-etC/ 

/ma-ti-et C/ 

/ne-ma-tar-etC/

ne}ke: tt 

madie:t£ 

neaatare* tt

njykett He has come 

madiett They have gone 

nemataretC They have counted

In order to understand the nonphonological nature of the above 

rule compare the forms in 65 with those in 67.
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(i) /get /
Southern
gett

Northern
gett

Gloss
throw it iwg" cl,7

(ii) /geta/ geta: eeta

(iii) /kerema kerema kerema mountain

These examples and especially *t'i) show that /#/ does

not lengthen before any £-+i } • Tt has to be a giv-n typ- 

of /e/ in order to lengthen. Since no phonetic arguments are 

available for this rule we have to simply put it down as it 

is without any phonological explanations.

An alternative to this anlysis could be found in 

underlying representations. If we take that different 

dialects have different underlying representations we shall 

not need to have this arbitrary rule. This alternative is

discussed in chapter 5 <5.3'. T- that chapter the reasons for

different underlying representations have been given.
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Footnotes to Chapter k

!• Kisseberth (1969) discusses the Tawelmani

epenthesis. He showed that by positing the echo 

verbs as -CCVC it was easy to aprly (and Justify) 

vowel epenthesis to break up the clusters. Positing 

of these verbs as CVC or CVCC would lead to 

dificulties because the language hsd other similar 

clusters that did not attract epenthesis. he 

compared the following examples:

(i) /?ii: hin/ 'found' (i) /xil/ 'tangle'

(ii) /hyoshin/ 'named' (ii) ?ilk/ 'sing.'

Morphemes in la attracted epenthesis but those of 

lb did not. The examples in la surfaced as 

(?ile:hin) and hojo:hin respectively. Kisseberth 

concludes that what is restricted is the initial 

consonant clusters. To get rid of such clusters a 

given vowel has to be inserted. This claim is well 

founded especially when we compare this with what 

happens in other languages (cf. footnote 3«)

2, Byarushengo (1973) stated that the Haya's palatalisation

and affrication rules were applied differently by 

different age groups. He found that one age group 

applied the two rules on A /  «nd /«/ while another 

group applied palatalisation only. The group that
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palatalixed but never affricated the velars erded 

with (k) and (g) while the other group ended witn 

palatal affricates.

3. Hooper (1973), 'Aspects of Natural Generative

Phonology,' proved, quite convincingly that the 

Spanish epenthetic rule was needed to break certain 

consonantal clusters. Any Spanish word that has 

initial clusters are subject to an epfcnthetical 

rule that breaks structures from CCV to VC & CV 

These words are borrowed froa other languages 

that do allow the type of clusters that Spanish 

disallows. The borrowed words include.

esnob 'snob'

esraoking 'tuxedo, (smoking jacket) 

eslavo 'slaw'

After the epenthesis a syllable boundary is 

inserted between /a/ and the following o. This 

is a clear case of the constraints imposed of 

syllable structures. Note that these Spanish

examples correspond to the Yawalmani clusters

given in footnote 1.

*
h. One of ray informants cited an examples of the typeg

of insults that young people or speakers of small 

dialects receive from those who think that the 

dialect(s) is not good enough, ihe recalled an
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experience with her elder brother in Nairobi.

She had spoken in her Mathira dialect and used

certain local caorphemes and pronaunciation.

One of the morphemes used was^aO^ for cl. 2 

objective marker. Her brother asked her, 'When 

will you grow up to speak as an adult?1

Her brother expected her to say £o] which is the 

written Bpnj but she did not. Other reprimands 

and corrections include the violation of Dahl's 

law. When children fail to violate this rule they 

are always corrected by the adults. These children 

first learn to place £ k J before £d J e.g. k idirv.i 
'a man's name' kedenji) 'a man's name' etc. The 

adults tell them that they should be saying 

Gadingi andGe 3 cn^i* These are the standard norms.

5. Vennemann (197?) 'phonological concreteness in

Natural Generative Phonology. In this article 

Vennemann sets out c rtain principles tnat are 

supposed to constrain our phonological theory.

One of these principles is the, 'Strong Naturalness 

Condition,' which rsquires that the underlying 

representation? of non-alternatiog morphemes be 

identical to their phonetic forms. For the alternating 

morphemes the underlying representations should 

identical to one of the surface forms. This 

constraint rules out any abstract representations.
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6. Hinnebuech (1973)

Augues that for */■»/ syncopation to take place 

in Kenyan Coastal languages the two segments 

have to agree 'positively', in respect to cover 

feature [♦ labiality) • When such an agreement 

has been achieved there is a tendancy for one 

of the segments to delete. This happens because 

the features of the two segments are redundant.
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CHAPTER 5

5*0. Underlying and surface forms

In chapters twc^ three and four we dealt with dialectal 

differences that exist in aorpholexical and phonological 

structures of the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya. In this chapter 

we shall focus our attention on the relationship between 

underlying and surface representation. The purpose for 

this analysis will be to 6how when and where restructuring
* v  i.

occurs.

Our discussions on restructuring will be necessary in

justifying whether or not all the dialects have the saire 

underlying forms for the given morphemes, *ny theory of 

sound change that lails to show restructuring doer not 

reveal the actual process of change. One of the reasoi - 

for ouch failures is rule ordering in sy.cnrooi :

grammars. It will therefore be accessary to relate 

rule ordering and restructuring in tnis chapter.

In ^.1. we discussed a number of components in our 

linguistic theory. These components will be examined i..
%rs

this chapter so as to reveel the components, if any, whichN
all or some dialects have common underlying forms. chall 

also be able to show clearly the components in which common 

underlying forms should be ruled out.
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In cases where a common underlying form exists it will 

be necessary to show how the surface forms of different 

dialects are generated. The generation of surface forms 

without rule ordering imposes a serious constra-* nt on *ha 

rules can do*for this reason the formulation of rules will 

have to be examined and evaluated on the basis of what the 

rule predicts and whether the predicted change is a natural 

one. The test for the correctness of the rules will, in this 

case, be based on the changes found in the dialects. In 

other words, do changes experienced in the dialects and the 

ruleB written agree? If they do not agree then the linguistic 

theory used in the writing of such a grammar should be 

rejected.

The above paragraph touches on two iaportant aspects 

of sound change. These are mile interpretation and the 

diachronic sequence of the rules. These two aspects will

be scrutinized in this chapter. In 5.3.2 rules of each of 

the two linguistic theories discussed in this study will be 

interpreted and reason for or against the rules given.

5.1 The relevance of a proto-language.

A number of factors lead us to the conclusion that 

the dialects of S. Mt. Kenya come from a common proto- 

language. ' These factors include mutual intelligibility 

between all the dialects, a very clear system of sound 

correspondences between the dialects and a very high 

percentage of common vocabulary. Mutual intelligibility
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may, of course, come as a result of constant interaction 

between two different dialects or languages. This happens 

when the two are adjacent to each other but this is not 

the case in S. Mt. Kenya.

In S. Mt. Kenya dialects that hare no common boundary

have not shown any problems of interaction. A comparison

between KiMbeere and KiMathira or between KiEmbu and Southern

dialect shows that the major differences are in sounds and
of

tones but not in lexical items. Speakers^such two dialects 

get along without any need for an interpreter. Mj[. OWT1 

research is a clear indication of this mutual intelligibility. 

I conducted it in dialect i.e. Northern dialect and 

nobody ever complained of not understanding me.

Despite what has been said in the above paragraphs we 

would still insist that the reasons for claiming th*t 

there was a common proto-language should be based on all 

three factors listed above. All three given us a tiraer 

base for our claims. Th^y also reduce the probability c' 

borrowing as a reason for the present state of w^feirn.

5.2 Underlying, ley.cal differancrs:

In 2.1 we discussed and exemdified lexical differences 

between cur dialects of study. In this section we want to
4

ask whether or not all these dialects have an identical 

underlying structure.

We take the view that a lexical item exists or does
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not exist within a given dialect or group of dialects.

If the lexical item is not used in one dialect then it is 

not part of the lexical structure of that dialect. In 

S. Mt. Kenya we have words that never surface in some parts 

e.g. the words for 'dog' is Kuro and toto, in eastern
/ s s'

dialects but ^gni or Qgi te in western dialects. The last 

two words are also found in eastern dialects but the 

reverse is not true. This to us seans that the words
N. ✓  s <-

Kuro and toto do not exist in western dialects.

Other words could be given to show dialectal variation 

but we feel that a long list of words will be unnecessary.

What is important is the claim we have already stated i.e. 

the lexical structure of a dialect consists of the words 

used by the speakers of that dialect. Any word that does 

not surface anywhere does not exist in that partial.1 ar 

dialect.

\  <■

For any linguist to claim that the word gaka 'grandmother* 

exists in western dialects even though nobody uses it is to 

go too far. It is unjustifiable to posit such a word and 

then claim that it is lost by a given rule. If such claims 

were to be accepteu in our linguist theories that would 

be denouncing innovation, borrowing and semantic shifts.

These are,already established phenomena of linguistic 

changes.

Our claim that the dialects do not have a common 

lexical structure should not be taken as a refusal of a
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common origin for *11 these dialects. A given word could 

have been borrowed from a neighbouring language of one of 

the dialects. It may have been a part of the oroto lexical 

structure that is retained in one dialect or grouo of 

dialects but lost in other dialects. The change could also 

occur through semantic shifts. Tnese pehenomena have to 

be taken into account when we discus* lexical. stru-t-ire.

F o r  f u r t h e r  l e x i c a l  d i f f e r t n c ® «  see appendix 3*

5•3 Horohological rerresent a t ions:

The morphological structure of t.iese dialects reveal 

quite interesting differences and similarities. There are 

those morphemes that cone from different proto-roots and 

which are so far anart that nobody would want to relate 

them. The most interesting case is that of the locative 

marker. This morpheme is re in KiEobu and KiMbeere,

£ine^ or £ni7j in other dialects. Among these three surface 

forms £ remand £ine^j are the most common. The third i.e. 

occurs in Ngariama location of KiGichugu dialects.

The surface realization of the locative morphemes are

as follows

1. KiEmbu-KiHbeere The rest (except QIo b b
Ngariama location)

mogonda:re mogondaine 'in the Shamba'.

getesre geteine ’on the chair'.

nduka:re ndukaine 'at the shop'
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From these examples it is clear that the Embu - Mbeere

morpherie is not derived from the same source as the morpheme 

for the other dialects. Here we need not debate whether

or not the two have a common origin. What we have to 

investigate is the origin of^re^.

The source of £re^Jlocative is *re verb to bel 

This ifre^verb to be7 is still found in these dialects 

(cf. 2.2; ^.2.3). This morpheme was split (i.e. in Ki- 

Embu and Ki-Mbeere) into two separate morphemes. One 

of the two morpheme stood for the verb to be while the 

other became locative. As shown in 2.2.1 the verb to be 

morpheme was later reduced to{_e^|in both Ki-Embu and 

Ki-Mbeere but the locative was not. In Sourthern dialect 

^reyverb to be was reduced in the same way as in these two 

dialects. All other dialects have retained the»[_rey 

'verb to bel

All other morphemes discussed in this study can be 

derived from the same proto-form. One such morphemes 

is the plural suffix discussed in 2.2.1. We argued that 

this morpheme was *-ni in the proto-language. In

western dialects this suffix has been reduced to -i but the 

eastern dialects have kept it unchanged. Before discussing 

the form of the present day plural suffix let us have 

a look at other morphemes.

Other morphemes have also been reduced or ‘■heir
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domains restricted by the expansion ol the domains of 

other morphe ies. Awom- the reduced morphemes we have 

rejfclass 5 marker. In KiMbeere this lias been reduced 

to but other dialects have not charged it. In 2.2.1. 

we gave examples oî rejj future tense marker which has been 

replaced by J kâ J in eastern dialects.

In all these cases one can show that the different 

surface forms are diachronically derived from one common 

proto-f'rm. ioccept this common origin the different 

dialectal forms do not always have a common underlying form. 

There may be some early generative grammarians (e.g. Chomsky 

and Halle 1968) who still hold that the surface differences 

are generated by phonological rules. This school of 

linguistics argues that underlying forms are 'very resistant 

to changes'. This was the group that M.Y. Chin and W.S.Y. Wang 

addressed when they said,

Current generative theory would have us believe 

that the phonological component of rules is in 

constant flux as time passes, but that the 

underlying forms remain relatively constant 

throughout the ages ... language 51 No. 2.

The two scholars continue to say,
4

The chrolonology implied by this view is implausible 

to say the least. language 51 No.

With the above quotation in mind one would find it 

totally unacceptable to suggest that in KiMbeere we still 

have^re^ as class 3 marker which, on the surface, changes
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e n v i ro n m e n t s .  Th e same could be s a id  of  

th e  p l u r a l  s u f f i x  *ni  i n  western  d i a l e c t s .  In  cases where 

an o l d  morpheme has been reduced i t  i s  obvious t h a t  

r e s t r u c t u r i n g  has taken p l a c e .  The o n ly  reason why

T . G . G .  would i n s i s t  on h a v in g  an a b s t r a c t  form i s  because 

i t  has no mechanism to detect  r e s t r u c t u r i n g .

N . G . G .  r e j e c t s  the p o s i t i n g  of  any form t h a t  never 

s u r f a c e s  because i t  does not e x i s t .  The p o s i t i n g  of  an 

a b s t r a c t  form tends to mix the  d ia c h r o n i c  forms w i t h  

s y n c h r o n i c  o n e s .  A more c o n cre te  approach r e v e a l s  the 

B y n ch ro n ic  r e a l i t y  and makes more accurate  p r e d i c t i o n s .

I n  a co n crete  approach c o m p l e x i t i e s  i n  s y n ch ro nic  grammars 

are  f o r m a l l y  r e v e a l e d .

Before  we conclude t h i s  s e c t i o n  l e t  us lo o k  at  two 

more morphemes that  T . G . G .  m ig ht  claim have common u n d e r ly in g  

forms i n  a l l  the d i a l e c t s .  These two morphemes ere  the 

p e r f e c t  tense morpheme *et£ and the morpheme f o r  a l l  

*0 t£o The f i r s t  of these two -n0 roher.es s urf aces  as

B o u r h t e r n  d i a l e c t .  I n  a l l  o t h e r  d i a l e c t s  i t  

s u rf a c e s  as [jsttJ • I n  4 . 2 . 5  we lenp;taened / e /  by a 

p h o n o l o g i c a l  r u l e  i . e .  r u l e  75 ( 4 . 2 . r ) .

As we s t a t e d  i n  4 , 2 . 5  t h e r e  i s  no ru le  t h a t  lengthens 

a l l  /e/s b e f o r e  Q t ] .  To p o s i t  / e /  u n d e r l y i n g l y  and 

then change i t  t o £ e : ^ ]  i n  one morpheme only i s  p h o n o l o g i c a l l y  

u n m o t iv a t e d .  T h i s  amounts t o  n e u t r a l i z a t i o n  o f  / e /  i n  

one morpheme. Such a n e u t r a l i z a t i o n  i s  i n  no way a
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p h o n o l o g i c a l  r u l e .  We must t h e r e f o r e  r e j e c t  r u l e  75 of 

c h a p t e r  k ( l t . 2 . 5 )  i . e .

/«/— ?£+1 en p t k ]  / -  [ t £

T h i s  l e a v e s  no o t h e r  a l t e r n a t i v e  except to T o s i t  

/ e : t t /  i n  £ .  d i a l e c t  and /et.E / i n  o t h e r  d’ e l e c t s .

I d e n t i c a l  arguements are g i v e n  f o r  the ' a l l '

morpheme. I n  KiEmbu and KiMbeere t h i s  morpheme i s  0^4 i.* 

i n  K iG ic h u g u  ondL , K i M a t h i r a  3:Z& and oth er  d i a l e c t s  

have Q:dfc F o r  KiEmbu KiMbeere and K iM ath ira  we can have 

one common u n d e r l y i n g  form /ond£, / .  F o r  Ndia ,  North ern  and 

S o u th e rn  d i a l e c t s  we have a: 4 <L but  f o r  Gichugu we po s i t  

- n d g .  .

The reas ons  f o r  p o s i t i n g Qndfc i n  the th re e  d i a l e c t s  

mentioned above are o b v io u s .  I n  these d i a l e c t s  the nasal  

i s  q u i t e  e v i d e n t .  I n  the o t h e r  th re e  d i a l e c t s  no nasal  

i s  p r e s e n t .  We cannot cla im  t h a t  le n g t h e n in g  i s  caused 

by the l o s s  o f  the nasal  because lo n g  vowels a r e  phonemic 

i n  these d i a l e c t s  ( c f .  3 . 2 ) .

F o r  K iG ic h u g u  the  u n d e r l y i n g  form i s  not *3nd £■

but /-nd£_ / .  T h i s  happens t o  be the case because £o3 

can t e  r e p l a c e d  by o t h e r  vowels i f  the cla ss  changee e . g .  

und£. ' a l l '  c l .  1^.  F o r  o t h e r  d i a l e c t s  t h i s  w i l l  be 

v o n i C. wa:2;t. o r  wj; dfc. ' a l l '  ( c l .  1^ ) .  '^hese surface 

d i f f e r e n c e s  make i t  c l e c r  t h . i t  Gichugu does n o t  t r e a t  

as p a r t  of  th e  r o o t .  Note t h a t  a l l  o t h e r  d i a l e c t s
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prefix this[3i]wi*h the class marker.

As with the perfect tense marker we cannot posit 

a single underlying form for all these dialects. What 

we need is a single proto form which in proto - S. Mt.

Kenya must be * and £ . From this proto form we can generate 

the present dialectal forms through a set of sound changes. 

To exemplify these changes we have the following ruless-

2. KiGichugu

C

+voice 

+cont.

+ cor.

^  (^contl]

3»  K i M a t h i r a

>  t+nasa

C

+ n « p « l j

c
[♦nasalj

C
♦voice

♦cont

♦cor.

k. c

j^+nasalj
>  * C

♦voice

♦cont.

♦cor._

Rules 2. 3 and k are enough to generate the surface 

forma of Gichugu and Hathira. tabu and Kaeere need no 

rule. For Ndia, Northern and Sourthern dialects we

have rule 5.



5 c c>  *
i ♦voice

♦cont.

♦ c o r .

Not* that in all the above four rules restructuring is 

claimed to have occurred. We do not, therefore, need 

any common underlying form for all the dialects. This 

is the only solution that will be allowed by a grammar 

that disallows abstract underlying forms.

I n  this case our theory posits one of the surface forms 

as the underlying forms and cannot deviate from the above 

claims. These claims are strong but their interpretations

are testable within each dialect. The dialects that show 

no traces of nasals do not have them underlyingly. Those 

that have  them can be easily generated by the above rules.

With a l l  t h e  above ex am ple s  and d i s c u s s i o n s  i t  i s  

c l e a r  t h a t  n o t  e v e r y  morpheme ca be g e n e r a t ' d  from a 

common s y n c h r o n i c  u n d e r l y i n g  f o r m ,  borne may be d e r i v e d  

from common p r o t o - f o r m s  but t h e  sami i s  n o t  t r u e  

s y n c h r o n i c a l l y • I n  s h o r t  we r e j e c t  the c l a i m  t h a t  ~ 

u n d e r l y i n g  f o r m s  remain c o n s t a n t  th r o u g h o u t  t h e  a r e s .

5.4 P r o t o  sounds and the synchronic sounds:

In 3.1 we saw that proto S. Mt. Kenya had fifteen

c o n s o n a n t s  and two semivowels. This makes a total of 

s e v e n t e e n  nonvocalis sounds. We then discussed t h e  changes
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that have led to the present sound differences between the 

dialects. At that point we did not ask ourselves whether 

the dialects have a common underlying sound structure or 

not. The purpose of this section is to answer that question.

If we argue that these dialects have different underlyinr 

structures we shall have to address ourselves to a more 

serious question i.e. at what point did restructuring 

occur? For those, if there are any, who would argue that 

these dialects have a common underlying sound structure 

the question of restructuring does not arise.

By invoking the Strong Naturalness Condition 

(cf. ^.1.^) N.G.G. has rejected tae poeitine of a common 

underlying sound structure. Remember that this condi ion 

limits the underlying forms to one of the surface forms.

If a dialect has no surface forms with a given sound than 

that sound is not a part of the sound structure of that 

dialect. As stated in the preceeding sections of this 

chapter this is a formal way or establishing restructuring 

in sound change.

The above paragraph has shown that N.G.G. does not 

accept a common underlying sound structure for all the 

dialects. This is possible because this theory haa a 

definite method of showing where restructuring has taken 

place. T.G.G. on the other hand recognises thia process 

of sound change but lacks enough constraints to 

establish it. These differences between the two theories
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h«r. serious i.plic.tio. U  o.r 

aound structures of S. Mt. Kenya.

N.G.G. would posit different underlying forB. for 

different groups of sounds. Kiwibu and KiNbeere would 

have the same underlying sound structure but dlfferert 

rules to generate surface fores (cf. chapter 4). Gichugm 

and Ndia would have a common underlying structure different 

from that of KiEmbu and that of western dialecgs. «ea*r.-n 

dialects would have certain common underlying fores a - 

certain different forms. One such different fore- weulc 

be the nasal element in which is still traceeb.e

in KiMathira but not in other western dialects, "’hare 

would be different forms for /B/ in Southern dialect at i 

/f/ in Mathira and Northern dialects.

The above discussion does not imply that these d • *ct» 

will not have many cases of identical underlying *r'r''r*

Such a claim would be wrong because many sound* mr# 

common to all the dialects. The paragraph simply say' 

that looking across the board, one would find sore in 

common in each group of dialects than in all dial#

It is also important to state that the di.cm.miom. 

inac t i o n  he,. nothin* t. do -ith the dlectaronlc prcce...

Bt.chronic.Uy .11 I t W  *»■ " "
,pd each sound cap b. trec.d fro, . r c « c  prclc .care,

(ct. chapter 3 ) • The present eyetee of soiicde in

dialects are accounted for hy . «« •' 9 #  *
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The claims mad* in this o c t i " -  can n ot  ho f o r m a l l y  

e s t a b l i s h e d  by T . G . G .  a s  exemplified by Chomsky and Halle 

( 1968). T.G.G. (as in S.P.E.) is, mainly, interested in 

formal elegance. This elegance obscures the complications 

that arise from sound changes. U n t i l  t h i s  theory establishes 

formal mechanism to deal with such things as restructuring 

we are bound t o  conclude t h a t  i t  does not  correctly 

deal w i th  sound c h a n g e s .

*5.5 The s e q u e n c e  o f  h i s t o r i c a l  r u l e s .

In *+.1 .4  we r e j e c t e d  the e x t r i n s i c  o r d e r i n g  o f  

p h o n o l o g i c a l  r u l e s  i n  o u r  s y n c h r o n i c  grammars.  I n  t h i s  

s e c t i o n  we s h a l l  d i s c u s s  r a l e  o r d e r i n g  i n  a d i a c h r o n i -  

p e r s p e c t i v e .  The c o n s t r a i n t  on e x t i i n s i c  o r d e r i n g  o f  xu les  

i s  meant  to  d i s a l l o w  t n e  p o s i t i n g  o f  a b s t r a c t  form s  i n  any 

s y n c h r o n i c  grammar.  C o n s e q u e n t l y  t h e  c o n s t r a i n t  

d i s a l l o w s  a b s o l u t e  neutralization (cf. r u l e  in 4 . 1 . 5. 1 ) .  

T h e s e  are necessary restrictions i f  our grammars are to 

account for the intuitions of native speakers.

The restrictions placed on synchronic grammars 

cannot be applied on diachronic sound changes. The two 

have quite different operations. In diachronic sound 

change analysis ws are dealing with changes thst have 

occurred in different stages. The different stages may 

have occurred at different periods. One change may be 

separated from the next one by a number of years, -‘ome 

changes may overlap thus blocking or accelerating each
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other (Wens;, 1969)* Where possible the changes can be 

ordered in a historical sequence. This is different fro* 

extrinsic rule ordering.

To begin our discussion let us look at the relationship 

between *B and *P. In },1,2 we argued that *B lose must 

have been historically ordered before P- lenition in all 

the four dialects. It is also true that */B/ loss was 

completed before P- lenition. Had this not been the 

case we would find many remnants of *B surfacing in 

nonnasal environments. If should be remembered that in our 

discussions on these changes we did not have any exaaplss 

cf *B surfacing in nonnasal environments of any 

synchronic grammar. All the /B/s and /V/s that surface in 

the four dialects of Gichugu and Ndia and Embu and Mbeere 

are derived from *P. There is no overlapping between these 

two sounds except in nasal environments.

These four dialects seem to favour a process that 

weakens the bilabial consonants. This process began with 

the loss of the bilabial fricative then there followed the 

lenition of the bilabial voiceless ston. In Gichugu and 

Ndia the lost fricative is replaced by /B/ from *P. In 

KiEmbu and KiMbeere we have a shift from a bilabial 

position to a labio-dental position i.e. *P ̂ /V/. Both 

of these n r o c e s s c s  hav happened t l i r o i i fh  weakening.

After p-lenition *B loss was renested in all these 

four dialects. These new fricatives have bevan to drop
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out. The only examples that we can rive are ava a .d a’ia 

'here*. The first one occurs in Ki "•bu a-i KiMbeere while 

the second one occurs ir Kioichu«rn end Ki Mia. Beth 

of these words coae from *ptra. .ror i >rther discus ons 
on this see 2.2.0 to 2.2.3*

Another example of an intrinsic diachronic rule 

ordering is Dahl's law that we discussed in ^.1.4. In 

that section we ordered the introduction of Dahl’s law 

before *ts reduced to /i/. He claimed that the only 

reason why Dahl's law was violated by this changa was 

because it was already in the dialects. Had it come 

after the change from *nte to /*/ the rule would have been 

general in all the dialects. There would have been no 

nead for any dialect e.g. western dialects to violate th«a 

rule.

These examples of ordered historical rules war# 

intended to show that certain sound changes cannot be 

explained unless we first establish the historical sequence. 

These examples, also, exemplify the difference between

diachronic and synchronic ohonology. This is a 

necessary distinction in our theory of sound change.

5.6 Rule interpretation; and Bound change.

Up to this point this chanter has been discussing the 

relationship between underlying and surface orms. We 

shall now turn to tLe rules ana the implications any 

rule or set of rules has for the whole theory of sou.id
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change. Many sections of this study will have made certain 

claims and implications that we shall discuss in this 

section. Before we address ourselves to rule interpretation 

we must understand what a linguistic theory is supposed to do.

A linguistic theory is supposed to enable us to 

write explanatorily adequate grammars. A grammar attains 

explanatory) adequacy if it accounts for the intuitions 

of an idealized speaker of the language for which it is 

written (cf. Chomsky 1965). Chomsky goes on to claim that 

such an explanatorily adequate grammar should be the best 

among all possible grammars written for the given data.

All these claims are made within T.li.G. as exemplified by 

Chomsky and Halle (1968).

This section will evaluate these claims by interpreting 

rules written to account for given phenomena. The first 

example is that of Dahl's law discussed in 4.1.5.1. As we 

noted in that section this rule has been violated by the 

surfacing of£’g 3 and [-3 in adjacent syllables, We traced 

/d/ backwards and found that it came iron *ts. •*o also 

found out that no dialect in this region has shown any signs of 

/G/ whether as an allophone or as a phoneme. It was ther lore 

concluded that there was no justification for positing 

/&/ as underlying form of /d/ (cf. rules 89 and 30 in 

4.1.5.1.). Kule 30 is repeated here for ease of reference:-
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6. c
■»
♦cor. "

♦cont.

-stop

-voicem

[♦Voice*]

The reasons for positin’ /G/ as the underlying phonae* 

of [d} were based on the principle cf minimum distance 

between surface and underlying forat*. according to T.G.G. onljr 

one feature changes i.e. -voice to +voice . This rv.le 

is, in T.G.G,, a highly valued rule because it has the 

minimum number of features and also because it enables us 

to write one exceptionless Dahl's law.

Rule 30 in ^.1.5.1 is possible because T.G.S. allows 

abstract representation. This abstraction can be best 

explained by the following quotation from Chen and Wang 

(1975). They say,

While the abstract approach tends to lead to 

surreptitious internal reconstruction, the concrete 

approach makes Bore accurate predictions about the 

future course of linguistic change.

There cannot be a better suBBary of T.G.G. than the above

quotation.

Turning to our examples we can now see why T.G.G. would 

go wrong by positing /G / as the underlying form of /4/ .

This was wrong because the sound does not exist in these 

dialects. The absence of this sound meant that no dialect
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would reestablish uniformity by losing the voicing rule. 

Eastern dialects reestablished uniformity by renlacing £g 

with ̂ k^ before [dj . Here T.G.G. has failed the test of rule 

interpretation and sound change.

The second revaltion of the T.G.G.'s failure is 
N

language acquisition. <hi ldren fr< ■» tl; tern dialects

always begin by placing [_^] before [d j . They only adjust 

this after long periods of corrections by old speakers.

If we take thi6 example of language acquisition we

shall find that children do not acquire abstract forms. 

They acquire concrete sounds.

Another example that proves that abstract approach 

wrong is that of Yawelmani. This Yawelmani example is 

discussed by Vennemann (1973) and Kisseberth (19^9). -his 

case involves the echo vowel harmony. Before we look at the 

examples let us see what the old Yawelmani vowel harmony 

was. Vennemann calls this rule Pre-Yawelmani Harmony 

(PYH). The rule is as in 7 .

y
high V

B back / *.high within echo

l round
r

Bback roots.

,-loi.g _ yround

In course of history rule 7 has been violated by a 

more recent change in the language. As a result of this 

recent change Yawelmani has the following surface forms 

(only the roots are glossed).
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8. ?ile:+hin 

£uyo:+bun 

hoyo:*hin

fanned.

urinated 

named.

These examples do not agree with rule ~. Th« first 

two examples show th"t£i J and £u Iho'nanise vitr r >-:'1 ird 

[•*̂ | respectively. On this

some 0 s should come from /u/. The same will apply to 

£e"̂ }s i.e. coming from /i/. In T.G.G. framework the above 

forms will be generated as shown in 9 .

9« Underlyi ng 

Echo: 

Lowering 

Surface

?vli:+hin <Vyu:*hin 

?ili:+hin 5uyu:+hun 

?ile:+hin (5uyo:+hun 

?ile:+hin fiuyo:+hun

hVyo;+hin 

hoyo:+hin

hoyo: -fhin

Apart from the theoretical question of abstraction we 

have a more practical question to ask. The question is 

whether or not the present day Tawelmani speakers have the 

Pre-Yawelmani rules. It seems unconvincing for any 

linguistic theory to imoly that young speakers have a rule 

simply because it was part of their forefathers’ grammar.

In T.G.Q. the echo rule must apply before lowering.

The two rulea are extrinsically ordered. This analysis is

rejected by If.G.G. because it violates two major principles. 

Thts^are, the no-ordering constnint and the Strong 

Naturalness Condition. According to N.G.G. the present 

day Yawelmani gramssr is more complex than this, ■■his
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complication should be formally reflected within our 

grammar. Any grammar that retains the old simple grammar 

fails to account for the intuitions of a native speaker.

N.Q.G. claims that the former high vowels have been 

restructured. They are no longer high but for purposes 

of echo vowel harmony they function as high vowels. This 

is the complication that we want reflected in the grammar*

For this reason we reject rule 7. Rule 7 is replaced by 

rule 10 which shows special markers on low vowels that function 

as high ones. Thfcsemarkers will triger the vowel harmony 

rule. The rule is as follows:-

10.

V

i- high ft V

Bback
/-c

r 1-*high

yround < H H  J j

-long _ 4 £*high7

Bback

Jround^

within echo roots.

Rule 1C ha6 two rules within it. The first rule 

applies when echo vowel harmony rule is trigered by low 

vowels that are marked HI. Aiis is a triger that these 

nonhigh vowels will operate like high vowels in vowel 

harmony. The other section deals with the actual high 

vowels that operate like the PYH.

RulelO does not only show formal complexities but 

also reveals the complications in real language. T.iese*
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complexities can be lost by a reanalysis of the echo 

harmony rule. In N.G.6. the special markers will be lost 

so that low vowels harmonise with low vowels and high 

vowels with high vowels. T.G.G. claims that the speakers 

will lose the lowering rule thus going back to the Pre- 

Yawelmani situation.

In order to test which of these two predictions is 

right we shall appeal to comparative studies. A comparison 

between Yawelmani and Chukchansi (a closely related 

dialect) reveals the following:-

11* Yawelmani Chukchansi Qloss

?ile:hin ?ele:hin fanned

Sudok'hun sodok'hun removed.

Chukchansi examples show that what was lost was not 

the lowering rile but the special markers on /et/ and /os/• 

As with the Dahl's law ex’mnles attraction har been 

proved wrong. These are enough ex^mnler to show that a 

theory that posits abstract forms does not account for 

the intuitions of native speakers. Note that these abstract 

forms ara posited so as to achieve formal simplicity that 

can neither be tested nor proved right by either comparative 

studies or language acquisition.
a

Examples given in this section show that both abstract 

representation and absolute neutralisation should be 

rejected in our theory of sound change. By rejecting
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these concepts we also question the linguistic theoi 

that advocates them. The theory lacks enough constraints 

to disallow it from such wrong predictions of sound change.

Our theory of sound change should be 1 ini tel in a 

way that it will only make claims and predictions that 

are accurate. These claims and predictions should b» 

testable in either comparative studies or language 

acquisition. This is the only way to find out if our 

theory of sound change is correct. To rely on formal 

elegance and on untestable generalisations is to divorce 

our grammars from the native sneakers.



Footnotes:

1. Kuroda, S-Y. ( 1969) Yawelmani, Phonology; Kuroda at

Page 11 finds that there are two types 

of/0:/ s. There are those that harmonize 

with£o"3 and those that harmonize with 

£u], to this he says: "This makes us 

suspect that£o]in£vo-t]may be generatively 

different froo(p) in [go* bj and may actually 

be derived from^uyf, which, as has been 

noted, is missing on the phonetic 

level.”

It is not surprising that Kuroda should 

suggest that £_o J should be generated 

from /u/ which never surfaces. He was 

writing in T.G.G. framework which allows 

context free neutralization but which 

N.G.G. has disallowed.
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APPENDIX 2

Liat of infornants:

For this study a total of sixty fiva infornants were 

interviewed. The following list is therefore a (short) 

list of the main informants. These are people who did 

not claim competence in nore than one dialect of S. Mt. 

Kenya. They also did not spend most of their lives 

outside their dialect areas. Those who spent most of their 

lives outside their dialect areas have not been used as 

main infornants:-

( a )  Embu:

1. C.N. R., age 25; b o m  in Qaturi location. He 

has never lived outside Embu for more than 

three months. He speaks Ki-Embu and English.

2. A .W .K ., age 23; born in Mbeti and grew up i n  

Ngandori. She never left her home area for 

more than three months until she was 20.

She speaks Ki-Embu and English.

3. E.W., age 21; born in Kjeni. She has never 

l i v e d  o u t s i d e  Embu. She speaks Ki-Embu and 

E n g l i s h .

4. J.N., age 18; b o m  in Ngandori. He has lived 

all his life in Embu. He speaks Ki-Embu and

some English
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(b) Mbeere:

1* L.M.M., age 21*; b o m  in Gachoka. Sha never 

left Hbeere until she van 21. She apeaks 

Ki-Mbeere and English.

2. S.K., age 18; born in Hbeti. He apeaks 

Ki-Mbeere only.

3. I.N., age 19; bora in Gachoko. She apeaks 

Ki-Mbeere and English.

(c) Gjchugu;

1. J.M., age 10; b o m  in Kabari. He soeaka 

Ki-Gichugu only.

2. N.M., age 80; born in Kabari. He speaks 

Ki-Gichugu only.

3. M.W.N., age 22; born in Ngariama. She has lived 

all her life in Kirinyaga. She speaks 

Ki-Gichugu and English.

k, I.M., age 35; born in Ngariama. She spent 

two years in Eobu. She speaks Ki-Gichugu« 

English and Kiawahili.

(d) Ndia: '
1. S.K., age 75? born in Mwirua Location. He 

speaks Ki-Ndia only.

. S.N• , age 55; bora in Mwirua Location. She2
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grew up in the same place. She later Bowed 

Tebere. She speaks Ki-Ndia only.

3« J.N.K., age Z 3» born in Mu tin Location. She 

lived in her area until m e  was 20. She 

speaks Ki-Ndia and English.

4. J.K. , age 25; b o m  in Kiine. He sneaks Ki»Ndia 

English and Kiswahili.

1. K.M. , age 60; bom near Karatina. Left his 

area during second world war. He speaks 

Ki-Mathira and Kiswahili.

2. M.M. , age 20; bom in Kirimukuyu. She has lived 

all her life in Mathira. She sneaks Ki-Mathira 

and English.

3. J.W., age 18; bora near Karatina. She sneaks 

Ki-Mathira.

4. E.G., age 23; bora in Ngandu Location. She 

has spent most of her life in Mathira. She 

speaks Ki-Mathira and English.

(e) Mathira!

(f) N. dialect;

1. B.W., age 11; born in 1’higinvi. He ? jeakr

Kikuyu only.
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2* L.W.K., age 2*»; born in Mahiga. She has lived 

in Mahiga for all this time. She speaks 

Kikuyu and English.

3. R.W., age 20; born in Kiru. She has spent 

all her life in Kiru. She speaks Kikuyu and 

English.

4. L.W.M., age 22; born in Tetu. She has spent 

all her life in Tetu. She speaks Kikuyu and 

English.

3. W.I., age 80; born in Qikondi. She speaks 

Kikuyu only.

(g )  S .  d i a l e c t :

1. J.N., age 28; born in Mugoiri. He has spent 

all this time in Mugoiri. He speaks Kikuyu 

and English.

2. M.K., age 13; born in Muruka. He speaks 

Kikuyu only.

3. W.K., age 26; born in Githunguri. She has spent 

all her time in Githunguri. She speaks Kikuyu 

and English.

Jf. H.N., age 23; born in Kinoo. She has lived 

all her life in Kinoo. She sneaks Kikuyu,

Kiswahili and English
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5. M.N., age 35; born in Ndeiya. He haa spent 

all his life in Kianbu. He speaks Kikuyu, 

Kiswahili and English.
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A S/ ' rLS OF THE WORD LIST

Erabu Kbeere '•ichu u Ndxa Mathira N. dialect S. dialect Gloss

1. boio/ to $o' t^otso/ N  ^tsotso X  .  *Soso so4o io&o granaother

X ✓gaka
x ^«aka

2. ✓ V maito j\a:p« x ' . ^  '/ia:pa/maito
✓ X

raai to v Smaito
V  Xmaito

V  xmaito mother

3.
^ x  ̂ ' 

r.’>i ri viri/ ka/i-J.J-t.
>  ̂  ̂ ✓ mberevere/

\ >• ^ x
mbi ribiri/

XX " s
mbirifiri firifiri

X  H X  X

bi ri bi ri pepper

Xndoro
x  *nbotswi V,mbotswa

4. tas ra/dura
X /
t3: ra

X X  ̂ ✓
ta: ra/du: ra \ /  ̂ / ta:ra/dura N /N > / dagora/dura V ✓ N niagora/du:

• >* < 
ra du ra select

5. ✓dje dje
✓4i

/die dje dj* dje go

6. X  " »•tojo
N  ✓ \  <evoruva

N ✓ ̂  ✓
keboruba

S  / Skeboruba ^ X  ✓ Xker oruha N  x  ✓  xker^ruha
x x .  Xkeraruha blister

7.
S ^ \
• r£ gc

N  X  Norygc
X ✓ \eiyjgi

N  < N

morcjge.
N  ^  N

more) gc.

' hO

/ "* v ' / irfejgs_ pumpkin plant

8. X ^ "mo£oku/ motsoku/ /raw e*. X. " , <"mo:ru/mwe
X  ^rao: ru X  xmo: ru X  X

mo: ru bad cl. 1.

*
mwe:

*
mwe:

9. V. ~ gruond* wjnd£ w 0 / wo.̂ -e. w3:dc all cl. 14

und£ \ondt



Embu Hbeere OichUKU

1 0 .
N +

k. jnua
*N /

kanua
V / 

ka^ua

1 1 .
\ * .  

£gaTva/
\ * 

•jgavwa
,N / N . 

ptC  I' fcbwa/

\
mbt* ik i

12.
V *

ko<4u
N /

keru k e r u /

kegOk ora

13.
v - 

r o  v .
\. / keve V ^

robe

1 4 .
S ' ' / " ,

aorukudu/
•» / ' N / .

moku ruku«lu/
/ >  ̂ s .  

morukuau/

mofraj ga
>. / >»

15
s  ✓  \

ndidina
^ ✓  N

ndidina ndidina/
N ✓  ^

ndigina

16 . i n a i n a
V. z' '
tttC®a

^  ✓  s  
ttttraa/
\  ^ \
inaina

17.
^ / N

dambera v o t i a
V ^  S

t u b e r a /

V  \
iambera

k ' " , X f  v
18. ejgata/ rijioria ajgata



Ndia M a t h ir a N. D i a l e c t S . D i a l e c t Gloss

kanua kanua kanua . *  *  kanua mouth

V /
kc

.N *  ̂
J X T *  g tk t . j t j * g c k t . a r m p it

s. / '  N 
k e g a k a r a gezu /

v   ̂ / s
k e g  3k ara

N / / N
k e g ^ k a r * e lb o w .

v  ̂ N
k e g ^ k o ra

v "  A v 'ro b e / k e d e
V. ✓

ro h e
>» W

ro he
X ^

ro he palm (of hand)

■okurukudu/
^ v »

mokuruguzu/ mokurugudu » o g ^  g 3 / b a c k  (

v. / \
m og a jga

\  ̂ s  
moga^ga

V. / \ 
n o g if jg  a

> '  /> / s 
fflokurugudu

■v / v
d id i n a /

V. ^ \
z i z i n o 4 id in>

S  ̂ N.
d id i n a / sw e a t

n d id in a
S x \

n d ig in a

^  ✓  N
i n a i n a

v  / \ 
i n a i n a

S N
i n a i n a

\  ^  ' 
i n a i n a s h a k e  ( w i t h  cold)

V ^ s
4 am b era/

N <  >>
Z aT.be r a / t u f  e r a /

v / S
tu feera/ swim

✓ *

tu toia
V / S

t u f e r a dam bera
x / N

dambera

V. ✓  N
i»jgata

V <* / 
ijgata

"  S /
if) g a t e

v *> / 
i j j g a t a c h a s e  away.



Eabu Mbeere Gichutfu Ndia

1 9 . rewa V  ^rewa
V .

rewa rtWD

20.
x / 
idlrabf/

s. ✓ 3f*o4a ULsibi nd4rama/

Jgoda
* V  ✓ V

idtabt

21.
.V < .  Soka/ e4enwa

v ✓ \ 
edamwa

^ /■ N.
idanva

V. / /
ei*»nwA

22.  ̂ ^ s jotaga s / \ *eti t) a V ✓ngare ^gare

23. knvwae
«s» s
n a m e ^  ̂  s ^wae:ne s. ̂  x,dwaeine

24. _}g«i Vi)gai jjgai/norujgu ^gal/

raoru^gu

25.
25.
26.

Bitur^ ̂Nnjr r-’
>. ' ' orwaru

\ / 
k jand t

n jarymokano 
morirao

kjand^
njara
orwaru

V  s .

k jand l. 
nj^ra /.wak?\ xxorwaru

27.
N. *
ta:rja

✓ s " ta:rerja ta:rerja ta:rerja

2 8 . etorora
\. > 
eta: etorora

✓ s 
ita

29. ra  o k i m o
\ - 
niotde

V  '

monde
\  /  x  ✓  mo:4e/monde

30. mb^r o

s. ^  

mb jro
\ >• 4moUuko ^  ^  '  mobuk p



Hathira N.dialect S.dialect Qlose

V Vre* V Vreo r e ^ be drank.

ihunbt/
✓ / % ndarama

4 4 'ndarama drumB.
"V ✓ N

ndarama
^ ^ s
ifcjka/ idanwa

 ̂/ N idanwa axe

idanwa
v. + * •jgare/ iui

V *»
*)gare jgare leopard.

s. ̂  Nhwaeine hwaeine hwaeine evening.

jjgai
\ v 

Jgai
v V

Jgai God.

V '
kjandt 

* \
€***,
ndwari/

v *»
kjandt.

<" sgwolp„
ndwari/

/ S
kjandt

✓ vgw ok -0̂  
ndwari

shoulder
arm
.sickness

morimo morimo morimo
^ / \ 
tar re ja V  ̂ Vta:rerja ^ ✓ S ta:rerja explain

-s-  ̂ \ / , ^ 
ita/itorora

N X
ita:

\ ^ 
ita: pour

*no: ze  ̂ / rao: 4e mo:4e pestle.
^  \ V V

mi:nd3 mahuko/mo: ndo mohute/Xmo:nd3 bag (old manfs)
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Embu Kbeere Gichugu Ndia

31. Jicit*/
^ z 

^ glta/
^ t v *
kuro/jgit#/

> s . ' jgite/jgui

32.

kuro/jjgui
N /
mu:rd*

✓

v. 'nuinda

 ̂ / toto
\ z

■u:nda
N. /

mu:nd«

33.
s

roma/
v. /roma % / roma

N. ^roma

3**.

^ / 
0 C 3 a
V ^ s
e«ona s X sego r.a nogo

V- ^nogo

35.
s ^ '
modi.-ta moSude notsude motsuefe/

V / ^
motive

36. mo£ude
\ " >■ 
modita v /• Nmo*ita S. ^ Smodita

37.
V. ^ N
eke:ndo mbea mbea mbea

38.
\ ✓ V 
erumbo erumbwa

V / ^
trumbva V V. Zndinok i

39.
^ < mbee N. /oboe \ z nboe Pill*

*+o. •s ^ v 
goroka

v. z' S
fro roka v ✓ s 

noroka v z \ omboka

S. ^ ^mokwa^i
N. / Jga :^ga

v s Jga:»)ga
v. N

►Jgas^ga

^2. *<»•/
\ / 

rwege
\ z 

mbo^go mbo:j^go

V?.

V. Z
rjvongo

V /.N' *aSa/umia
V. z'
umia

v /
atsa

N / s
atsobja



Mathi r* N.dialect S.dialect Gloea
V / "

kuro/^gui
✓

/yui
✓

rjgui dog

x /

mu!nda
' / 

dCrf* X \d t&a pierce.
\ * 2f
 ̂ '/ eCpa/

✓ x
roma

X. *
roma bite.

ro*a
X Nriô c

■X. ✓noto
S  /
nogo monkey.

V. z' ^
i^or  ̂ \ / ^ V

moti tail.

s ' smo tfu/e X ✓ N
moSude

•v / 'moftude pennie.

rnbea fflbea mbea rat
^ndinoh :>

 ̂ X X
ndinoh ̂ / / x> ndinjh^ snail

■\ /• . >» / 
!*}

.\ / 
JVOj« feathers

 ̂ V . «oroka/ S / Nomboka ^ / S 
omboka fly

omboka
»

V N •^gas^ga
\ V 

^gawjga
\ N 

jga :j}ga guines fowl
\ ^ 

hcyfco \ Nho:jjgo
v, X

ho :jj %o hawk

g^:Jga/
S  ' S
aSfoh ja

s / / 
aSoh.la carre.

aSohja



Eabu Mbeere Gichugu Ndia
S / N ' ✓ v▼»» ▼ aa bo: na ko: na

wyja<~' * ' ' ■'[(« /\ sr /  ̂ s. / \ X. x ' r \
*♦5. agwekt agvek* ekera e-kera

s / \ - X . N / \ N N ^•JTOt*/ kagott/ jaragu jara^u
\ N X /Saragt yora

*7. s . / \ " X  *■ante ■«j ' y  • nae me
W. V ' V >. ✓ x X /■o4 Itu e4 itu te: ri te: ri

N. / N /  ̂/ ' /
*9. njUca/ n jcka nika/wika wiki

V /nja^ga
N  ̂/ N / /  ̂ /  ̂ /

50. agoro •goro •goro ira
s. / N. ✓ X ^ / / / /

51. n4anu egek "3 enagak) enaeeV.3
.V * \ ✓ X ^ N. ✓ X x

52. /*ttro/iBbja f'jtro j'j c ro J ' j fro
x / v ^ \ v ✓ \ / ✓ / s

53. C»*/C*cr* £vcra ima Lia

5*.
^ / V  ̂ ^ / X g" X ✓
Jkja D kja/veyja beb ja bebja

v " v , x ✓ \ X <
5 5 . i^gera/

V /* Ngukuna

gukuma tJ :/> a t̂ sjia

v x ' x X X ^ X

5 6 .  o j g a n j a o j g a n j a ojganja o^gonja

X y* N X v. S ✓ V s \
57. tune to erua erua erua

a ✓ X x  / A m «A m «



M a th ir a N . d i a l e c t S . d i a l e c t G l o s s

ho:n«
✓  x  

h o :n a
X Z1

ho :n a be s a t i s f i e d .
xX

wehu:m bf
V  ̂ s

wehu:mb£ wehu:mb£ d r e s s

x / \3a ra g u ^ a r a fu ^ a ra g u / h o :
✓

t a  h u n g e r

X x
mae mae

X X
mae w a t e r

t e :  r i
^  / 

t e :  r i
X /

t e : r i s o i l

j \ i k a /  o ik a w ik i ( w ) i k i I  ( a l o n e ) .

/ / 
i r a l r / i r a y e s t e r d a y .
N. / N
egek

s  / \ s  
e re n a g e k O :

X 'w ✓  X
en a g e k  0 d i ^ t y  ( c l .  10 )

>. -x
^ j t r o  /\y

'  -  > ✓  , '  > / x 
fro / u m b ja  jv/cro/um bja new

,  s '  / V s
£ .m a/thtrf r a

/ /  ̂ V
C h t r ? r a

/ /
£h£_r£.ra d o d g e .

h e h ja / h e h j a : h e h j a : r o a s t .
V /

£ in a
^  ^ s 
i^ g e r a /

v ^ s 
i r jg e r a / i * jg e r a e n t e r .

gukuma 

£ o k a n e r e r ja

gukuma
v V.

i/ o ^ g a n ja / o j g a n j a / g a t h e r
^  ^ V v. '  V  ̂ / / V
o j g a n j a t f j k a n e r e r j a fe o k a n e re r ja
✓ N

• ru a
V  N,
e ru a

v \ 
e r u a r i p e n

V V 
1 rua V s l r u a

^ Ni. ra* lntl.tion
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Lmtm Mbeere Gichugu Ndia M atb ira N . d i a l e c t S . d i a l e c t G 10 S6

/  ^  y y y y /• y
59. d i e / g £ : n d * e/V t :  nda •  i : d ie d ie d i e d ie «o

N. / v y v y v y v V X >*
bend6 0 . v f t a dunj^i « via b t t a h e ta h L t a : ht-ta:

'  ^ v y \ ^ s y v  / ■x ^ \ y
c o l d .6 1 . »*vv£v 3 v b £ f  3 mb £4 0 ■  b ( *  0 nth o h£b D h Hi 3

/ y y y* ' S ' V
6 2 . va ▼ a : fefc bfc h c/h a h t / h s h£: g i v e

6 5 .
w /  /  S

ootumuTJu
v % ✓  >

lotimuou
V /  /  N

motumumu
\ v  S

ndumumu
N S. V S

notumufflu
s v s v 

aotumumu
> X X V

motumumu b l i n d ( c l .  1>

6 4 .
X X

aaf£l(A
s y ^

k e v « r^
v y  \

n og fk a
V ' N

mogika
s  y  n 

mogtka
s  /  \  

mog£ka
s  \  y  
mogfka mat ( f o r  f l o o r )

N. y ^ X ^ 'X /" S ^  ^  s X. /  X v /■  N S y v
broom65. k e v a ^ i k ja n .-i k e b a to k eb at 3 kehat*3 k e h a ts kehato

6 6 .
x ^ N ✓  V ^  v y  / ' ' / f \  X << / ^  X* X X
e t a : ra e t a : ra e t a r a r a i t a r a r a i t a r a r a i t a r a  ra i t a r a r a p y th o n .
\  / X  ' s y N y S. N

6 7 . P  ak t y » a :k i y* £ k i / i£ k i _P £ki J i f J c i g r a s s .
^  y- N / /  ^ * y N v  v v V. s s V S S ' /  V

s a f a r i  nntK.•00vO ndurakM nduraku ndurdku nduraku/ duraku duraku duraku
\ V v

4uraku

6 9 .
v y x y N. y V. / V / \  / X Xx

l Cti. t £t t i t t t U b t r t >  C rcb  c r £ h t b r i n g .
y y y y y V V S70. ndeT nde nde nde/de de 4e de w o r ld .
x " •x <* V * v /  v / v y v y X ✓

71. pd j n i pdoni ndbui n d jn i/ d  a n i d oni d s n i djni * shSiTlP •

72. twe y c
y

ne we
\  ✓  

t w i : o
• y
• due

'X ,
id u e

V N
idue idue US.

\ y V y x y v y s V v s
73- erwa manoa manoa manga manga magekea magekea dug out lumps i

*x y V / y y / y y
74. evu evu nda nda nda nda nda abdomen.

s y •x y v y
be raped.75. ,/U:twa gwatwa /Vitwa gwatwj J»itW 3 y*itw3 gwatwj

76.
V /

gwata
V /

gwata
> ^ 

gwata
\ y

gvbta N y
gwata

\ / 
gwata

' N 
y»i:ta hold.

y X y r« s y R«r« s  -V£©r« N y 
* « rA N y t»«ra no for.



£>lbu Mbeera Gichugu Ndi a

•oo esera ©Sara g«ra V Z'fera

79.
s > 

nda:re X /nda:re v-  ̂ndeine
V* *deine

SO.
S, ✓ ^ N
eni/et<ma

s / >
et4aa

N. ✓
ani ini

81
V . V /tuma/aka x / tuna \ * X +aka/tuna / s aka

82.
V /

T * 1
V. /

mbit!
>> x

mbiti
V /•

mbiti

83.
V X ^aora:pi

V X "
morargi

\ / > 
*or£:gi \  ̂kaaote

8*.
// ' anaka / / N aneka v / \ aneka

N ✓ N
aneka

85.
s * dida

N. x dida bi 4a
N /•bida

86. ▼W« sTwa kva ✓bwa

87.
83.

\ ✓ 
Tara
X /

v *vara
N. /

Vba ra 
v / 

fflbig 0

N Xbara

mbig}

89.
^madada

V /■ N
madada s x \ mabada \mabada

90. ✓ N ruana S " /▼uanana banana N ^ ✓banana

91.
w <• .rvk 3 L,; v; \ / ga: ro ri tk 0

^ -s,
rik -a

92.
-
ki:ndwa/

^ X
ki:ndwa

V. /
ki:nd*a/

S s.rosndw^
^ / ro:ndwa rondwa

93.
\ ✓ 

do^wa
N ✓ ndojwa ndojwa/

\ < dcjr̂ wa

9^.
S. ✓ N
moTaka

N. X ^
movaka oofeaka

s z' ^mobaka

95.
S. ✓ V▼etok* N. / V Tebokn ^ ^ bbtoka betoka



Mathir* N .d i ' l e c t S.dialect Gloss
N /• S. ^ x ^ \ come for.«era gexa iyera

/ v  / V  N
inside.deine d e i n ( i ) e deine

/ N x* X. V V
ini i n i ini liver
✓ \ aka ✓ N 

aka
/ V
aka build.
' /

hiti hiti hiti hyena.
^ ^ V / ^ \ ✓ N walking stick.mokwap^o/ mokwa ookwa/'Jb
moreiei S N ✓ spread out to drya n e k a aneka aneka
✓ s / x* / S

hida hida hida hide

hwa s
Uwa

/hwa dry (river)
N ^ X X

hara hara hara grape
✓ / X /■

hi* 3 hif -i hi* 3 kidney.
/ / N / / X \ S /

mahada mahada mahada twins.
/ , N N ^ V s  ̂S resembleshuar.ana huanana huanana

x / X V
riko rik -j risk d , hearth.
\ V S  X v  \rondwj) rondwo rondwa be knocked down

'  ✓  

do^ wa
\  *X

do*)wa
%  x  

d o jw a a n k l e .

/  /  N

mohaka /  /  >  mohaka s /  s
mohaka border

s / * x *  ✓  s N *  S
h e t o k a h e t o k a h e t o k a p a s s



Snbu Mbeere Gichugu Nda a

96. s ' V edi§a
V  ' \
e«ii«*a

N ^ S
edi#a

^ ✓ \ 
idi m *

97.
w / N
naTori

N / S
mavori

N ^mofeori N / "mobori

98.
s ^ " etu:nda

v ^ \ 
etu:nda

^ / N
ctu:nda

>. V
itutnda

99. man Ja
V. yman ja J'an ja pjnja

100.
N '
erima

\ ^ N
erima

N ^ N
erima

S V N

irima

101. mnwuta
N / ^roaguta

N < Smaguta
S ' '
maefuta

Mathira N .dialect S.dialect Gloss
✓ V 

ihiea
' / \ 
ihiga

s x ^ 
ihiga atone

S  X ^mohori mohori
s  ✓ "
mohori lungs

N Z' S
itu:nda

V / N
itu:nda

V ̂  N
itu:nda fruit.

' ✓ pan ja JOnJa - ^ jonja show me
* S *s
irima

X ✓ s
irima

v s /
irima hole.

/ /" maeuta
N ^ /maguta

s ' " /maguta oil/fat


